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The National Capital:
Bills introduced for public buildings for Maine
cities.
Mr. Hale on certain English laws.
Senator Chandler’s bill against railroad passes
Retaliation under the McKinley act.
A big grist of other business.
Maine news:
Hardships in he lumber region.
Watervllle hoodhuns who tried to run a railroad.
How Rockland gamblers were caught
Concord & Montreal railroad may build to Boston.
Eight killed on ■the Wabash road.
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Proclamation of Retalia-

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, January 5.—In the call
of states today in the House, only two
members of the Maine delegation intro-

By

Financial and Commercial.
Marine News.

a

tion Under the McKinley Act.

aucea

Wit and Wisdom.

Miscellany.

Opening of Congress—Senator Chand-

ler on Hand With a Bill

mils, as toiiows:
Mr. Dingley, repealing

building at Waterville, to cost $40,000;
making it unlawful'for any railroad comoperate

cars

of any kind unless

both ends with uniform
safety and automatic couplers, this bill
being identical with Senator Cnllom’s,
introduced last month, to carry out the
recommendations made in tire President’s message.

equipped

at

THE TARIFF PROHIBITORY.
John Bull’s Protection for Farmers In the

Shape

of

Quarantine Law.

Washixgtox, January

ROBERT J. LIBBY.

FROM A LIVING DEATH!

;

Ivy Poisoning andDiabetes
CURED!!
Biddefoiu), Me., Aug. 6,1891.
Messrs. Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,

,

Some six years ago F was

poison ivy, and tliough
Tyu Phywiciaa,

poisoned by

I employed a
vet it got
nto IS Ola my blood, and caused
such a burning, Itelling sensation
that it seemed as though I con Id tear
the very fie? a from the bones—
all these
yea-1-* 1 have been troubled so
that my life has been a living death.
SI Last'winter, I was taken gf g gt ■
with diabetls and run FhllwnJ
down \ ery fast—could get no help, until
Feb. 4th, my attention was called to the
wonderful 'cures DANA’S SARSAPAv RILL A was
performing. I got a bottle,
and could not see that it helped me in
the
V EJ3 A *SP* least, but thought I
would I liM. I give it a thorough
trial.
While taking the fourth bottle I began to improve. I have
taken thirteen bottles and am perfectly well every way. I cannot
begin to tell you how grateful I am for
my recovery, and wish ip* ■ ■ PJ gy Q
every one to know what w W fw Kind
a good medicine DANA’S SARSAPARILLA is.

food

Respectfully,
ROBERT J. LIBBY.

Not what we say but what the people say
sells DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.

,

Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
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Col. Ballou has arrived in Providence
but refuses to say anything about Graves
and his trial.

Benjamin

S. Wright, familiarly known
“Uncle Ben Wright” to horsemen,
died in Medford, Mass., yesterday.
The Rutland (Vt.) Herald was burned
out yesterday.
The central telephone
office also suffered and the operator was
nearly suffocated before she was rescued.
Six millions of acres in the Cherokee
strip will be open to settlement when
Congress ratifies the agreement. The
Cherokee council has already done so.
The first bill introduced in the
general
assembly of Ohio after its organization
was for redistricting the state for representation in Congress. According to the
bill the Republicans will have 17 congressmen and tlje Democrats four.
Bolossy Kiralfy’s New York residence
burned last night.
Loss $30,000; insurance $15,000.
Mrs. Kiralfy, her baby and
two servants were rescued by the fireA number of play manuscripts
men.
were

burned,

fminrl la.rrfnncr wlnvn

t.Vio

Rpnat/iv

from Maine proposed the most extreme
measures to remove the outrage.
Mr. Hale expressed a desire that Mr.
Vest might be successful in what he proposed but warned him that in his path
lay not only the quarantine officers of
Great Britain, but British farmers and
British raisers of cattle and sheep.
His
efforts would be futile because he would
come face to face with what was the actual trouble in the case and not the ostensible trouble.
The resolution was adopted.

Senator
Washington, January 5.
Chandler today introduced a bill to reenforce the provisions of the interstate commerce law.
It provides that the giving
of free transportation, except as allowed
by the act, shall be deemed an unjust dis—

crimination, and punished as provided
by the act. Railroads will be compelled
to keep a record of passes issued, the

record to be at the disposal of the stockholders of the roads, the state railroad
commissioners and the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Chandler Promptly Puts in a Bill
Against Passes-Mr. Bishop Qualifies.

Washington, January 5.—In
today, the resumption of

the Senthe business of the session after the close of the
holiday recess, was marked by a pretty
full attendance of Senators,

ate

particularly

the Republican side.
Vice President
Mofton occupied the cliaii;. The usnal
mass of petitions was presented and rein favor of

a

live million loan to the Columbian Exposition on condition that the fair be
kept
closed on Sundays. Among the bills presented and referred were:
By Mr. Dolpli, making appropriation
for the purchase of sites for fortifications.
By Mr. Higgins, making an appropriation for the payment of tiie French spoliation claims.
By Mr. Peffer, to increase the circulating medium by issuing treasury notes
based on gold and silver coin and bullion, and to amend the coinage laws accordingly; to amend the interstate commerce act and prohibit
options, trusts or

Democratic Plot in the

a

Empire State.

AY ill Not

Reciprocate.
Washington, January 5.—The President is preparing a proclamation of retaliation against those countries which
have refused to enter into reciprocal
trade relations with this country, and
will probably have it ready for issue before the end of the present week.
The
President’s action is based on section 3
of the McKinley tariff act.
Senator Fryo’s Pilotage Bill.

Washington, January 5.—Senator
Frye’s bill abolishing compulsory coastwise pilotage is the one he introdneed at

the last session.

Washington

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS TO BE
CHOSEN BY THE

LEGISLATURE.

The Matter Saitl to Have Been Considered
at a Conference Between Messrs.
and

Quay

Dudley—Governor Flower Begin

His Career with

a

Flea for

the Gerry

mander—His Message Sent to the I.egis
lature After Its Organisation.

Pittsburg, Pa., January 5.—A paper
here professes to give the inside history
of a meeting between Senator Quay and
W. W. Dudley here Sunday last, as related by a gentleman who came from
New York to attend the conference. The
goes that Messrs Qu^y and Dudley
learned that the Democratic leaders in
New York state, acting under the pewel’s conferred by the constitution, had defirpminnrl flulf flm dqvT

tors should be chosen

by the legislature
and not by popular vote.
As both
houses of the legislature in New York
will be controlled by the Democrats the
plan is entirely feasible and if carried
out the money which would otherwise
be expended for campaign purposes in
New York can be used in doubtful
states.
It is said that the Qnay-Dudley
conference considered the political outlook as affected by this alleged scheme.
WANTS A GERRYMANDER.
f

Mr. Mills of Texas has been granted
indefinite leave of absence from the
House.
In the absence of Speaker Crisp, Clerk
Kerr called the House to order yesterday. and on motion of Mr. Springer, Mr.
MeMillin was chosen Speaker pro tem.
The following patents have been granted to people in Maine: W. Dodge, Blaine,
car coupler;
J. B. Miller, Rockland,
shackle for vessel chains.
Professor Cecil H. Peabody, of the Institute of Technology, Boston, has accepted the appointment of president of
the board on life-saving appliances.
The usual constitutional amendment
to provide for woman suffrage, which
has made its appearance in Congress annuaiiy tor some years, will be introduced this session by Representative
Greenleaf of Rochester, N. Y., whose
wife is president of the Woman Suffrage
Association of New York.
The introduction in the House yesterday of a series of bills, each placing
some article on the free list, shows it to
be the policy of the Democratic managers to attack the McKinley law in detail.
Senator Chandler yesterday proposed
an amendment to the Constitution that
no person of foreign birth, not a citizen
of the United States, shall be allowed to
vote for any officer, state or national.
THE WEATHER.
Generally Fair Unless Boston's Snow Storm
Gets Here.

Washington, January 5.—The following is the forecast of the weather for
New England: Generally fair; slightly
warmer; variable winds.

Boston, January 5.—Local forecast for
New England: Increasing cloudines, followed during Wednesday by snow, except
in northern Maine, where snow will probably fall Wednesday night; stationary
temperature followed by colder Thursday; winds becoming northeasterly and
increasing in strength. Snow will continue over most of New England Wednesdav nisdit,. and two

nv

Flower’s First message to New York State
Solosss.

Albany, N. Y., January 5.—The legislature convened today.
The Democrats organized the senate.
Dr. Robert
P. Bush was elected speaker in the assembly, the vote standing: Bush, 05 ;
Husted, 55. In his message Governor
Flower says the paramount duty before
the legislature is to provide for an enumeration of the inhabitants of the state
preparatqry to the reapportionment of
senate and assembly districts. A popular majority of nearly 50,000, he says, is
able to control the legislature by
of inequitable apportionment. It
is equally incumbent upon the legislature to reapportion the congressional districts of the state.
Notwithstanding an
increase of nearly a million in population
since 1880, the state has only the same

rarely

Notes.
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probable. The storm central in Tenwill probably move northeastward
off the New England coast before Thursday. Colder and fair weather will probably follow the storm.
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Report.
PoitTiiANn, Me, January 5,1892.
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M.

Barometer.129-973 29.720
21.0
10.
79.
Wind. W
W

Thermometer.!l9.0
Dew Point.111.
Humidity.71.
Velocity.

5

Weather.Clear

5

Clear
~—

Mean daily ther... 24.0iMax. vel. wind. 8
Maximum ther.. .30.01Total preciy.0
Minimum ther ... 17.0|

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
tho Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, January 5, taken at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
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electoral college that §liO'was given ten
years ago. He recommends tlie repeal
of tlie press gag law in tlie electrocution
act.
MEN ON SHORT RATIONS.
This

Peculiar

Winter

Weather Making

Trouble in Lumber Camps.

[Special to the Press.]

Waterville, January 5.—Word is re.
ceived in this city from Bingham, one of
the head centres for lumbering operations for those
owning timborlands
here, that the recent rains have proved
exceedingly disastrous to lumbering operations.

The swamps and lowlands are
flooded, making it impossible for the
teams to reach many of the crews with
supplies, necessitating short rations being served. This with undue exposure,
has stricken many of the men down with
the grippe.
The lumber, which has been cut, lays
piled high in the yards, as it is impossible to draw it to the landing until it
freezes up and a fall of snow will allow
the use of sleds.
This throws the men
out of employment and makes them dissatisfied and quarrelsome.
The usual
recreation of a lumberman’s camp,
drinking, smoking and card playing, has
become monotonous without the almighty dollar to add interest to the game.
Hunting is impossible, and also trips into Bingham, as the roads have become
impassable. The brooks are all swollen
to the size of a small river, while
in Austin’s stream the freshet has
started the ice, which in jamming down
demolished the bridge in Moscow and
formed a dam which throws the water
across the west flats, obliging the people
on them to take to their boats tor
satety.
This is
one of the many reports re-

only
by the

ceived
local lumber kings of the
distress and trials of tho present camn
life.
Mr. C. H. Phillips, of the large lumber
firm of G. A. Phillips & Son, is expected
to return from these regions tonight, if
he can get through, when a fuller report
can bo obtained.
York

I.ocal Weather

PR SS.

JANUARY 6, 1S92.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

Lowell division of the Boston & Maine:
Icorge Nevens, roadmaster of the Maine
Central; George W. York, auditor; J. A.
Linscott, treasurer; Jolm L. Heald, Esq..
Charles Baker, Fred Haskell, E. A. Hall,
train dispatcher; Hon. A. A. Strout of
Portland; H. H. Towle, general baggage
>.gent; J. A. Pinkerton, master mechanic ; 1). A. Booker, Brunswick, bridge inspector of the Maine Central.

The

ABANDONED IN A SMALL BOAT FAR

tho quo warranto suit of
The
court says that the declaration of tho
result of an election is an indispensable
adjunct to the choice of governov, ns it
furnishes the only authentic evidence of
an election.
Unless the declaration is
made in the way so provided the process
of the election is not conyilcte.
It is
found in this case that there lias been no
declaration by the general assembly that
tho relatev had been elected Governor,
and it is not claimed that there lias been
any equivalent act by any other authority.

OUT ON A STORMY SEA.

EIGHT WERE KILLED.

■

County Lawyers.

Waterville

Hoodlums

Find

Horse

They Attempted to Save Life and
Lame Near Perishing.

Car

Driving Pretty Expensive.
[Special to the Press.]
Waterville, January 6.—A party of
French hoodlums, consisting of George

Butler, Dudley Bushey, Joseph Butler
j
Debour, were up in the municipal court for trial this morning for riand Albert

Wabash Trains Crashed Together Head
in a Fog.

They Left Their Ship

and disturbance of the
all found guilty and
were
peace, tlioy
lined. It seems these fellows got an idea
into their heads they could run the Watfci ville and Fairfield railroad, and all
getting about half seas over New Year’s
eve, boarded the horse cars for Fairfield.
When that town was nearly reached, the
racket began and for some time it was
doubtful whether Conductor Mace would
run his car or these roughs.
Kinging the
hell for a stop, the driver was called to
the back platform of the car and after
pretty rough handling and ripping off
of clothes, the Frenchmen were unceremoniously t hrust into the gutter and the
ear proceeded on its way.
All went well with it until returning
about the same place was reached, when
a rush was made and
again the Frenchmen were on the car.
Warfare contintinned until Waterville was reached and
then throngh fear of arrest, the band of
arrested
roughs skipped, only to be
tills morning and brought before the
judge, and this little New Year’s excursion was found to cost them $68.

to Rescue

ger Who Had Fallen

His Death

in

a

a

Life Preserver

Agony—The Ship Had

Steamed Away and They Had to Row
for Their Lives.

Liverpool, January 5.—A boat’s crow
composed of six men belonging to the
British steamship Eleanor, arrived here
this morning in a half frozen condition.
The sailors tell a tale of much suffering,
from which experience several of them
will be permanently injured. It appears
that one of the passengers of the Eleanor, who had been acting in a strange
manner all the time he had been on
board that vessel, suddenly jumped overboard on Sunday while the steamer was

going
time

at full

was

speed.

off Green

T

The Eleanor at that
Ores Light, County
iiu

vui>

..i.
au

-r
oia.

ill

addition, it was nisrlit time and a nasty
running. The weather was bitter
ly cold. In spite of these facts the captain of tlio steamship stopped and then
sea was

reversed his engines and ordered a boat
to be got ready for launching, lie called
for a volunteer crow and burned blue
SHE PROMPTED THE CAPTURE.
lights while the boat was being swung
How the Wife of a liookland Gambler Aidoverboard and lowered away.
A crew
of six volunteers slid down the falls the
ed the Police.
moment the small craft was
ready for
[Special to the Press.]
them, and with the steamer still burning
Rockland, January 5.—At a meeting colored flare lights the rescuers disapof the Tillson Light Infantry held in the peared in the darkness, pulling with all
their
in
the
direction
strength
armory last night, Ralph R. Ulmer, Esq., in
which
the
man
drowning
was elected captain, to till the
to
be.
vacancy was
Under
supposed
occasioned by the recent resignation of the influence of wind, sea and a strong
the boat was soon so far away
Captain Charles E. Young.
Captain current,
from the steamer that her lights coulil
.Tames B. Hill of Company C, Second
not be seen.
The gallant seamen, howRegiment, of Bath, presided.
continued their search for the pasever,
The police raided a gambling den Sunsenger who had jumped overboard.
day and caught a number of Rockland When
the first alarm of “Man overboard”
men in the toils.
The capture was ac- had
been given on board the Eleanor, a
complished by the wife of one of the
had been thrown overboard
gamblers, who secured a key and gave it life-buoy
from the steamer, and after an hour of
to the officers.
fruitless search, the men in the boat
The officers-elect of Knox Lodge, I. O.
found this buoy, and clutching it fiercely
O. F., were installed by Reuel Robinson,
in his death agony was the unfortunate
of
Camden last night.
Esq.,
He died before he could be
The order of United Friends elected passenger.
into the boat.
officers last night, Samuel A. Keyes be- pulled
Tlio six rescuers then turned their atchosen chief councillor.
ingThe
tention to their own safety, and anxiousfirst regular monthly
meeting of
scanned the horizon in search of the
the city council for the year was held ly
steamer’s light or of Green Ores Beacon.
last nhrht.
Neither could be seen.
Tlio men were
cold and numb.
shouted for hours
Charles Hill Bound Over.
They
without avail, and at last recognized thu
[Special to the Press.]
fact that the Eleanor had abandoned
Rockland, January 5.—Charles Hill of them and that their chances of getting
ashore again were very slim.
The boat
Rockport, who was arrested Saturday was half
full Of water, anri to malrp m n
with
charged
attempting liighway rob- ters worse, a drenching downfall of
bery on Tax Collector Miles Leach, was rain swept over them, still further
given a hearing before Trial Justice Mil- adding to their misery. Some of the
ler yesterday afternoon.
Sufficient evi- men were so exhausted that they could
dence being found against him, he was hardly grasp the oars.
There was nothbound over to the March term of court. ing to eat or drink in the boat, and in
this weather the men and boat were coat
Almost as Good as New.
ed thick with ice.
When morning
dawned they could see in the distance a
[Special to the Press.]
5.—Schoonor low line of black, and pulling toward it.
Rockland, January
John P. Kelsey was launched today with renewed vigor, they were overjoyed
to see that
they were approaching land.
from the South Marine railway, where Some
hours later the Eleanor’s sailors
she has received extensive repairs, in- ran
their.boat ashore at Green Ores and
cluding a nfew keel, stempost, stern and were soon being
tenderly cared for by
rudder braces.
the coast guardsmen.
It was seen that
Debts In Augusta and Vision of Wealth
the rescued men were badly frostbitten,
and that several of them would lose finAbroad.
gers and toes. As soon as possible, the
Augusta, January 5.—A. B. Neville, a Eleanor’s rescued mariners were forlawyer, reported by a Boston paper as warded to Liverpool, where that steamer
was bound.
The Eleanor had, in the
just inheriting an English fortune and
meantime, reached Holyhead and reportthe title of Baron Braybrook, is wanted
ed the loss of the six men and tiro pashere on a charge of the larceny of a few
The greatest indignation is exsenger.
dollars. Ho left here last week.
His
the captain of the steampressed
against
law sign still hangs over his door.
ship for having so hastily concluded that
Whore Escape Is Difficult.
the six seamen were lost.
The injured
seamen propose to bring suits for damAugusta, January 5.—Michael Nolan
ages against tho Eleanor’s captain and
and James White, the Readlield burglars
the owners of the vessel.
who escaped recently from Kennebec against
jail, were sentenced today to three years
DRIFTED TO HER HOME PORT.
in the state’s prison.

;

among cattle,” was submitted to the
governor and council today.
The extent of tho disease in Hillsboro’
county caused the l>oard to make a
thorough investigation, and in several
instances the disease was traced directly
to herds of cattle brought from Massachusetts, either for pasturage or to be
sold, sometimes bv unscrupulous dealers,
to farmers and milkmen of the state.
In
1887, when pleuro-pneumonia existed in
Massachusetts, the New Hampshire commissioners established
a
quarantine
against cattle from that state. Seven
thousand head were admitted to New
Hampshire that year, 50 per cent, coining
from Massachusetts, ancl tho same percentage probably has annually come
from Massachusetts and located in. Hillsboro’ county since 1887.
In this county
70 per cent, of the eases of tuberculosis
of the state have been found.
In conclusion, tlie board say that if any
permanent eradication of the disease is
to be effected stringent regulations must
be enforced against diseased cattle from
outside the state, and that such action
will doubtless to taken at an early day.^j
WANT A LINE OF THEIR OWN.
Concord & Montreal May

righted,
banking
of St. Pierre,

The

novelty

business in wood work in
in Franklin, Somerset and
Androscoggin counties, it is reported,
is to be consolidated into one large cor-,
poration with headquarters in Auburn.
More capital is to be put in and the en-

towed her in.
When she was
it was discovered that she was a
schooner belonging to Lacroix

uio uuuica vi

Maine, located

veil

iutru

>v uiu luuuu

m jiui.

She had a crew of 16 or IT.
The others
must have been on watch when she
turned over.
It is
thought extremely
singular that she should have drifted
from the Grand Banks to St. Pierre.

an

Iron

Boston, January 5.—The Globle says:
The Concord & Montreal railroad is bending every energy to get into Boston some
way besides over the tracks of the Boston & Maine.
When the Boston & Maine
people got control of the Boston & Lowell they put the Concord road right
where they wanted it.
They have that
road in their power, and now tho Concord officials intend to get out of their
clutches, if such a tiling is possible. Tho
way they propose to do it is to build a
new line from North Acton to Belmont,
and come into Boston over tho tracks of
the Fitchburg road.
Tho Concord «fc
Montreal now operates the Nashua »fc
Acton road from Nashua Junction to
Acton, find the link it. would have to
build,to Belmont would not bo over Id
miles long.
General Manager Furbcr, when called
“I had
upon by a Globe reporter, said:
not heard of the Concord Sr
Moat real
scheme until it was brought to my notice
[ kvow of no
by a newspaper man.
reason why the C. & M. or any
Other
railroad could not build a line to' Boston
from any point, if they obtained the requisite authority and were able to furnish
tho

which disappeared while
at anchor on the banks during a
heavy
September gale. When she was righted

ciation of Minnesota, with headquarters
at Minneapolis.
He will leave for there
next week.
i

Build

Itoad to Boston.

Sailors on Board.
January term of the York County
Court
in
Saco yesterSupreme
opened
St. Johns, N. F., January 5.—The tug
day, Judge Virgin of Portland, presiding.*
A largo number of cases are entered arid Progress, of St. Pierre, while cruising
they will cause an unusually long off that port, picked up a vessel bottom

up and

Hampshire.

Concoui), N. II., January 5.--Tho first
annual report of the state board of cattle
commissioners, organized under the provisions of an act passed at the last session of the legislature for the purpose
“of exterminating contagious and infectious diseases, especially tuberculosis,

The

Rev, O. II. Tracy, recently of Eiddcford, now of Lewiston, has been elected
state secretary of the Free Baptist Asso-

Tlie Tubercnlosed Cows Which Have It ecu
Killed In New

An Overturned Schooner "With Her Dead

term.

Chicago, January 5.—Officials of the
Wabash road have received intelligence
that two passenger trains on that line,
one going west from Toledo the other
coming cast from Kansas City, came in
collision early this morning at Aladdin,
Ills., three, miles east of Hannibal, Mo.,
causing a disastrous ancl fatal wreck.
The engineers of tho two trains were
killed as were four Italian immigrants.
Eight passengers were hurt. The east
bound train had the right of way.
It
had pulled into the depot at Aladdin and
was waiting for the west bound train to
take a side track. The latter came along,
but jumped the switch and crashed into
the standing train. The trains took tiro
and both smokers and baggage ears and
a chair ear were consumed. The fireman
of the east bound train was seriously injured, and the fireman of the other train
cannot livo.
Lateic—Later advices say that two express messengers were also injured and
that eight in all were killed. Fireman
Warbie has since died.
Five coaches
were burned.
Four Italian immigrants
were burned to death.
The accident was
! due to the heavy fog.
THEY COME FROM MASSACHUSETTS-

..

Maine News in Brief.

on

Passen-

Overboard—They

Found Him Clinging to

otous conduct

—.

case was

Morris, late Democratic candidate.

IT COST THEM $68.

Action Respecting Those Countries AYhlcli

on

combinations.

Rumors of

PEOPLE.

NOW COMES RETALIATION.

8 A.

Mr.

ferred, comprising several

TO THWART THE

story

System.

SENATORIAL MILL GRINDING.

_____

as

tlie Law to Kill the Free Pass

For sale everywhere.

RANDLETTE & CQ,t

ap!5

thorities of Great Britain for the purpose
of securing abrogation or modification of
the regulations requiring cattle imported
from the United States to be slaughtered
at the ports of entry, and prohibiting
their being carried alive to other parts of
the kingdom. Mr. Vest explained and
advocated the resolution,.
Mr. Hale treated the regulations in
question as a marked instance of Great
Britain’s inconsistency in the matter of
free trade. Great Britain, he said, was
constantly preaching homilies on free
in
tracie,
objecting,
every
possible
to
as
embodied
way
protection
in the statutes of' the United States
and calling down on the heads of the
American people the censure and vengeance of the civilized world because of
the extreme barbarism and unenlightenment of their protective policy.
And
yet, under the forms of a quarantine regulation, Great Britain was actually prohibiting the exportation from the United
States to Great Britain of animals, establishing a complete prohibitory tariff.
5To American cattle or sheep could be
introduced into Great Britain to compete
with the farmers and cattle raisers of
that countiy any more than if a tariff
duty of 100 per cent were laid on them.
This was because the British authorities, committed, as they claimed to be,
to free trade with all the world, were
aware of the disastrous effect of such importation on British farmers and cattle
and
was
raisers.
It
an
sheep
instance of the inconsistency of the
British cry of free trade.
Mr. Hale
did not want the resolution adopted
without calling attention to that inconsistency, but did not oppose the resolution.
Mr. Vest deprecated the introduction
of a tariff discussion on the resolution
and said he should certainly not put himself in an attitude of
defending either
the motive or action of the authorities
of Great Britain.
If, after, the State Department had called the British government’s attention to the subject and had
calmly presented all the facts, showing
that no diseased
cattle were exported
from
the
United
the
States,
British
authorities
to
refused
treat American cattle justly, he would
not,

CHANDLER’S LATEST.

reso-

lution requesting the President of the
United States to cause correspondence
and negotiations to be had with the au-

'

chairman.

5,—In the Sen-

ate, today, Mr. Vest called up the

cv

By Mr. Manderson, to amend the pension act of June, 1890; to codify and
amend the laws relating to pensions.
By Mr. Hiscoclc, to increase the postal
facilities and expedite the delivery of
mails.
By Mr. Chandler, to regulate the rates
of pensions; prohibiting free passes on
railroads, except in certain cases.
Bv Mr. Dolph, to forfeit certain railroad land grants.
B. W. Perkins, Senator from Kansas,
to succeed the late Senator Plumb, took
the oath of office.
Mr. Vance took the oath of office for
his new senatorial term.
lie was assigned to positions on the committees on
contingent ex ponses, finance, privileges
and elections, the Distract of Columbia,
and woman’s suffrage of which he is

Buttressing

tlie law
which authorizes the President to suspend any part or all of the tonnage duty;
to provide for a commission of fivdf persons to investigate the alcoholic liquor
traffic, the commissioners to receive a
salary of $10 a day and this work to be
concluded in two years, all of the commissioners not to be prohibitionists; to
establish a marine board in the Treasury
Deyartment, the same bill Mr. Dingley
introduced last year as a result of the
recommendations of the International
Marine Conference.
By Mr. Milliken, for a public building
at Gardiner, to cost $40,000; for a public

pany to

By Mr. Dawes, for the adjustment oi
of the accounts of mechanics and workmen under the eight-hour act.
By Mr. Frye, to amend the laws relating to the marking of vessels’ names on
the bow and stern; to exempt United
.States vessels from payment of state pilots for services not rendered; for the
settlement of the Sioux City & Pacific
Railroad Company’s debt to the government.

MR. HALE ON PROTECTIVE LAWS

2.
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law in this Commonwealth which admit*
of the formation of railroad corporations
and tho construction of railroads whenever an exigency is shown for tho building of such, and I known of no reason
why tho Concord & Montreal railroad
cannot avail itself of the provisions of
that law if it is desirable so to do.”

Yesterday’s despatches said that the
Saco, January 5.—The annual meeting terprises developed.
Mexican clerical party was supplying
The State Fair trustees met at Auburn
of tho York County liar Association was
All the Crew Drowned.
money for Garza, the revolutionist. Gen.
and lixod the date of the State
Tuesday
held here tonight The following officreports that tho revolutionStanley
5.—The
Loxnox, January
Norwegian ists
Fair at September (5-7-S-U.
the border are dispersing.
They
assign
along
Kintu. from Amsterdam for Arendal,
ers were elected:
departments as follows: A. Libby of brig
Tho troop ship Tyne, for which anxiehas been wrecked near La Thescaw anti
President—John M. Goodwin, Biddeford.
Saccarappa, park; H. V/, Hutchins, it is
Vice President—Kufus P. Taplcy, Saco.
supposed all the crew were drowned. ty was felt, has arrived in England.
tickets; Geo. O. Bailey, horses; A. J.
Treasurer—Horace II. Burbank, Saco.
Libby, cattle.
Secretary—Luther K. Moore, Saco.
They Killed the Knglnes.
Executive -Committee—Geo. A. Emery, Saco;
It
is
now reported that caly spring will
G. N. Weymouth, Biddeford; George E. Grant,
Sax Axtoxio, Tex., January 5.—The
witness the commencement of a
and
Saco.
pulp

A

banquet

followed the business meet-

ing.
Funeral of Geo. XV.

Wagg.
Lewiston, January 5.—The funeral of
the late George W. Wagg, was held at
liis home in Auburn this afternoon. The
pall bearers were John X. Wood and Edward X. Wood of Lewiston, Ilenry Lowell, John Pickard, Geo. S. Woodman of
Auburn, and I). A. Booker of Bruns-

paper mill at Rnmford Falls, which it
will take two years to complete, with a
capacity of 50 tons of paper per day.
The Lewiston Journal reports an elopement from that city, a man employed in
one of the shoe factories, leaving with a
fellow workman’s wife. Instead of wasteing precious time and money pursuing
the runaways, the forsaken husband sold
his household goods at a second-hand
furniture store and found a home in a
boarding house.

i

first :icts of destruction or violence on
the part of the San Antonio *fc Arcauc&s
Pass railroad strikers were committed
Sunday night at Xokcm, Texas, where
the division shops are located.
The
night watchmen at the relief houso there
were held up by a mob of strikers,
who
then proceeded, to dismantle 20 engines
and throttle the levers and other necesThey also destroyed
sary machinery.
the pump which supplied the railroad
tanks with water at that place.
Passenger trains are running on all branches of
the road today as usual, but uo attempt
is being made to run freight trains.

Senator Stewart of Nevada has added
feature to the silver question by
services were d by liev. W. H.
the introduction of a resolution founded 1
Kullieley Sustained.
Boston, 2<P, W, clear; New York, 34°, Haskell, the former pastor of Mr. Wagg, on a proposition that holders of silver
received the fellow- bullion are entitled under an existing
s, cloudy; Philadelphia, 34°, E, cloudy; from whom lie
Hartford, Conn., January 5.—ThesuWashington, 34°, NE, clondy; Albany, ship and admission to the church. Spec- law, never repealed so far as the Senator preme court has unanimously sustained
can ascertain, to the free
22°, N, clear; Buffalo, 22°, NE, cloudy; ial trains
of sil- the demurrer of Governor Bulkelcy.
brought a great number of ver, as follows: “An act coinage JanDetroit, 18°, E. clear; Chicago, 26°, W,
The decision continues Bulkelev in
approved
cloudy; St. Paul, 18°, SW, clear; Duluth, railroad men to attend the services, uary 19, 1837,provideing that gold and sil office. It does not say that Morris'was
16°, cloudy; St. Vincent, —6°, N, clear; among them Pay son Tucker, Esq., mana- I ver bullion brought to the mint for coin- not elected, but does say that in the
Huron, So. Dak., 10°, NW, cloudy; Bis- ger of the Maine Central; F. E. Booth by, age shall be received and coined by the present situation Bulkeley is governor tie
marck, 2°, NW, fair; Jacksonville, 08°, general ticket agent; Jonas Hamilton, proper officers for the benciit of the de- jure and de lacto, thus apparently upset.I). W. Sunburn, superintendent oi tho posiW
S, fair.
us
ting the contention of the
wick.
The
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Absolutely Pure.
A cream of tartar bak mg powder.
all hi leavening
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of
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MISCELLANEOUS.

HAS CHILI APOLOGIZED?
A

Colds and Coughs
croup,

throat,
bronchitis, asthma,
and hoarseness

cured

by

flyers Cherry Pectoral
the safest
and most effective

emergency medicine.
It should be in every

family.
Dr. J. C.

in
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DO YOU FEEl SICK ALL
IS YOUR BODY SORE?

CAN’T YOU RELISH YOUR
MEALS?
HAVE YOU A DRY COUGH?
DO YOUR LIMES ACHE?
ARE YOU BILIOUS?
IS YOUR STOMACH SOUR?

Washington, January 5.—The President today sent to the Senate the following nominations:
Interstate Commerce Commissioners—James
tV. Me Dili of Iowa, vice Thomas M. Cooley, resigned ; William M. I.iudscy of Kentucky, vico
\v. D. Bragg, deceased; William It. Morrison
of Illinois, reappointed.
Fourth Assistant Postmaster General—Estes

THEN YOUR LIVER IS OUT

Aid for

of nonpo

USE THE GREAT
KICKAPOO INDIAN SAGWA.
GENUINE UNADULTERATED
INDIAN MEDICINE.
PREPARED BY THE INDIANS
THEMSELVES FROM ROOTS
HERBS AND BARK.

KICKAPGO INDIAN SAGWA
For Sale at all

Druggists.

INDIAN SALVE. An
Excellent
for Fever 8ores. Cancers,
Hies, and all kinds of Indolent Ulcers. This
Salve is made of Real Buffalo Tallow, combined
with Medicinal properties of healing Herbs.
Rnots Barks, etc. Only 25 cents a pack
t I e without It.
0“

KICKAPOODressing

Maine Veterans

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 133 South 51I1 Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
eil—ad druggists everywhera do. $1.
50

Remembered.

Jr"'
We should be pleased to seed you circulars,
aud solicit a portion of your business.
COBEY, HIELIKEN & CO.,
(Members X. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby Si., Boston.
Seud for circular, or, better still, call and
see us.

iames”

and “gentlemen.

1

*'*

WE SOLICIT
ueclS

ONE TRIAL.
dim.

DEST307S the

Deadly COAL OAS,

SAVE" 25 per cent, of the FUEL,
Lessens the Smoke, Soot and Ashes.
For Sale by all Grocer*.

STANDARD COAX. <Ss FUEL GO.
SORqultable BaiMlag, BOSTON.
sep25
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Secretary Tracy
Coaid

Thinks Her

Outfight

Navy

Is.

Sir. Tracy Talks with Julian Hawthorne
About tho New Navy—What Chill
Would Do In Case of War—The
Defenseless Pacific Coast.

[COPYRIGHT, 1S92.1

The office of the secretary of the
navy is up one flight of stairs, on the
east side of the
enormous pile of
that
contains, not that departmasonry
ment only, but the departments of state,
of the army, and (I believe) of the interior. In the long and wide marble
corridor that communicates with the
rooms of the secretary are models, in
glass eases, of the typical ships of the
navy, each finished with every detail,
and from three to four feet in length.
The door of the office is open and a
subordinate door of 6lats, with space
above and below, and without a latch,
swings open to admit you. You enter
with broad
a large, handsome room,
windows looking out on the white
house, and pn the rising sun. There
arc iwo or uiree ucsk

taoies,

at

one

oi

which sits an alert man of mitldle age,
of medium height, and sturdily built.
He is Mr. Raymond, the secretary’s
private secretary, and a very cheerful,
able, agreeable man he is. I sat chatting with him a few minutes, while
awaiting my summons to the interior
room occupied by the secretary himself.
On chairs and sofas sat half a dozen
gentlemen, also waiting for something.
A bell sounded, and Mr. Raj^monu
said: “I think that is for you.” I got
up, followed a beckoning hand, and in
a moment found myself alone with Mr.
The room was simply furTracy.
nished, and round the walls were colored portraits of our new cruisers and
line-of-battle ships.
Mr. Tracy is a massive, powerful man
of about sixty, with close cut white hair
and beard, a strong nose, gray eyes and
a chin as firm as the prow of one of his
own ironclads.
Withal his aspect is
kindly and genial, and I felt imme-

William H. Kingham.
ADDITIONAL.

William A. Fenlason.
INCREASE.

John F. Goss.
REISSUE.

Horace I. Hannan.
ORIGINAL WIDOWS, ETC.
Miranda A. Davis,

Helen M. Pierce,

Ephraim C. Skinner, father.

A Long Judicial Career.

Judge William A. Woods, who was
recently appointed by President Harrison

to the seventh

circuit under the
Evarts law creating nine new
United States
courts, has been
on the bench almost continuously since arriving
at man's estate.
tie was

Dorn

Tennessee

in

about

fifty-five

years
After his
graduation from
Wabash college,
judge woods.
he practiced law
at Goshen, Ind. He was for several
years judge of the state court in that
circuit. It was during this incumbency
that he formed the friendship of President Harrison and Attorney General
Miller. In 1880 he was elected to the
supreme bench He only held this position two years, when, qjpon Gresham’s
elevation to the cabinet as postmaster
general, he was appointed to the United
States district judgeship thus made
vacant. This place he still holds.
Hypnotism Prohibited.
Because of recent “accidents” hypnotism is getting unpopular in Europe.
The Belgian lawmakers have prohibited
the practice in public as dangerous and
open to abuse.
Florins and four shilling pieces will no
longer be issued by the British government.
A

curious

inuian

Custom.

In the original settlements in British
Columbia a peculiar institution occa
sioned gala times for the red men now
and then. This was. the “potlatch ” a
thing to us so foreign, even in the impulse of which it is begotten, that we
have no word or phrase to give its meaning. It is a feast and merrymaking at
the expense of some man who has earned
or saved what he deems considerable
wealth, and who desires to distribute
every iota of it at once in edibles and
drinkables among the people of his tribe
He does this because he asor village.
a
to
chieftainship or merely for the
pires
credit of a “potlatch”—a high distincbeen known to
tion. Indians have
throw away such a sum of money that
their “potlatch” has been given in a
huge shed built for the feast, and
blankets and ornaments have been distributed in addition to the feast.—Julian
Ralph in Harper’s.v
Squared the Circle.
The rule eriven bv Ahmes reauires that
the diameter of a circle shall be shortened by one-ninth, and a square erected
upon this shortened line. The area of
such a square approximates the area of
the circle, but, of course, is not exact,
and is not even as close a result as that
at which other geometricians have arrived.
The Babylonians, who were also great
mathematicians, had a solution, to which
a reference in the Talmud has been
traced. The Babylonian method, however, was not a quadrature, but a rectification of the circumference.—All the
How Ancients

Tl)8 Wonderful Coal-Saver

practicakyJaHetenseiess

original.

Obed Wilson,

___
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they are complete—?”
‘•Until tlfey are complete, we

t$j.

today:

ago.

____

it

Washington, January 5.—The following Maine pensions have been granted

knowledge

is incomplete.
But there is one
subject
on which all physicians are
completely in accord, and
that is the value of cod-liver
oil in consumption and scrofula, and many other conditions in which the loss of fat
is involved.
And cod-liver
oil has its greatest usefulness
n Scott’s Emulsion.
There is an interesting
book on the subject; sent free.

Starving Russians.

Washington, January 5.—Mr. Washbum introduced in the Senate today a
joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to employ any United,
States vessel best adapted to such service, for tiie purpose of transporting
contributions to the inhabitant s of those
provinces of Russia that are suffering
from want of food, and, if necessary, to
chaater vessels for that purpose. He
asked for its immediate consideration,
and had read a telegram received by him
from Minneapolis, stating the amount of
liour already pledged as 1,750,000 pounds
and the total amount expected to lie contributed as 6,000,000 pounds. The resolution was amended by limiting the appropriation to $100,000, and was agreed
to, 40 to 9. The resolution was presented in accordance with the recommendation of the President in a special message.
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Doctors disagree.
They
have to.
There are differences of opinion
among the
there
will
be so long
best;
as

”T"

Nominated by the President.

G. ltathbone of Ohio.
William B. Hess, United States Consul General at Constantinople.
William I). McCoy of Indiana, minister resident and consnl general to Liberia.
Chief Engineer George W. Melville, United
States Engineer in chief and chief of bureau of
steam engineering, with relative rank fa commodore.
United States Consuls—Walter E. Howard of
Vermont, at Cardiff; Elias II. Cheney of New
Hampshire, at Matanzas; Kadeliffe E. Ford of
Maine, at Leghorn.

OVER ?

Jy»l

5.—Secretary

Blaine and Senor Montt, Chilian minister, had a long conference at the former’s residence today.
It i*. rumored
that Mr. Montt has received a copy of
the report of the Baltimore incident and
that he furnished a copy to Mr. Blaine
today. This report cannot be verified.
Another report is that he received instructions from Santiago to make a full
apology, but this also lacks confirmation.
The crew of the Baltimore, now at San
Francisco, will be kept on board pending the investigation to be made into the
Valparaiso affair by Judge Advocato
J-

Ayer

COULD CHILI WHIP US?

Washington.

General Remy.

Lowell. Mass

a

to that Effect Cannot be Verified

Washington, January
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Report

the world."
“But uuttt

World Bound.
of annoyance and
wears upon the nerves of the listeners,
however they have schooled themselves

Arguing is

a source

to bear, and forbear

SECRETARY TRACY,

assured of a strong, resolute,
wise character, fully adequate to any
duty that might be imposed upon him.
His forehead is high and clear, and his
eyebrows are somewhat inclined to
overhang his eyes. I coaid easily have
taken him for an admiral, who had
weathered a thousand gales and a hundred fights.
About the first thing he said, however, showed how much I would have
been mistaken in my surmise. “I didn’t
know a thing about the duties of the
office when 1 first came here,” he said.
“I’ve made them a study. My profession has accustomed me to get my subjects, and to amass and systematize information. One is obliged to learn how
to do that in the law.
It was not long
before I got knowledge enough of the
nature of my duties to be able to attend

diately

to tnem.

“The

principal subject of your study
ships, I suppose?”
“The designing and building of ships,

was

their armament and management, are
the substance of what I have to look
after. Matters of minor detail are left
in a measure to my subordinates, but
the direction of everything belongs to
me, and the greater their importance,
the more entirely, of course, are they
Cruiser No. 12, for inmy business.
stance, was built according to my ideas.
1 don’t mean that I drew the plans.”
“The work of building these ships
seems slow to an outsider.
Is there no
means of hurrying it—for instance, by
distributing the work to a number of
firms, instead of giving it all to one?”
“No,” said the secretary, shaking
his head.
“It would not be possible
for us to turn them out faster than we
The works at Bethleare now doing.
hem, after a delay of four years, are
now working at a rate more rapid than
is the case at the foreign ship yards.
Their plant is now perfected, after
many difficulties and disappointments,
and at an immense cost. Very few firms
in the country can afford to put so
much capital into a plant and let it remain unproductive so long.
There
would be no gain in cheapness or
promptness were the work done by the
government—and the government, of
course, has not the plant. A firm which
gets a contract can sublet parts of its
contract to other firms, at its own risk
The delay has been, not
and expense.
in the construction of the vessels, but
The Bethlehem
in getting the armor.
to deliver the
has
begun
company
just
armor, at the rate of 800 tons per
month.
We also have a contract with
Carnegie & Co. to deliver 500 tons a
month.
That is more than is delivered
by firms abroad.”
“Is the quality of our armor as good
as that in England or elsewhere?”
“It is better—it is the best up to date.
It is an alloy of nickel and steel, which
does not crack. It receives the shot,
and seems to become homogeneous with
it, like a snowball thrown into a snow
bank. It is a recent invention, and,
from that point of view, it is fortunate
that we were delayed so long in getting
our armor.
If it had been delivered
two years ago, as we expected, it would
have been now out of date. As it is,
our armored cruisers and line-of-battle
«feiD3 will be the best of their kind in

against any

are
na-

j

tion that attacks its.”
“Then if Chili—”

said the secrehis words:
"If you arc going to write about the
matter, you mav say this: Four months
from the time those sailors were killed
at Valparaiso, Chili, if we had declared
war, would have had our Pacific coast
entirely at her mercy. With the ships
she has, together with those that will
be ready shortly she could have done
anything she pleased with us. It has
been her ambition to be mistress of the

“You may
sav^ this,”
tary slowly, emphasizing

A.IWOUNCB

Pacific.”
This
to

pleasant contingency
contemplate. I suggested that we
was

not

a

V

1
*

;

•;
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could thrash them if we caught them
shore. Mr. Tracy laughed grimly,
and intimated that they would probably
decline to come ashore for the purpose.
They could secure all they wanted
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without disembarking.
"And we must continue to be defenders for several years at least?”
“Yes; alight*can be said is, we are
now going ahead as fast as possible.

But even now there is this drawback—
that there is no absolute security there.
The next congress will vote to carry on
the work begun by this or by a previous one. f This makes many firms
timid about undertaking contracts.
They might cro ,to a great expense and
then be left fJtramded.”
"What is the character of our navy?”
I inquired, -r M
“The men who man our ships are
very intelligent; they adapt themselves
readily to altered circumstances. A
battle ship noxy is an entirely different
thing from what it was some years ago.
All the sailing business—the goingaloft,
taking in and making sail and all that
—is of course done away with. The
There are
work of the man is below.
about thirty distinct machines aboard
one of our modern men-of-war; the machines for locomotion, for moving the
anchors, the electrical machines and
many others. In spite of the complete
change in the nature of the duties
aboard ship, we have had no accidents.
The English, on the contrary, are having accidents and making mistakes
all the time. Our men are more intelligent, careful and efficient.”
“In case of war, how many seemen
have we?”
“Why, very feyw; only enough to make
a nucleus for
an effective force.
But
quite lately something has been done
towards forming a naval militia at various points along the coast, qualified to
be available iq case of emergency.
Organizations have been established at
Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Carolina, Georgia, Texas and
California”—I aim not sure that other
states were not included—“and the department sends officers and provides
ships for their periodical drilling and
instruction. They have been practiced
in firing guns, and in firing them at
targets, which is about the most important thing they ean learn to do.
They
have done very well. They cost little
or nothing, and are liable at any moment to become of the greatest practical value.”
“Upon the whole, what is your
opinion of our present naval situation?”
“We are now doing the best we can
to put ourselves into a proper condition
of defense. We have been rather slow’
in beginning, perhaps, but now that we
have begun, we are losing no time. On
the very next day after the bill for the
construction of !the battle ships and the
armored cruisers became a law, they
were advertised, and the bids were received three months later. Of course,
the drawings had already been prepared, counting on the probability of
the bill passing; so that no delay occurred. If, now, congress makes the
appropriations.fpr the construction, as
they fall due, ^e shall be making excellent progress. But there is no use
in disguising the fact that we are not
ready to defend ourselves if attacked
now, and wre cannot be in less than
three or four years at the earliest. If
our enemy’s fleet were to come into
New York harbor, it could destroy
our commerce, cut off all communication with the city, and, consequently,
its food supply—New York would consume about five million pounds of solid
food a day—and, consequently, could
exact any ransom they chose to demand, no matter how preposterous.
And New York is only one of half a
dozen great cities that could and would
be treated in the same way. That is
the peril of our condition to-day. But
if all goes well during the next few
years, wo shall be all right in the end,
and once we get into a defensive state,
there is no reason why we should not
continue to be so.”
I left the secretary of the navy with
the convictiouJhat the office was in
good hands. Mr. Tracy is blind to no
dangers, but neither does he exaggerate
them, nor is he'Unnervod by them. He
knows what should be done, and how to
do it, and is ticking the best means to
accomplish hid( purposes. He has the
confidence of his subordinates; and,
whether war ctrtnes soon, or late, or not
at all, be will deserve the gratitude of
the American people.
A Sidewalk of Fins,

Ansonia, Conn., will have almost a
unique pavement if one of her citizens
carries his ideas into execution.
He is
president of a brass pin company, and
intends rebuilding the sidewalk in
front of his home with pins. He has at
the company’s shops some twenty barrels of old and imperfect pins, the accumulation of years, and these he will
utilize. Concerning the value and durability of this kind of sidewalk material, on the corner of Broad and Pine
streets, some years ago, several barrels
of pin scraps were placed.
The necessary factor in this style of sidewalks,
corrosion, accompli®*16*! the rest, and
now there exists a walk of 6olid iron.
The hardness, i©< the walk was tested
recently, when the telephone man attempted to set a pole on that corner.
By dint of muc^i hard warli, drilling and
blasting with dynamite, they succeeded
in penetrating three or four inches of
pins and corrosipn and set the pole. The
walk will last forever after once being
laid, and neither travel nor storms will
effect it
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This being our QUARTER CENTENNIAL SALE, we shall
endeavor to make it, if possible, even MORE attractive than
Doors

usual.

at 8 o’clock.Sale be&rins at 8.30.
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MOTHERS
Realize the grreat los» of their children
when young from discase.or lack of vitality, and many times it comes Horn
carelessness of the attending nurse.
Be it inherited, climate, or disease developed from earlessness, there is relief and life is saved by the use of

MURDOCK'S
i

This Is

LIQUID

of many

one

eases

FOOD.
that

we

furnish, to show the value of our
Liquid Food OVER ALL OTHER
TREATMENTS, AND WHEN ALL OTUcan

ER TREATMENTS FAIL.

COMPOUND SYRUP OF HYPOPHOSPHITES
Cures
juiseases.

Consumption,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Scrofula, and all Wasting

It is pleasant and palatable to take as honey. Does not produce Nausea,
and is easily assimilated.
Its strengthening effects are almost immediate.
It does not come up to assert itself semi occasionally after being swallowed, as other Emulsions certainly do.
It is a Great Producer of BONE and MTJSCLE.it purifies the Blood, and
patients gain rapidly in weight while taking it.
It is a true Emulsion, ths onlyonethat is always ready, always alike, and
that never has a thick, gummy, and greasy blob at the top to upeet the
patient’s stomach.
It js used in ail the leading hospitals.
It is prescribed by the most eminent physicians in the United States
and Canada, and many assort that it is

THE

j
I

EMULSION

BEST
Ask your

Druggist

IN

THE

MARKET.

for it, AND TAKE NO OTHER.
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WORTH A GUINEA A BOX.^

>

Far BILIOUS & NERVOUS DISORDERS

))

Such as Wind and Pain in tho Stomach, Fullness and Swelling after Meals,
Dizziness, and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loos of Appetite,
Shortness of Breath, Costiveness, Scurvy, Blotches on tho Skin, O'Tturbed
Sleep, Frightful Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, «5c.
TV'S FIRST DOSE WILL CIVE RELIEF IN TWENTY MINUTES.

S
)
S

(

BEECHAM '3 PIUS TAKEN AS DIRECTED RESTORE FEMALES 70 COMPLETE HEALTH.

[

For Sick Headache, Weak Stomach, fmpaired
Digestion, Constipation, Disordered liver, etc.,

(
/

\

i

>
S

{

i

\

they ACT LIKE MAOIC, Strengthening tho muscular System, restoring Iona-loot Comp/cxlon, bringing back tho keen edge of appetite, end nrouslug with tho ROSEBUD OF
HEALTH Use whole physical energy of the human tramo. Ono of the best guarantees
to tha Nervous and Debilitated la that BEtCHAM’3 PILLS HAVE THE URGES! SALE OF
ANY PROPRIETARY MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
yrrparcd «nl.V by TIIOH. UKECHAM, 8t. Bolen., T.:tnca.hlre, England.
Sold bi; Druf/alstsgerierntiy. 8. F. ALLEN CO.. 365 ami 367 Canal St. New York,
Statao.iiSo
(if

Sola Agento for tho United

»o«r

druggistdoes m>t keep them) tVIbl. MAIl,

450 Fifth Avenue, New York Citv )
f
July 3. ’»l.
Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston. Mass,!
have
sent
Gentlemen—1
you by mail a photograph of my four children (boys), thinking that >
It might interest you a little, as they were air
four Drought up on your Liquid Food as their
standard diet, most especially the one on tlio
right of the picture, when he was about six
months old ho was very sick from having been,
given sour milk by a careless nurse In fact was
so bad the physician was unable to leave the
house for two weeks, during which time the
child was virtually dead from want of nutrition,
as he was unable to keep anything whatever
on his stomach. After trying all the known
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use
the physician,
as a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
liquid Food, and from the very first five drops
given he began to rally, and has been ia most
excellent health since.
c
Whenever any of them show any signs of
we
weakness whatever
immediately give them
your Liquid Food, and it always acts like a
charm in restoring them to health.
w
Very truly yours.
ARTHUR J. FURSELL.

Any case that has been under medical
treatment for three months and no relief we will carry free of expense,with
Murdock’s Liquid Food until cured oi**
made better.

<
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This building v/as formerly the Free Surgical
Hospital for women, and supported by the Murclock Liquid Food Company. Boston (now tliclr

works!. Over 3000 women were treated in six
years at a cost nf $1.00 a day, including operations which would amount to over $100,000
to prove the value of Nutrition as found in
Munlock’s Liquid Food. The list looo operations were made with the loss of r> deaths.

,

/

Tlie last 882

with

only

one

operations were made
death, and consisted of

Expiration of the
20
heart. 12
Rectal
Laceration of CerCurvature.4u
vix.129 Reetsslon of Knee
Joint. 2
Rupture of Perltoileum.49 Excision and Drainage.
Procidentia .38
9
Removal Carbuncle
Vescia Vagiual Fisof Meatus. 3
2
tula.
Removal of Cysts... 5 Replacing Uterus.. 2
5
Dilation. 12
Polypo..
“
Nsevtw.. l Expiration of Labia 1

Capital cases.45

Recto.2

mar
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MAY BEAT A CARPET

For

STATE
It

Beats

BEET
All.

We sell the seed for 2 cents per large packet
or six packets for 10 cents.
DIRIGO STATE SEEDS, So. Brlilgton, Me*

jau5dlw&w3m

1000, annually.

These results show that the value nf Nutrition
found in Murdock’s Liquid Food tu preventing relapse after operations, as It is as great
as in curing all classes of disease, as it makes
new hlaod faster than all food preparations
known, and new blood will cleanse the system
of disease, as well as heal the wounds after
as

But You Cannot Beat the

DIRIGO

The women of Masaclnissetts die, 28,
New York 32, Pennsylvania 30, to the

The Xon Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled In liberable

ality.

operations.

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD COMPANY.
Jly24

BOSTON.

M.W&Ftf

_MISCELLANEOUS._j_MISCELLANEOUS._j_MISCELLANEOUS.____ | __MISCELLANEOUS._ J _MISCELLANEOUS._ j

MISCELLANEOUS._J_MISCELLANEOUS._
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Spot Cash.

For

At 50 cts.

on a

Dollar.

f

A.

#

Will Be Placed
1

■

ul

■

on

Sale

»•

W

in

Every piece of goods will be marked
plain figures, at a small margin above

the bankrupt
for CASH.

All

price.

goods

Baste Cotton

to be sold

in Black and

White, 2 Spools
Spool Cotton, 500 yards on
spool.

NO GOODS EXCHANGED.
Monday, Tuesday

and

Wednesday

store will be closed one hour at noon

the
for
We

the purpose of re-arranging stock.
shall he ready Monday morning with an
fcxtra force of clerks, so that all customWo
ers may be promptly waited upon.
on this stock
make
to
prices
propose
Which will turn it into money at once.
When purchased the stock consisted of
Dress Goods, Small Wares, Cloaks, Millinery, Jewelry and Boots and Shoes. We
bave disposed of the Millinery, Jewelry
ftud Boots and Shoes, which leaves us
only the Dry and Fancy Goods and
Cloaks.

Plaids,

5c

25c Double-fold Gray Striped Mohairs,
13c yd.
50c Gray and Brown mixed Dress
Flannels, fj yds. wide, at 29c yd.
Dress Goods that usually retail for 50,
62^ and 75c, such as Bedford Cords, India Twills, Cashmeres, Henriettas in
Plaids, Striped and Plain colors, 35c yd.
Dress goods that usually retail for 874c
and $1 in Camel’s Hair, Homespuns, 45
and 50 inch Serges, etc., 59c yd.
There are several other bargains in
Colored Dress Goods which we nave not
space to mention. It will pay you to examine this stock as early as possible to-

day.

One lot of Double-fold

Cream

8cent
paper.

Cabinet Hair
cabinet.

There are over $1200 worth of Black
Goods to be sold at 50c on a dollar, in-

Alpacas, Serges,
Mohairs,
cluding
Twills, Drap D’ Almas, Sebastopols, Henriettas, Stripes and Brocades.

There were only two lots of Black
Silk.
1 lot of 24 inch Guinet Black Silk, 86c
per yd.
$2 Black Gros Grain Silk, 23 inches

wide, $1.07 yd.
$1 quality of Black Satin, 45c yd.

100

yards

on

assorted sizes, 3c

a

English

of

large quantity

'

Buttons
lc, 2c, 3c,

All shades Colored Satins, 17c yd.
Colored Surah Silks, 21c yd.
Colored Faille Francais in all the desirable shades, 21 and 24 inches wide.
8pieces Colored Velveteens 25c yd.
$1 Colored Silk Velvets, 55c yd.
$1.50 Colored Silk Velvets, 85c yd.
^There are small lots of Silk Plushes in 15
'and 18 i.n widths in all desirable shades.

1 lot of Gents’ Linen Collars, stand up,
space, reverse cnrve, 13c quality, 5c each
or 56c dozGents’ 25c Braces, 9c a pair.
Gents’ Mittens, Wool and Kid, Gents’
Gloves, wool, kid and leather, from 15c
up.

1 lot in broken
39c each.
1 lot

Jersey

sizes, regular

Outside

50 cent
75 cent

Fancy Colors,
quality, 15c
quality, 25c.

Soutache Braid, in
18c piece.

Colors,

600 yards of
1 l-2c yard.

Vienna

1 lot Gent’s White
14, 25e each.
Our

in

Shirts,

50c

22

yards

Hat clastic

Braid,

12 sticks

Kuching,

in
at

15c box.

one extra

Gent.'s

other

many

small lots of

in order to close out the

About 5 doz. of Ladies’ White and
Drab Corsets, in all sizes except 22, 23
and 24, 17c per pair.
One lot of Health Corsets, the regular
$1.25 quality, all sizes, White and Drab,
63c.
We shall sell what there are of the celebrated C. H. C. Corsdts with Spinal Supporter, for 39c per pair.
An

1 lot of Gent’s

White and
In this

in small lots.

a

Monday.

sizes 12 to

or

umbrellas,

Drab,

4

«

'•

Bankrupt

KID GLOVES.

shirt f cee.

f

*

1 lot

Turkey

Red

Damask,

One lot of Foster Hook Kid
55c per pair.

Night Shirts, trimmed
and blue cord; sizes 14

19c.

There

qualities

Night Shirts, collar,

1 lot of Gent.’s 25c Hose at 13c

are

in

Gloves which
tion.

innumerable

Also

styles

and
and Hook
have not space to men-

Mousquetaire
we

980. to
few

a

yards long, $1.39.
Red
Turkey
Napkins,
Figured
and Checked, 25c doz.
Piles and piles of Linen, Glass Linen,
Iluck, Tidy, Honey Comb and Turkish
Towels. You will do well
this stock early as the best
go first.
1 lot of Chenille Table
square, 69c each.
<■;

to

Capes,

Black

largo
All

All
each.

Wool

8 Brown and

$1,13

Circulars,
Checks

Shawls,

Shoulder Shawls

Our customers are advised to call early
as
many of the lots are small anil
may be closed out.

Double

Shawls,

$3.50

There

number of lots of Misses’
in broken sizes, which wo
have not room to enumerate; they aro
all New Garments made in this season’s

styles.

LADIES’ GARMENTS.
1 Dot of Double Brested Reefers, in
Brown Serge, sizes 32 to 42, $1.98.
Tan

Light

Reefers, with Silk

rolling collar, $3.9S

orna-

each.

Black Diagonal Cheviot Reefer, with
and Pearl buttons, sizes 38
each.

rolling collar
Tans, to 44, $0.98

BASEMENT.!

DOMESTICS.

Linen Department.

and Furs.

Black Diagonal Newmarkets, trimmed
with braid, sizes 32 to 42, $10.30.
Black Cheviot Newmarkets, with English Capes and pearl buttons, sizes 34 to
44, $9.98 each.
Ladies’

Silk

Circulars

lined

with

Quilted Satin with genuine coney collar,
sizes 38, 40 and 44, $13.30.

and Children’s Garments

Extra fine Seal Plush Sacques lined
With satin, seal ornaments sizes, 34, 36,
42 and 44, $21.

There are but a fow of these.
1 lot of Ladies's Black Cheviot Reefers. with four silk ornaments on front
and shawl colar, $1,98 each.

you will find some
bargains which you will purchase,whether you need the goods or not.

are a

Beaver

Cloaks, Circulars, Plush Garments

department

4

$3.50.

ments and

IN THE BASEMENT.

In this

size

Garments,

Single Shawls,

Bordered

Garments, plaid,

Dark Plaid Newmarkets, ages 4 to 8
#
'.
years, $1.98.
Plaid
extra
Dark
fine
Newmarkets,
finish and quality, size 4, $4.75 each.

all

Wc have not space in which to enumerate the different qualities of Blankets,
and Comforters, and Quilts. An early
examination will more than pay you.

2000 yards of Fruit of the Loom
Bleached Cotton, 1 to 10 yards in each
piece, 6 l»4c per yai’d.

Children’s

$1.59.

Children's Brown Newmarkets, sizes 6

Shawls,

23 All Wool Beaver Shawls, in
and Browns, $3.98 each.

IN THE BASEMENT.
IN THE

Astra-

Gray Diagonal Reefers, with English
collar, ages 12 and 18, $1.98 each.

$1,09

Shawls, $2

Opossum.

with

Black Beaver Reefers, trimmed with
cord, sizes 12, 10 and 18, $4.50 each.

and 8,

Double

7 Heavy Reversible
each.

in

t

pair.

Light Checked Reefers, with
collar, sizes 3 to 12, $3.39.

in
and

Wool

Plaid

12,

Light Tan Cheviot Roofers, size 12,

Shoulder

Gray

to

chan

We shall copy from the Invoice Bill
the prices for these goods, as the stock
is so large that we must disposo of the
entire lot this week.

8 extra

sizes 0

Blue Cheviot Reefers, bound
sizes 4 to 12, $3.98.

SHAWL DEPARTMENT.

each.

reefers,

$4.99.

57 Children’s Rubber
sizes from 32 to 40, in fine
Plain colors, at 79c each.

$1.25
each.

Blue
each.

cord,

Covers, 1J yd.

Grays

today

A number of broken lots of Gent.’s
Hose, in different qualities, on which we
shall make ridiculously low prices, in
order to close out the first day.

examine
will

bargains

1 lot of 115 Ladies’ Rubber Circulars
lined with genuine rubber, in Checks,
Plaids and Stripes, regular $2.25 quality,
98c each, all sizes.

Beaver, Coney, Astraehan, Nutria, Wool,

Seal and

Plain

$1.39

CAPES.

4 regular
Wool, 70c

Reefers,

Dark Blue Diagonal Cheviot Reefers,
with gilt buttons, sizes 4 to 10, $1.98.

LADIES’ & CHILDREN’S RUBBER

$3.00.

Ladies’ Shoulder

Dark Blue Diagonal Cheviot
sizes 6 to 12, $2.30 each.

of Cream White Table Covers,
with Pink, Blue and Old Gold borders, 3

ZF’XJiO. JS.

Gloves,

Plain Blue Cheviot Reefers, with gilt
buttons, sizes, 4, 8, 8 and 10, $1.98
each.

1 lot

$4.39.
One lot of Suede Lace 5 hook, in Tans
embroidered backs, all sizes, 49c.

1 lot of Misses’ Itoefcrs, in sizes from
12 to 18, in brown and gray stripes,
$2.21 each.

DAMASK.

j.
iui
ui neece-iiineu
uuung i* lannei,
in medium and dark colors, 5c per yard.
10 pieces of Striped Outing Flannel
a t 4c per yard.
Tli ere is one cage of new Spring Outing Flannels, in regular 12-1 cent quality.
Price during this sale, lOc.
We shall sell during this sale the best
quality of Indigo Blue Prints at 5c.
Regular 25 cent quality of genuine Imported Scotch Ginghams, in a very few
stylos, 10c per yard.
10 pieces of White Ground Llama
Cloth, G 1-ic per yard.

This is where more than 50 per cent,
will be deducted from the actual cost,
from 5 c tTP.

two

Gent.'s Hose.

The prices w ill be made so low on this
stock that almost every one can afford
an extra one.

quality, oi tnc uoutil
ft ilk Embroidered,
59c.

grade goods.

1 lot of Gent’s Night Shirts, made of
extra fine cambric, with silk embroidered fronts, in white and colors; collar
and cuffs trimmed in white and colors,
at G9c each; sizes 14 to 18.
This is the
best bargain in the lot.

UMBRELLAS.

oesi.

stock there are Pocket-Books, Purses and Card Cases in all
the latest designs and materials in high

front with red
to 174, at 39c each.
on

sizes,

Corsets, Long Waist,

cuffs, and front trimmed with red or
blue feather braid, made of the best
quality Fidelity Cotton, 59c each, all
sizes.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

1 lot Misses’ Fast Black
Natural Stick Handles, 39c.

Gray Swiss Ribbed Unquality, 25c each.

G24c

There are quantities of Hosiery in this
stock, including Cashmere, Lisle Thread
goods and Cotton, in fancy colors and black.

Night Shirts.

1 lot of Gent.’s

are

are

hal l’ price,
stock.

During this sale, in order to more
thoroughly introduce the Senator and
Bonanza Shirts, we shall give to every
purchaser of six shirts, either Senator or

m

A large quantity of KuchinS from 3 c
per yard up.

These

Shirts,

regular 50c Shirt, 35c.
regular C5c Shirt, 39c;

Bonanza,

White Feather Edge
bunch, 25c bunch.

50c

in all sizes, 69c each.

There

39c each.

Our
Shirts for 75c.

piece,

regular

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Underwear which will be sold for less than

and to add to it another stock means a
great csit on the prices ol our regular
stock in order to reduce it;

A large variety of Colored Silk Gimps
will be closed at almost your own price.

Girdles,

2 to 5,

1 lot of Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests and

Pants,

Our customers well know that wo carry the largest stock of Gents’ Underwear and

Seal
each.

Plush

Garments

size

38, $16

privilege of limiting the quantity of Goods sold to one customer, as we do not wish to benefit our competitors.
many different lots of goods which we have not space to enumerate.
We advise our customers to make an early examination of the

reserve

the

1

MANSON
1
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WORTHY OF HIS HIRE.
Salvationists Salaries Barely Enough
Tc Live On.
In Fact, the Salvation Army Officers Have
to Practice Mach Self Denial to Live
Their Weekly Stipends.
The Head Gets Seven Dollars a Week.
on

People who entertain doubts concerning the financial administration of the
Salvation Army in America, and who
fancy that the leaders of the movement,
Marshal Ballington Booth and his wife,
rather luxurious people, deriving a
handsome support from Salvation Army
funds, would be somewhat surprised by
a view of the Booth menage, while an
investigation of the manner in which
are

moneys are received, expended and accounted for to the last penny by the
treasurer reveals so complete and simple
a system that the merest tyro in financial affairs can readily understand its
methods.
The Booths used to live in a
in New York until Master

tiny “fiat"
Willie, a

blooming lad of four years, grew too big
for his surroundings. He needed more
sunshine and purer air than he could get
in the small rooms and not too pleasant
street, where he had to take his daily exercises. So the family moved across the
river to a modest little house set high in
a quiet, breezy place.
Mrs. Booth crosses one of the Jersey
ferries every morning coming from her
house to her little office at the national
headquarters of the Salvation Army. Ill
Reade street.
She says very frankly that it is cheaper living over there; takes no more time
to reach the office; is immeasurably better and healthier for her son, and besides affords her an occasional opportunity for the rest which she needs from
time to time and could rarely secure
when living in town.
The desirable end would be defeated
by publishing her address, so many people wish to see the young woman who is
fond of calling herself “the mother of
the army in America.” and who in spite
of her evident youth really does “mother" the forlorn of all ages, sorts and conditions, who turn to her for counsel and
comfort.
MKS.

EOOTH GETS

$7

A WEEK.

But it is only her presence which lends
a charm to the small, spare abode.
Its
plainness is only relieved by flowers and
photographs. There is a piano, of course.
Salvationists always make provision for
music, and a erood 2?»«v books, not seen-

\

fj
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246 Middle Street, Corner of Cross Street.

Comfortably

dervests, regular

/

4

a

1 lot of Ladies’

GENTS’ FURNISHINGS.

WHITE SHIRTS

Gimp Trimmings.

a

1 lot Ladies’ White Swiss Ribbed Un-

dervests, sizes from
quality, 17c each.

A small lot of Gents’ Cambric Shirts,
two collars and a pair of cuffs, all laundered, 25c. Broken sizes.

of all kinds, will be sold at
and 4c per dozen.

Silk

siery, Underwear and Corsets.

1

CARDINAL AND TURKEY RED

wo

GENTS’OUTING FUNNEL SHIRTS

Silesia 9c.

Crinoline, slightly damaged, 2c yard,
Plain and Barred in shades of Drab.
A very

There were no prints in this stock but
shall continue to sell a fair quality of
Chocolate Print for 3 3-4c per yard.
Best quality of Cambric finished Shirting Prints, 3 3-4c per yard.
It is a well known fact that it is customary for retail dealers to give orders
for Cotton Dress Fabrics several months
in advance of the season.
This was the case in this stock, tho
goods being delivered a few days before
we purchased the stock.
70 pieces new Spring
Styles in Dress
Ginghams, in very pretty designs, Dresden make, never sold less than 12ic. We
shall sell them at a small margin less
than manufacturer’s price, lOc per yard.
In Medium and Dark Colored Dress
Ginghams, there are about 50 pieces of
the very best makes, and the price w ill
be 7c per yard.
50 pieces of Toile Africaine, 32 inches
wide, fast black.
Percale, in small,
white figures, at 9c per yard.
1 lot of Gold Seal, Indigo Blue Percale
in polka dots and figures, 9c yard, 32
inches wide.
1 lot of Toile de Rouen, Indigo Blue
Percale, in Bias Plaids, Stripes and Figures, at 9c per yard, 32 inches wide.
1 lot of Cocheco Black and White Percales, in Bias Plaids, 9c per yard.
This lot of merchandise is all in new
Spring designs and cblpfs.

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Ho-

qualities.

4c

Engish Pins,

large lot of Ribbons in this
Bankrupt Stock, on which we shall
make prices that will close every yard

Colored Silks.

are

2c

yard.

There is

There
stock

Spool,

12 1-2 cent American Silesia 6 l-4c

50 boxes Silk Cord

BLACK SILKS.

We

Pins,

a

What remnants of Lining Cambric
there are in this stock will be sold today at 2c yard.

White

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

White,

best

quality

17 and 20 cent

DRESS GOODS.
1 lot of Half Wool Dress
yd. Regular price 15c.

a

Linen in
2c spool.

Spool
Spool,

for lc.

1 lot of Misses’ Fast Black Umbrellas,
with Metal Handles, 69c.
1 lot of Ladies’ Fast Black Umbrellas,
Natural Stick, 75c.
1 lot Ladies Umbrellas, warranted fast
black, Gloria, Metal Handles, 69c:
There are nearly 200 umbrellas in all

Jan. 4th.

TODAY,

"

L, ARRABEZ,
#

SUCCESSOR TO HORATIO staples

....

Jar, bnt relating to the various branches
of the work she is devoted to.
Household service is done by a “Salvation lassie," who also takes care of the
child.
His mother finds time to fashion the
little lad’s garments mid to do many a
dainty bit of embroidery of Latin mottoes or Scripture texts, with which his
The extreme
costumes are embellished.
of
the
Booth
establishment
frugality
would mean penury' elsewhere. In this
case it translates self denial, which is a
part of the faith and the daily habit of
these young people.
In speaking of the grave misapprehensions of their motives and methods
which is so prevalent, Mrs. Booth said:
“My father-in-law, General Booth, is
the founder and great head of the movement.
He ha3 never received one penny
from the Salvation Army funds in any
way whatsoever.
“My husband and I are the leaders of
We do what is
the army in America.
virtually the work of a bishop in a diocese extending from ocean to oceau.
“1 am told people think we are paid a
great deal of money. Now, what will
you say to the exact figures? Remember. we share the work between ns. We
receive exactly seven dollars a week
apiece. Therefore fourteen dollars a
week is our bishop's salary.
How does
that compare with the salaries of ministers? This money is absolutely all we
receive from the army. Moreover, my

husband and I look upon it as a loan,
which we hope one day to repay with interest.
NO SOLDIERS PAID.

1

“We do uot desire, nor could we if we
wished, touch a dollar of the anny
funds. Every cent contributed or derived from any source whatever must
pass through the hands of an accountant, whose books are regularly submitted to a chartered auditor, Mr. J. E.
Bliss, and attested before a notary public, Mr. Morris H. Smith."
These gentlemen, by the way, are not
Salvationists. Mrs. Booth also said:
“1 do not know of a single soldier in
our ranks in the United States who is
paid a cent for being there. Self support is onr great principle for individuals
as well as for ‘stations.'
“Those who joih us are expected to
help carry on the work by giving the
money they formerly expended in worldly pleasures or needless luxuries. Salvationists do not take vows of poverty,
but they are pledged to a self denial
which often means the same thing.
“When a new ‘station’ is established
help must be given of Course until it is
able to stand alone. ’The traveling expenses of officers who ate to found it are
paid. Officers are generally sent out in
pairs to establish a mission. These expenses are taken Iron?the reserve fund.
Next a hall is rented for the. meeting,
and sometimes a baiitf‘must bo hired.
Often by the time this fa done there isn't

j

The slight fee for admita cent left.
tance to tho meeting and voluntary contributions are relied on to defray all expenses, These are paid before the offiRut ‘the laborer is
cers get anything.
worthy of his hire,’ and they are sure of
a stipend of four dollars a week within
a hundred miles of New York and three
dollars and fifty cents outside of that
limit
“Any excess over and above their expenses is turned into the general fund
and credited as repayments. For instance, one year against an outlay of
something like $-1,000 stands $15,000 repayments. In this way the array growth
is promoted in new quarters.”—New
York World.
EUROPE’S

RULING

FAMILIES.

The Descendant* of Two Sisters Are at
the IIcu<l of Alauy Countries.

It is not generally known that the
reigning hopses of Europe, with few exceptions, are descended from two sisters,
the one being tho mother of almost all
of the Catholic princes and princesses,
and tho other of the majority of those
of tho evangelical confession. The late
Frederick Theodore Richter, the historian, first discovered this interesting
historical fact in 1876. The genealogical
records of the various families in proof
of the assertion of Rich tor, however,
have been published for the first time by
Dr. Ottokar Lorenz, professor of history
in th» University of Jena.

!

j

The parents of tho two 6isters whose
William II, is descended the present
descendants have become so powerful
hor.se of Prussia. Through the
royal
were two German rulers of
comparative marriages of other fomalo descendants
insignificance: Duke Louis Rudolph of she is also the female
progenitor of the
Brunswick-Wolfenbuettel, who died in
families of Russia. Alecklonreigning
1735, and his wife, Christine Lonis, who
burg-Schwerin, Baden end the Netherdeparted this life in 1747—a daughter yf lands.
Prince Albrecht Ernst of Octtingen.
The second daughter of tho Princess
Tho elder daughter of the ducal pair,
Antoinette Amalie, tho Princess Sophie,
tho Princess Elizabeth Christine, after
became tho wife of Duke Ernst Friedric
her conversion to the Catholic church,
of Coburg-Saaluold, and tho ancostor in
married in 1708 tho subsequent Emperor
the female lino of the entire house of CoCharles VI of Germany.
bnrg, and through it of tho ruling famiThe Empress Elizabeth Christine,
lies of England. Belgium, House-Darmthrough her daughter, Maria Theresia, stadt and
Portugal.
the ancestor of tho houses of HabsburgThe third daughter of tho Princes Anand
Lothringia, Tuscany, Sicily
Modena, toinette Amalie, tho Princess
Julianne,
and—through tho marriages of female married
King Frederic V of Denmark.
descendants—the reigning families of
From her are descended the reigning
Portugal, Brazil and Italy (Savoy-Ca- houses of
Denmark, Holstein-Gluecksrignan), Saxony, tho present reigning
burg, Hesse-Cassel and Greece.
families of Spain and Bavaria, tho SpanFinally, from Duke Carl of Brunswick,
ish Bourbons and all of the Orleans famwho died in 1780. tho only non of Prinily. These descendants number all told cess Antoinette
Amalie, was descended
about 400, and belong in the majority of
tho house of Brunswick, which becain n
instances to tho Catholic church.
extinct in 1883 by the death of tho into
The second daughter of the ducal pair
duko. Thus Antoinette Amalie, who was
mentioned above, the Princess Antoito her ancestors in 1702. has had
gathered
nette Amalie, married her cousin, Duke
805 descendants, who, with few
excepFerdinand II of Brunswick-Bevem. The
the Protestant form of befruits of this marriage were three daugh- ! tions, profess
lief. Duke Louis Rudolph, who died in
ters, the Princesses Louise, Amalie and
1735, has had up to the present time alJulianne, and one son, the Duke Carl. : most 800
uescondants, including almost
From Princess Louise-Amalie, who marall of tho ruling families in
Europe.—
ried Prince August William of Prussia, I
New York Tribune.
a brother of Frederick the
Great, and j
thus became the mother of Frederick
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PRESS.

has before, as violently in favor ot
trade; and in another, where public
sentiment was different, as inimical only
to tho particular methods of
applying the
protective principle adopted in the McKinley bill, and not to the principle itself; it could favor free raw material to
catch the manufacturers of New
England, while it could oppose any such
as it
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party

has been introduced into the
Kentucky Senate making it a felony to
conduct or promote a lottery. That is
all right, but somebody should introduce
another bill making it a penal offence to
A bill

bowie-knife or pistol.
Kentucky noeds liberation from those weapons quite as much as from the lottery.
a

The story thaHho Kansas Farmers’
Alliance aided and abetted in the murder
of two cattle men is of the highly sensational order not to be accepted w ithout a
large amount of corroborative evidence.
The Alliance is qo doubt afflicted writh
crankiness, but that is probably the extent of its ailment.

at the

paigns inevitably degenerate into mere
personal squabbles, in which the parties
vie with one another in traducing the candidates. After they are fought out nothing is settled except that for the next four
years the occupants of the offices are to
be members of the successful party.
CURRENT COMMENT.

!

from Chili will probend to any more war talk.
ably put
The government of that country has decided to do what everybody supposed it
would do, if composed of rational men,
settle the differences with this country
amicably by means of ample apology and
reparation for the assault upon our
sailors. The affair has given the jingoes
of both countries an opportunity to indulge in a good deal of bluster and brag,
but luckily the government of neither
has been seriously affected by it.
news

The New York Senate was organized
by the Democrats yesterday without any
serious trouble.
The proposition that
the Republicans withdraw and refuse to
join the organization seems to have met
with little favor, and as Dr. Edwards,
who styles himself an Independent Re-

publican,

determined to be present
and take part in any event,
such withdrawal would have done no good as
there would have been a quorum without
them. The Democrats now have complete control of the legislature and can
indulge in such legislation as they see
fit. The New York Sun is frantically appealing to them to repeal the Australian
ballot law, and it is by no means improbable that its cry will be heeded. In
its present condition it amounts to very
little, the paster ballot virtually destroying its secrecy which is the chief merit
of the system so that its repeal will not
be an unadulterated calamity.
was

IIIIX’S PROGRAMME.

a

preseut time appear to be
men of the Hill type, yetit does number
among its leaders some men of convictions and with courage enough to strenuously object to Hill’s programme, and it
is to be hoped that they will have sufficient influence to defeat it, for it is for
the benefit of every body that the issues
in the next campaign should be so clearly
defined that the people may know precisely what they are voting for and what
against. There is nothing more demoralizing than a national campaign in which
the issues are so obsoure or so ill concealed that questions are lost sight of or
not apprehended rightly.
Such cam-

The caucus for the nomination of a
candidate for Senator in Ohio takes place
this evening. It seems to be pr.etty certain that Sherman will be nominated on
the first ballot, but Foraker’s friends are
still professing to be sanguine.

an

of office

and Democrats in.
programme which avoids
committing the party to anything definite and leaves it free to be all
things to
all men appears to him an ideal
one, because he thinks he sees in it
great possibilities of vote catcliin<r. Another recoinmendation undoubtedly is the fact that
it would tend to rule out Cleveland as
the ox-President is committed to something definite as regards both the tariff
and silver.
Of course to a man of convictions who
believes that politics is something more
than a series of tricks and devices to
capture tho offices and that the great
parties in a presidential campaign should
stand for some definite policy or principle, Hill’s programme will appear pusillanimous
and
altogether despicable.
The controlling spirits of the Democratic
cans

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
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Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
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In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
eacli subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Plrlishing Co.,
97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

The latest

of tne South. It could perform
same freedom in regard to sil-

sacrifice at any time for votes. Indeed
it is somewhat doubtful if he has ever
had any political principles at all,
except
the great principle of

ditional.

If the statement of Gen. H. M. Boynton be true that the chief fugler in Foraker’s campaign for the senatorship is a
Cincinnati saloon keeper, who has grown
rich out of his nefarious traffic and is in
the enjoyment of a big political “pull”
Foraker richly deserves to be defeated;
and his success would be a positive
calamity to the Bepublican party.

to the

Undoubtedly it is these considerations
which has led Hill to espouse this
programme. He has never had any political principles which he was not
to

Kates.

Daily Press $1.60 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third ad-

carry

appealing

ver.
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THE

POINTS ABOUT TIME.

free

AND

THE PRESS IN ITS NEW DRESS.

[Portland Advertiser.]
Conservative readers of the Portland,
Press who may not have liked its recent
radical changes in form at first, are in a
way to become reconciled as they note
the improvements that appear from day
to day. With a new press and novel mechanical
methods
and
appliances
throughout, it was natural that defects
should occur at the start; but these have
been overcome gradually, and with its
handsome new type the Press is now one
of the best printed of the New England
dailies.
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
The late W. L. Scott, of Erie, Pa., who
left an estate valued at $15,000,000, bequeathed it all to his family except $15,000 to the family housekeeper.
Ex-Governor Nathaniel S. Berry, of
Bristol, New Hampshire’s old war executive, who is in his 96th year, walks out
daily if the weather is good.
Gen. W. B. Taliaferro, who is a candidate for a Virginia judgeship, was in
Congress forty years ago, and at twentythree years of age was a major of volunteers in the war with Mexico.
Walt Whitman does not fear death.
In the future State he believes that the
humblest beggar will share the same
joys with the world’s mightiest potentates, and to all there will be given more
gladness than the world can ever dream.
An idea of the load Senator Plumb carried on his shoulders is given in the simple statement of the fact that there are
now pending in the pension office more
than 6000 claims for Kansans, which were
filed and pushed forward by Senator
Plumb.
Josef Hof man, the child pianist, has
failed to keep the promise of marvelous
precocity. As he grows older his fingers
seem to lose the magic suppleness of his
childhood, his ear is less susceptible to
delicate intonations, and his once absorbing taste for music appears to be deserting him.
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MOTIONS OF THE EARTH.

But the earth’s path around the sun is
not a perfect circle; it is an ellipse, and
the motion in one portion of the ellipse is
more rapid than in another, and this
causes a slight variation in the intervals
between the solar passages. Again, tho
plans of the earth’s path around tho sun,
or the elliptic, is inclined
23% degs. to
the plane of tho equator in which the
daily rotation takes place, and consequently twice a year the intervals of
“apparent noon” are each about twenty
seconds greater and twice a year about
twenty seconds less than twenty-four
hours. To explain just why this results
would require more of an investigation
into astronomical principles than is here
contemplated; but it is so, nevertheless,
and any text book will elucidate the reasons.
A combination of the two effects
causes the sun to be apparently slow
fourteen minutes in February and fast
sixteen minutes in November. But in
the course of a year the average comes
out all right, and therefore a “mean
solar day” of exactly twenty-four hours
is adopted in the almanacs and used for
all purposes. This accounts for the difference between mean time and sun time.
A regulator keeps the former; a sun dial
indicates the latter.
A few years ago (or prior to 1884) every
large city in the United States had its
own local time, and this was for each
place the true mean solar time, obtained
as above indicated.
REGULATING TIME.

Consequently, a man traveling westward from Washington would find his
watch fast, as follows: At Chicago, 42
minutes ; at Omaha, 1 hour 16 minutes;

p”?^,Cr"any'
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Bankers,

218 Middle Street, Portland,
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THE MIDDLESEX BANKING COMPANY,
MIDDLETOW N, CONN.

Paid up

Capital $000,000.

Offers its 0 per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of .$100, $200,3250,
§500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
ami matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

98

EVERETT SMITH,
Exchange St., Portland,

dec29
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2wteod3m

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,

C. 0. ALLEN, Cashier.
»
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A. R. & E. A. DOTE INI,

Real Estate and

Experience
20 Years*
IN

$50,000

INVESTMENTS.

to

Loans.

Loan

$13,800,000

realizing 6 per cent,

12 per cent, interest.
Wo never handle any security that we do not absowe now have are aa
control.
The
investments
lutely
secure as any we have ever offered, and pay more in*
t ercwt than any we have offered in the last ten years.
We can refer to the leading banko in New York, and
to our 4,000 natrons.
Wo are under the supervision
of the Banking Department of Now York State.
to

J.B. WAT KINS L.IV1.CO.

•i YVall St., Cor. Broadway, New York.
HENRY DICKINSON. Manager.
_
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small amounts. Parties wishing to
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THURSTON,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dec24
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MR. ARTHUR BERESFOltD,
the great English Basso;
MISS HATTIE MOCKKIIXiE,
Pianist and Accompanist.
■

Reserved seats 75 cents and #1.00; admission
50 cents. Now on sole at Stockbridge’s Music
Store. Half fare on the railroads to all holding
Mockridge tickets.
Note—The daorswill be kept closed during
tlie performance of each number on the programme.
6th Stockbrtdge .fan. 28th, by sir Edwin
Arnold. Tickets 50, 75 cents and 81.00. Now
on sale.
decaidlw

3rd ANNUAL DRILL AND BALL
OK THE

—

Sheridan
At CITY

Rifles,

HALL, Tuesday Eve.,

Jan. 12.
Concert from 8 to 0.
Music by Chandler.
Gents tickets. 50c; Ladies, 25c.
dee.ltkiaw

5th

Popular !

CITY

ZZAIjZj,

Jan. 8th

DU CHAILLU
Author of “The Country of the Dwarfs," 'vhld
Life Under the Equator," “The Vlklnu
Age," “Stories of the Qorrilla
Country,"and “The Land of the Midnight .Sun.’*
In Equatorial AfGorilla, Etc."

the

Reserved Seats 50 and 75 cents. Admission
Children nod Pupils of all schools,
25 and 35 cents. Now on sale at Stock bridge's.
Half fare and late trains to all holding Du (.1*11lu tickets, on M. C. U. R., G. T. K’y and P. & R.
Railroad.
Jan. 13th—Dudley Buck Quartette and others.
Jan. aoth—Powers and Whitney Quartette.
Jan. 28th—Sir Edwlu Arnold.
janUdlw

WALT ZSIXSTGL
Class Commences at

GIliBEHT’S,
Monday Evening, Jan. 4th.
GENTLEMEN, S2.50, LADIES, S1.30
For Six Lessons.

Assemblies Every Thursday Evg.

TONIGHT!“
CITY HALL,

SWAN

&8AHRETT,
IIA\KRRS,

dee2Qdtf

Vil age of Sill, Mini.,

,

LJ

Grand Concert Co.
dir.

Urn;

Mass. Real Estate Co.

SIX PER CENT.

346

Washington

St. Boston.

General Fund Bonds.
Dividend Per Annum.

INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin

it the National Bank, New York
City.
Real value of Taxable Property.. .$15,000,000
\ssessed value of TaxableProperty
0 120 coo

(including tills

'

issue!.
145 000
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
lie City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by Leglslab
:ive Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
las been passed upon by the
Supreme Court of
he State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the ln, lebtcdness of \
illages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
tssessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

mi

Authorized Capital

92,000,009
Capital paid in ....
1,200,000
Surplus (Juno 30, 1891) over
100,0041
Price Stock to-day
103
Salt of Stock will cease after Jan. 31 st next.
...

OKOAMZXDIN 1883.
Paid Dividemls of 5 por 4_*ent per annum for
4 1-3 years.
Paid Dividends of 7 per cent per annum
since July, 1890.
Average Dividend since organization over
6 per cent per annum.
Surplus at close of last fiscal year, over

9100,04)4).
Send to or call at the office for Information.
eodlm
dee29__

SOUTHERN
Tim Iter, Plank ami

,

BANKERS,
Dor. middle and Exclianire mis.
3an5
dtf

PINE

Flooring Bounls.

Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices
DEERING, WINSLOW k CO.,
PORTLAND, ME. HEAD BROWNS WHARF

Junto

eodtf

Plain at

NO, 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W.

WHITNEY MOCKRIDGE.
the well known Tenor;
MRS. MAYO-RHODES,
Prima Donna Soprano;
BELLE WARNER BOTSFORD.
the talented Violin Virtuoso;
....

WHITNEY

&

PIAKO HOUSE
Supplies these

HOCKBID6G
Concert Co., an Artists' Combination.

City Cable Railway First

Mort o’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
O’s due 1908.

Total Indebtedness

Pure, palatable, refreshing. Dissolves clearly.
Baron Liebig’s

Whitney

35 cents.

DUE JULY 15, 1911.

Do you want a cup of
Beef Tea? See that it is
made from the Genuine.

more

MIGHT CAW.

STREET.
eouly

EM of Beef.

more

PIANO P

Building.

jnl

GAN AUGHT
Be

PAPER.

Rooms 3 and 4, Joso

—

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

NEVER LOST A DOLLAR
In every instance Interest and Principal has been
paid at maturity.
YVE Have RETURNED to INVESTORS

AT

ILLUSTRATED.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Cleveland

*

—

SUBJECT—“Travels

Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
Portland O’s due 1907.
Saco 4’s due 1901.
City
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City
Bancor O’s due 1894.
City
City
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. o’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. o’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. O’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.

dtf

STGOKSRiOGE,

rica—Discovery of

Sale,
463 CONGRESS STREET.

P. HASTINGS’.
dtf

_

By the World Renowned Explorer, Writer
and Lecturer—Mr. Paul B.

or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

eodtf

5TH

Friday Even’g,

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

We Offer,

35c. and

Benevolent Society.

J»nl___d«t

AT

Deposits in

1st.

C. H. Guppy & Go.,

Mortgages

Longshoremen’s

—

BONDS.

GUARANTEED

Tues. & Wed., Jan. 12 & 13, A Bunch of Keys.
1an.»
dtt

..

McGOULDHIC, in small
M«nagor.

GUARANTEED

3NTB3CT WEEK.
Monday, Jan. 11. Around the World in 80 Days.

Grand Concert by the

TALBOT, SEC

Jiy-’5

dec26

Earth.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Jan. 6th,

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts., Portlaud, Me.

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.
until

High

seen

Prices 25, 50 and 75 cts,

WOODBURY & MOULTON

540 CONGRESS ST.

Give

he
the office of Messrs.

expert.

Evenings

on

ever

-OK HIE-

Jaminry 1, 1892, will

We have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for the
Holiday trade.
All of our instruments are carefully selected

Open

Class Specialties

Portland
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FREDERICK F.

BANKERS,
% Exchange Street.
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Skating Costumes.
Fur will be more generally used as
Evidently David Bennett Hill aspires
to be the Hoses to lead the
winter then
during this
Democracy trimming
it
was last,
especially for skating
out of the tariff and silver wildernesses
suits. A very pretty skating suit is bein which they are wandering. He has a
ing made of light gray broadcloth, trimplan which he thinks all the Democrats med with gray fur which shades from
could agree upon, inasmuch as it involves the softest pearl to the darkest slate in
color. The young lady who makes one
chiefly the tearing down process, at which of these costumes
for herself will need
the Democrats are adepts, and has
nothing to be very careful about arranging the
about it in the line of construction, at back fulness. Fur has a natural tendency
to stand
and the effect is not graceA Lord in a Ditch.
which business tire Democratic
party is ful unlessup,
the dressmaker regulates the
Lord
to
failure. Hr. Hill would have
Mulgrave was distinguished by
prone
gathers of the dress to accommodate the a
the House simply repeal the present tar- fur.
singularity of physical conformation,
two distinct voices, the one
having
iff law and the present silver law and
Cutaway jackets* with a contrasting
and hoarse, the other weak and
vest
are
and
strong
but
if
pretty
stylish;
you
stop there. This programme has about
are easily chilled, do not try to wear one;
querulous, of both of which he occait some obvious advantages. The Deinstead, make a short, pleated waist of sionally availed himself. So extraordimocracy are united in their opposition to the goods and wear over it a regular
nary a circumstance probably gave rise
with double-breasted to a
these two measures, if for no other rea- coaching
coat,
story of his having fallen into a
front. If the basque and coat be comson because they were enacted by a Conditch on a dark night and calling for aid
bined in one garment, you might make
in liis shrill voice. A countryman comgress that contained a Republican ma- plain coat-sleeves, having tiny
capes
jority. Therefore their repeal could be edged with fur. These capes stand high ing up was about to help him, but Lord
accomplished without betraying any dis- on the shoulder and extend to within six Mulgrave, addressing him in a hoarse
inches of the elbow. Fur also extends tone, the peasant
sensions in the party, whereas the opinimmediately exclaimed,
around the neck and down the jacket
ions of the party are so many and so di- fronts. The vest can be of some becom- “Oh, if there are two of you in the ditch
you may help each other out of it.”—
verse on the questions which underlie
ing shade of purple velvet or cherry-red, London
Tit-Bits.
them that no constructive measure could or even brown if preferred; but if brown
is selected, preference should be
to
given
be
without
passed
revealing wide the golden hues. It is rumored that
The most useful domestic pet of the
fur
differences and creating serious dis- will be carried around the arm’s
natives of Greenland and other Arctic
as
eye
sensions, which might not be healed lace lias been during the summer; but I climes is a peculiar looking animal, to
have
as yet seen nothing which sanctions
which the name of Eskimo dog has
before the Presidential canvass.
It
that rumor.
been given.
would also leave the party uncommitted
Frogs of fur make a pretty finish for
to any definite programme on the great the shoulders, anil when used are
nearly
questions of tho day, ready to trim its always fastened together by rich cords
“Behold the world rests.”
Headache and
to hang over the bust in a
sails to catch any passing breeze. It long enough
have been cured by Salvation
neuralgia
graceful curve. A jaunty cap edged
Oil, the
could perform in one part of the country, with fur
usually completes the costume. great pain-remedy. Price 25 ceuts.

FRED E. RICHARDS k CO.,

—
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-GREATEST GATHERING OF

City Nall, TliurMlnv Even’s, <ian. 7.
Music by American Cadet Baud.
Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies BO cents.

PIANOS.
added a
full line
Parke Davis & Co.’s

Eately

All the Great Dancers!

Singers, Dancer*,

INTEREST.

=»

:

I3TH ANNUAL BALL

Guaranteed.

FOR SALE BY

HUSTLER!

“r». L. S. B. S.”
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be recalled how much
annoyance was occasioned by all these
various corrections, both to trainmen
and travelers. About the year mentioned a great reform was inaugurated.
Nowadays a traveler going westward
finds his watch fast from time to time,
but only the hour hand is in error. All
the clocks in the country indicate the
minute and second of Greenwich mean
time, but the hour is changed for each
15 degs. of longitude. Washington time
is 5 hours slow of Greenwich; Chicago,
6 hours; Denver, 7 hours. In San Francisco we are 8 hours slow of the prime
meridian. All the intermediate cities
and towns are run on one system or another, according to their location in
longitude, the standards being eastern,
central, mountain and Pacific time. All
the time pieces on the coast are set by
Pacific standard time, which is 8 hours
slow of Greenwich mean time. Therefore, a watch which is set at San Francisco solar time by means of a corrected
sun dial is still 9 minutes 42 seconds
slow of a Pacific standard time clock,
because we are that much in longitude
west of the 120th meridan, which forms
the eastern boundary of northern California and on which only is the “Pacific
time” coincident with “local mean time.”
—San Francisco Examiner.

1901,

transit Company (> per cent,
first mortgage bonds, has been raised
from Par to *102 1-2 and interest.

Interest Guaranteed.

and
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at Denver, 1 hour 52 minutes; at Salt
Lake City, 2 hours 20 minutes, and finalIt will
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AT ANY NATIONAL

The rentals of Company's property aro earning a considerable surplus above
this amount.
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AMUSEMENTS.

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.

UNITED STATES REALTY 00

Factors—No
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Management.

the

scientific problem
epon which more than another people
Appear to get mixed that problem is
time.
Standard time, local time, sun
time are exceedingly difficult problems
for the public to puzzle over, and when
sidereal time enters the calculation the
case is hopeless indeed.
1 have freof
late
seen
so
quently
many letters addressed this and other journals, all
touching upon one or the other of these
chronological questions, that I have concluded a short note explaining the main
points of difference would be, at any
rate, timely. If it only suggests to the
young men in the business offices the
idea of going to work at 9 a. m., local
mean time, and leaving off promptly at
4 p. m., Pacific standard time, the question will have been shown to possess a
practical side. The application of it,
however, is purely a matter of taste.
Well, to come to time, the great chronometer and regulator in chief to the
business, social and scientific world is the
earth itself. Turning upon its axis in the
period which we divide into twenty-four
hours, tho sun appears to cross the meridian of each place on the globe once in
that interval. The moment at winch it
crosses the meridian of any place (Greenwich), for example, is termed “local apparent noon” at that place. This would
be all very well if the earth and sun remained fixed in their relative positions;
or if the earth, completing, as it does, an
annual revolution about the sun, did so
uniformly in a perfect circle and that
circle were in tho same plane with the
motion of daily rotation. Then the successive intervals between the meridian
passages of the sun at Greenwich would
all be equal, and a perfect chronometer
set at 12 hrs., 0 min., 0 sec., when the
sun transited today would indicate
precisely the same instant for “apparent
one

[

financial.

Safe Investments? FAHNESTOCK & CO.

are

affoiding Absolute

j __FINANCIAL._

As an Insurance Company and as a
Home
Institution,
the
UNION

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPAN\ fs deserving of ilie
of
support
1
Maine Citizens,

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIKE INSU RANCH COM PA N Y vary in accordance With the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range anil
hence are suited to all circumstances.

THE ODD FELLOWS.
Two New Encampments To Be

OLD TROTTING TRACKS.

Instituted

This Week.

Two new encampments of Odd Fellows are to be instituted this week; Alt.
Neho Encampment, No. 49, at Lisbon
Fails, and Biddeford Encampment, No.
50, at Biddeford. The following officers
of the Grand Encampment will .attend
and institute the two encampments, at
Lisbon Falls Thursday and Biddeford
Friday: Grand Patriarch William E.
Plummer of Portland,
Grand Senior
Warden Ernst T. Lee of Calais, Grand
High Priest George E. Kenworthy of

The Munjoy, Forest City and Presumpscot Courses.
WHEN THE STATE FAIR CAME HERE
IT PROSPERED.

How a Game

Grand

Scribe B. C. Stone,
Grand Treasurer Albro E. Chase, Grand
Junior Warden David M. Parks of Pittsfield, Grand Marshal H. K. Colesworthy
of Portland.
The degree team of Eastern Star Encampment of Portland will attend at
Biddeford to assist in conferring the de-

Portland,

grees.

OBITUARY.
Virgil

[Special to the Press.]
Gorham. N. H., January 5.—Virgil V.
Twltchell, for 15 years the editen-and proprietor of the Mountaineer, died at his
home here last night at midnight, from
pneumonia, following a severe attack of
the grippe. He was first taken sick two
weeks ago last Saturday. He was born
at Bethel, Me., June 27, 1842, and came
to New Hampshire from Portland, Me.,
where he was for several years connected
with the Star and the Advertiser in newspaper work, and which has since been
his life work. He came to Gorham in
October, 1876, and the next April founded the Mountaineer, which lias since
gained much more than a local reputation, and with which his life since has
He has been
been closely connected.
strongly identified with the history of
Gorham since his coming and has a host
of friends all through this valley and
throughout the state. He will he sadly
missed, for no one can take his place in
all the work in which he has been engaged. He was a prominent Mason and
Odd Fellow. The latter order, especially, loses one of its most urdent supportHe married, September 18, 1866,
ers.
Miss Georgie E., daughter of the late
Benjamin W. Cary of Portland, Me., a
lineal descendant of John Cary, who was
one ox mo pioneer settlers or uriagowater, Mass., and an old resident of Portland. Mrs. Twitchell survives him, with
two children, Helen Mary and Willie 0.
His funeral takes place tomorrow, Wednesday, at 1 p. m. His sad death has
cast a gloom over the whole community.
Obituary

Forest Hill Trabk—A
Taken

Up for

Notes.

a

Mob

Large Contribution

Horse that Broke its

a

the

on

Leg.

—One of Ur. G. H. Bailey’s Early Races
General McLcllan Attends the State Fair
-The Bad Luck of

Freuumpscot Park.

In 1859, for tlie accommodation of the
State Fair, a half mile track was graded
in a large Held on Munjoy Hill on the
site of the present location of the large
reservoir of

V. Twltchell.

Jockey Faced

the

Portland Water Company. It was enclosed in suitable stalls
built for horses, cattle and other farm
stock.
The weather was fine,
the
grounds pleasant and convenient, and
highly successful fairs resulted. As a
matter of fact all the State Fairs held in
Portland were successful. The society
before it settled clown at Lewiston used
to alternate between this city, Augusta
and Bangor.
They would frequently
come here some thousands of dollars in
debt, but would go away with a few
thousands in the treasury. This Munjoy
Hill track required considerable grading
and the home stretch was a little down
hill with a corresponding rise up the
back side, which ran along parallel with
AVasliington street, and perhaps 75 or 8^
ieeb auuve iv.
is
ocwunsianaing tne rise
and descent and two rather abrupt turns,
very good time could be made upon it.
A Drew horse from
Bangor—Hiram

Drew, jr., as near as recollected—won
the sweepstakes and got in a heat as low
as 2.27.
Rosa Bonheur, the property of
the late John Stimson of Alfred, did
some fast trotting, and won two or more
purses during the week. Mr. Hall C
Burleigh, notv the prominent cattle breed.
er, was then much interested in horses
and had a line stud of horses at this 1S69
fair. Orin M. Shaw, then proprietor of
the Bangor House, had quite a string of
trotters

from

liis

stable.

It

was

the

James E.

Mayer, aged 58, died in Lynn, only event Of any prominence for which
Mass., yesterday. He entered the United this track was ever used. A cave-in and

States navy when 9 years
prentice. He served in
Mexican and Civil wars.
nied Elisha Kent Kane

old as an apthe Crimean,
He accompar
to the Arctic

ocean.

Oliver Freeman, a prominent Saco citizen, who has been in business there for
50
years, died Monday night aged 78. He
had served in the city government. He
leaves two sons.
PROBATE COURT.
"BEFORE JUDGE PEABODY.

Accounts

were

allowed in the follow-

estates:
Ellen F. Lincoln, late of Brunswick.
John H. Irish, late of Gorham.
William Merriman; late of Freeport. Order
of distribution granted.
Jennie M. Pinkham, minor child of Mary J.
Pinkham, late of Harpswell.

ing

Licenses were granted to sell real estate in the following estates of:
Nathaniel P. Rogers, late of Brunswick.
Asenath M. Pinnear, late of Harpswell.
Report of insolvency commissioners
in estate of Frances L. Ward, late of

Baldwin,

was

receiyed.

complete

tne

settlement

oi tne estate

copy of the will had to be verified,
Richard Webb, Esq., of Portland, was
appointed trustee under the will.
Report of commissioners on an alleged
exorbitant claim made by Mary P. Alexander of Brunswick against the estate of
Charles Marriner, late of Brunswick,
was filed.
The claim was for $354.25,
and the commissioners allow $371.25,
which tends to show that they did not
consider it exorbitant
The claim of Clara E. Pollard against
the estate of George Pollard, late of
Brunswick, for $580 has been scaled
down by commissioners to $345.48.
Letters of trust were granted under
the will of the late James M. Moody of
Gorham, to Benjamin Moody of Limingtoii as trustee.
Michael J. Peabbles was appointed administrator of the estate of the late Mehitable Peabbles of Cape Elizabeth, and
William J. Knowlton of the estate of
J ames F. Lawson, late of Iiarpswell.
A license to sell personal estate of
Mary J. Tyler, late of Portland, was
a

granted.

The will of

of Cape
lowed.

Sophronia L. Chaplin, late
Elizabeth, was proved and al\

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONJTEY.

Tuesday.—The January criminal term
was opened
yesterday morning with
prayer by Rev. F. C. Haddock of Brunswick.
The grand jury is the same as at the
last September term.
There will be no trials until the grand
jury reports. There are very few bound
over cases from the Mimical Court and
trial justices, but a large number of witnesses, presumably in liquor cases, have
been summoned to appear before the
grand jury on the first day, which is a
new departure on the part of the county
attorney, the practice being to take the
bound over cases first and the rum cases
last.
U. S. COMMISSIONER’S COURT.
BEFORE

COMMISSIONER

BRADLEY.

Tuesday—R. J. Kenniston, druggist,

of Gardiner, arrested for selling liquor
without a license, was bound over for
further hearing, January 11th.
District Attorney Dyer appeared for
the government.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
At

meeting of the trustees of the
fund of the First Congregational
Society of Cape Elizabeth yesterday, E.
N. Jordan was elected moderator and
Katlianiel Dyer clerk and treasurer.
a

parish

Washington

street side

for racing purposes, but some of the outlines of its
earth work are still in existence, despite
the wonderful marks of improvement in
that locality.
career

The Forest City Park.
The great civil war burst upon the
country in 1801 and the people were so
engrossed in the stirring scenes at the
front, filling the numerous calls of
“Father
Abraham”
for three hundred thousand more
that they had
little use for sports and race tracks

only thought of as available
positions for military camps.
Fairs and festivities were generally suspended throughout the country. The
were

over, Portland once more gave some
of her attention to amusements and recreation of the people in the way of horse
war

racing, and

the encouragement of gentlewho had invested their time and
money in the improving of the breeding
of horses in Maine. And it was to the
early and persistent effort of these piomen

Allowance out of the personal estate
of Samuel M. Loring, late of Yarmouth,
was granted to Sarah R. Loring, widow.
The copy of the will of Eunice Day,late
of Portland, was verified and established
as the true one of the deceased.
This is
a case
where the original will was destroyed in the great fire of ’06. In order
to

wash-out on the
ended its brief

neersthat Maine stands

small

population,

to-day,

ance

the third in the whole

Soon after the close of the war in 1865
number of gentlemen of means and
good standing secured a sizeable field
known as the Thompson field, from the
fact that it had been owned for many
years by Mr. Thompson a man largely
engaged in the business of a butcher and
packer, and a man of rare merit.
Through the effort of his son George and
son-in-law Mr. Fowler very favorable
terms were made; and the result was
that a half-mile track was graded and
enclosed in “Libbytowi},” now a short
a

distance beyond the Union railroad
station.
This track, so contiguous to the city,
became quite popular with the populace.

in the
ett’s private club room on Federal street
by the veteran pool seller Marshal, of
Rhode Island. Carroll received it with
streaming eyes of gratitude, but afterwards it transpired that Mike did not
own a hair in the horse, but had him for
a circuit of races, and
the only loss to
him personally was the use of this dark
Patchen colt that could trot about as fast
as necessary to meet anything in Maine at
that period.
Among the prominent horses that used
to figure at the old Forest City Park
were Samuel Chadwick’s, Portland Boy,
Robert
Bradly’s Babcock Colt, so
called, without regard to ages. Charles
Adams’s horse, the “General” was a
character and an honest one, like his
owner one of the proprietors of the old
original Elm House on the corner of
Federal and Temple streets.
Many
other
notable horses in their times
flourished on the Forest City Park.
Among them was the stallion Gideon,
an own son of Rysdiclt’s Hambletonian,
and a royal brother with George Wilkes
and others of that w'onderful family of

Gideon,
Messenger speed proclivities.
with the royal pedigree was brought to
Maine by Col. T. S. Lang, the breeder of

Gen. Knox and the founder of the celebrated Knox equine family of Maine. Gideon was alarge spotted gray animal with
more of the characteristics of a track
horse than a trotter, and our breeders
did not appricate him. He was in charge
of Foster Palmer, and later in the eastern part of the State he left his mark, notably as the sire of the mother of Nelson,
the most wonderful horse Maine has yet

produced.
Many Exciting Scenes.
There wore many exciting scences on
this old Forest City Park course, one of
the well remembered ones being when
the crowd on the track in front of the
judge's stand sent up the claim that Sorrel Dan had no right to start in a race,
and endeavored to seize him as he came
down the course for a warming up for the
race.
The driver a pale, thin cadaverous looking man, apparently in the last
stages ot consumption, whipped up his
horse and the next time he came down
it was with a drawn revolver in his right
hand and the remark that ho had but a
short time to live anyway, but any man
attempting to bother his horse was a
dead one. The crowd of “toughs” gave
him all the room he wanted for there
was something dangeous in his eye and
severe demeanor.
On a late December afternoon Dr. Geo.
H. Bailey trotted his speedy white mare
Lady Gay Spanker to pull a wagon
against Tom Thumb, to harness. It wras
a genuine up and
up race meaning that it
was for §500 and the money staked for the
winner. It wras trotted in a snow storm
and the old time favorite whip, Harry
Bradley was imported from Boston to
engineer Tom Thumb and win the race
volens. Bailey took in the situation
and trotted his handsome mare so fast
that the little horse could not even be
run fast enough in the falling snow to
keep up with him, and he had fair play
from the start.
State and New England Fair.

In 1869 the New

England

fair

was

held

at the track in connection with the Maine

State annual exhibition.
This show
was constituted under the most trying
auspices; and yet was a handsome financial success to both associations.
They had a large headquarters tent in
the centre of the grounds for headquarters, and erected a temporary wooden
building connected with the judges stand
for the use of the press.
Among the
guests of the four days were Gen. G. B.
McClellan and wife. “Little Mac” w as
<rrA«,tlv infArostA.fi in flip

vhaak

p«r»An1allv

the most important one in which, O. M.
Shaw’s horse Gen. McClellan, named in
his honor, was a contestant. But his
namesake did not win, and the General
gracefully took a glass of wine with the
people, and said that it seemed to
>e his fortune not to quite get there.
It was during this fair that a sudden
gale sprung up in the evening, which levelled the big tent and blew over the
lofty spire of the Catholic Cathedral on
Cumberland street, happily without loss
of life or serious damage.

{iress

Presmnpscot

I’ark.

Early in the seventies a
prominent gentlemen met at

number of
the United
States Hotel and took measures for the
organization and local incorporation of a
new society, to be known as the Presumpscot Park Association. Among
those prominent in this movement were
the late Dr. S. H. Tewkslmry, Chas. II.
Milliken, Col. Geo. W. Bicker. K. O.
Conant, Hon. Wm. G. Davis, Geo. H.
Hitching, Geo. Burnham Jr., Geo. Waterhouse and others. As an illustration of
the ease with which money was raised in
those days, for an association where
there was mutual confidence, it may be
mentioned that ten men put in a thousand dollars each, to begin with. A largo
tract of land was purchased in the adjoining town of Deering, and neither
money nor intelligent effort was spared
to secure first class grounds and track.
AUUUl
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few years. Although in such immediate
connection with the sandy plain, they
had a hard and expensive time to get a
track there. But the perseverance of
Col. Kicker and the late Geo. II. Hitcliins
The Presumpscot
iinally succeeded.
Park Track was opened with a four
days’ horse meeting and it was highly
successful in eveiy particular. Later on
the State Fair was held there for three
consecutive years. The city appropriating, $2,500 for improvements with that
llAl’UOC
WAIUml Tlow
AWrnnrl
V»tt
understanding. The New England Fair
joined our state association in a
Morris; Bill Wallman, controlled by again
Mike Carroll, Careless Boy, of. early fair there in 1815. The most notable
event on the Presumpscot Fair track was
sporting fame connection with “Cocky”
Woods. It was liele that the Boston the exhibition heat of Smuggler in 2.22.
But as this was made to saddle it was
party got left in ah attempt to beat
remaz-kable a feat after all,
Little Fred, Ash .Savage's reliable trot- not so
and Jack Spratt’s 2.23 to
harness,
ter and the best gambling horse
in
existence at the time, meaning that the a little later, was a moz’e creditable perAnd since then we have had
spectators could buy the horse in a pool formance.
and neither Little Fred nor Ash Sav- a horse at Lewiston dropping Smuggler’s
record a half second; Nelson lowering it
age would go back upon them if speed
endurance and honest driving could pre- to 2.17 over (the Saco tz-ack, and All-So
It was in a joint effort to beat making a mile in 2.20$ on the Topsham
vent.
these z-ecords made under
Fred
Little
by two Boston horses that track,—and
Wellman had to trot so fast to win the unfavorable conditions over half mile
heat that, by an accident in jogging to- tracks.
The Western and California people
wards his stall he broke his leg, by
these matters down finer. They
stepping in one of the indentations in have
the track. It was very unfortunate for select their day and perfect condition of
horse to make a record, and then own a
the horse; but he was placed in
slings,
the leg set, and the horse saved for stock kite track. Nelson’s 2.10 last season over
a regzzlation tz-ack stands the best mile
purposes. It was by this accident that
some of the best blood
of the famous that was honestly trotted, with the posGeorge M. Patchen came to be represent- sible exception of Nancy Hanks’s 2.09$.
After the State Fair
located pezed in this section by many
worthy and znanently at Lewistozzpeople
about a dozen
fast horses like Tom Patchen Jr.
years ago, the Cumbez-land County Agricultural Society endeavored to hold fourSympathy for a Broken-Legged Horse.
meetings at Pz-esumpscot Park for
Among the funny things in connection days’
three or four years in succession. They
with this race was that, although a Bos- oft'ez-ed liberal
purses and premiums;
ton horse was brought here to beat their
had large entries of noted horses; but
favorite, sympathy was so aroused that invariably came a rainy week and that is
always fatal to the iinancial sizcccss of
a purse of $1,800 was promptly raised
any fair. Once they did have two days
for the disabled animal. One Portlander of fine weather, and the receipts were
headed the paper with $JOO. The bal- enough to pull them through the four

Considerable money was spent upon its
construction and it was a fast track for a
good horse for one race at least. But
the sub soil was of that heavy blue clay,
of such material as our bricks are made
of, and put on what surface soil you
might, it would soon pound down and be
hard and wavy.
During the period of a dozen years or
more many noted events occurred on
this Forest City course. Faces were
frequent and well patronized by Boston

MAINE TOWNS.

and this

with her

country in raising fast trotters.

promptly forthcoming in lesser days—about 10,000 people being present
was presented to Carroll
on the second dawwith far inferior atevening of the same day at Brack- tractions to that of yhe first day’s pro-

was

sums

inevitable rain came.
gramme. But the
The last sizable crowd seen on Prelast Fourth of
July
sumpscot Park was
bad
and uncerwhen, despite
people were
tainty, some three
there to see Nelsoii 'Blie bad luck of
the track continued. Through some misunderstanding the great stallion was not
exhibited
The stock of the original Presumpscot
Park Association was gradually sold until the present proprietorship, I think,
remained w holly or virtually in one man,
The track is one of
Mr. 1!. O. Conant.
the best in the country to exhibit a race.
The rising ground on the easterly side
makes it a sort of natural ampthi-theatre,
where carriages may stant in great numbers and command a lino view of the
What will become of this wellcourse.
known property is an open question. Mr.
Conant has offered it to any responsible
company that would organize and take
a large percentage of its value in stock
himself: and some movements were made
in that direction by responsible parties,
but they have never culminated in a
company.
The indications aro that the park
grounds will eventually be laid out into
streets, the lots sold off, and it then will
lapse into a pleasant suburban village of

leather
Jhlkisand

Deering.

George O. Gosse.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Wliltney-Mockbridge Company.
Miss Belle Botsford has been winning
much favor iu the western concert tour
of the Whitney-Mdckbridge Company.
Wherever her violin playing is heard,
public and press are enthusiastic in
praise of its brilliancy and refinement.
The San Antonio Daily Light awards to
A.1-
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the concerts given there last week.

The programme for the conoert will be
follows:

as

Duet—“I feel Thy Angel Spirit”.Hoffman
Miss Nickels and Mr.Beresford.
Fantaise de Ballet.de Beriot
Miss Belle Warner Botsford.
“0 Vision Kntraeing”.Goring Thomas
Mr. Whitney Mockridge.
The Asra.
Rubinstein
TVTw<i Nifikol'i

Solo—“The Creole Lovers Song”.Buck
Mr. Arthur Beresford.
Spanish Dances...Sarasate
Miss Belle Warner Botsford.

Duet.Mendelssohn
Miss Nickels and Mr.

Mockridge.

“Deep in the Mine”.Judge

Mr. Arthur Beresford.
a. (“Thou’rt Like Unto a Flower”.. Rubinstein
b. 1 “Entreaty”.Carl Bohn
Miss Nickels.
a.

NORTH BRIDGTON.

John Mead, who had a shock Dec.
27t, is in a critical condition.
SOUTH BRIDGTON.

Lack of snow is delaying many loggers
in their work; among them are Poster
Bros., of Fosterville, proprietors of Foster’s Mills, who have quite large operations on the docket.
As a result of the late rains we find
that all have water in abundance now,
which is a groat relief after months of
weary lugging of this absolutely necessary article of man’s make up—this indispensable beverage—Adam’s Ale.
Among oub smartest of aged citizens is
Mr. Royal Warren now 84 years of age.
He is yet a busy man in the broad sense
of the word, and hardy for one of his
years, yea, for a man much younger even,
as will be seen by the fact that he has
been the principal factor in getting up
his winter’s wood.
Mr. Warren lives
with his son Rufus I. Warren who is
blind.
W. H. H. Weeman is spending a few
Also J. O.
weeks in Massacliuseets.
Knapp, wife and daugter, and Mrs. H. (i.
Fessenden.
Clara H. Berry is home from Wellesberg College on a brief vacation,
Our blacksmith Mr. Chas. E. Sawyer,
finds business extra good this season and
is as busy as a bee.
Apples are still moving though quite a
lot are still in the cellars.
Standish.
The fall term of school in district Ho.
1. Limington, taught by Samuel Sawyer
closes next PTiday.
A large number of the people in this
village and vicinity are sick with the
le grippe.

Miss Henrietta Mockridge, Accompanist.
As will be noticed by tbe programme,
a new soprano, Miss Agnes Dodge Nickels, lias been added to the company.

natural man comeman

ana

vocalist

on

the stage. Among the other entertainers are such popular fun-makers as Barney Reynolds, Gus Mills, John S. Marr,
Lee Harrison, Leonard Somers, Mack
Menter, and the inimitable Hustler Male
Quartette. The feminine persuasion is
represent ed by Millie Thompson, Zelm
Rawlston, Agnes Howard, Vesta Stevens, Came Norton, Lillie Raymond and
the famous Laporte Sisters.
Staccione,
the celebrated Spahish dancing beauty,
is also with the company, together with
a bevy of Parisian Duster Dancers.
The Mountebank.

Gilbert and Cellier’s new opera, “The
Mountebank,” which had its first production at the Lyric Theatre, London,

Monday night, was performed without a
hitch, and scored an immediate success
with a crowded and critical audience.
The music is charming and catchy and
the libretto extremely funny.
Roars of
laughter greeted Gilbert’s characteristic
humor, and unstinted applause was given the mnsic into which Cellier had
breathed his last inspiration.
Geraldine
Ulmar, who grows more and more a
favorite with the public, sang in her best
voice, and was as pretty as ever, albeit a
shade stouter and more matronly than at
her last previous appearance.
*
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Paul B. Du Chaillu will lecturo in tlie

Popular

course next

Friday evening

on

his travels in Equatorial Africa. Of his
lecture an
says:
The charm of animated conversation
which has made Mr. Du Chaillu such a
delightful companion, and earned for
him the name of “Prince Paul” among
his friends, did not forsake him on the
platform. His talk, at all times interesting, was intensely dramatic when the
lecturer described his first sight of a gorilla, and the killing of that giant of the
forest—the first time a white man had
He held his
accomplished that feat.
audience spell-bound by the magic of his
words, and when the climax was
reached there was a hearty round of ap-

exchange*

plause.

Notes.

At the Du Chaillu lecture, January 8,
children and pupils of the schools may
secure reserved seats for 25 and 35 cents.
The State Assessors Here.

The State Assessors, Messrs. Benj. F.
Frank Gilman and Otis
arrived in the
city and
will be in session at the city building beginning at 9 a. m., “to secure informa-

Chadbourne,
Hayford, have

tion to enable them to make a just and
equal assessment of the taxable property
in the several towns ip the county, and
to investigate charges of concealment of

property liable
quired by law.”

to-

assessment,

as

re-

----—

Week of Prayer at Free Street Church.

This is the

prografijne for the

week.

Fast.—Tuesday,H&30

P. M.
Church
Services for Conference"Vud prayer—Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 7.45 p. m.

The young people will have
the meeting this evening,

charge

of

hnlshed

his

new

Rev. E. H. Doane from Brooklin, Me.
has moved with his family into the
Mr. Doane began
Baptist Parsonage.
his labors with the Baptist Church here
last
Sunday.
The Ladies Social Circle of the Methodist church, met with Mrs. Jas. Dyer on
Friday evening last. Thero were a large
number present and spent a very pleasant

AUCTION SALES.

Harpswell.
The

Salesroom IS

Surgeon—A. Libby.
Tlio newly elected officers of Sagada
hoc Lodge, No. 28, K. of P.f aro:
C. C.—John H. Sedgley.
Prelate—George Shaw.
M. of F.-A. L. Theobald.
Trustee—B. F. Craig.
N. C.—David White.
K. of R. and S.—J. L. Pratt
M. of E.—J. L. Pushard.
Grand Representative—J. H. Sedgley.
Alternate—J. A. Claflin.

The
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schools
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began Monday.
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dealer, is to open a branch store
mond, in the Toothaker block,

«
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at RichMain

on

street.

Union meetings aro being held during
the week of praver by the Methodist,
Free Baptist and Congregational societies.
The new reading room was opened
It is over Boston’s
Monday evening.
marble works on Main street. Mr. A. K.
Millett has ohargo of the room.
While at play "upoh the ice one day last
week, Samuel, youngest son of Mr. J.
M. Odiorne, was struck in the eye by a
hockey stick and both eyelids split open,
so that stitches were required to bring
the ruptured parts together.
Bootlibay.
of rain but no ice.
Bradford Y. Baker is building an addition to the old ice houses owned by Norris & Gay at East Edgecomb.
District No. 4 had a flag raising on
Thursday, Jan. 1st, and a grand good
time was the result. Rev. S. L. Hansom
opened the exercises with excellent remarks for the cause. The scholars participated in declamations and recitations.
Those present pronounced the
staff the best one in the county. The
staff and flag cost the district by subscription about $30.
A heavy southeast wind and rain storm
visited this vicinity Saturday night.
No
damage done.
About all the ice ‘ponds are now filled
Now what the ice men
to overflowing.
are anxious for is the ice.
Liles T. Dunton had another slight
shock a few days ago but is coming out all
right it is believed.
Annie, adopted daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Dodge, arrived home from the
Maine General Hospital, Portland, last
Friday, January 1st She has improved
greatly while under treatment there.
She will have to use crutches for about
six months before she will bo able to
have the free use of her legs.

Plenty

Freeport.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Kumford.

a

Saturday afternoon and night gave us
powerful rain which boomed the river

up some 12 or 15 feet and cleared it from
ice again, which makes the third time in
less than three weeks.
Parts of the
river roads and intervale farms are submerged. There is but little snow to bo
seen.
Wagons will have to come out
again. Two days after last Tuesday’s
storm there was no crossing the river to
get the South Rumford mail, but our
plucky postmaster and mail carrier the
third day went up to Rumford Corner,
nine miles, and intercepted the mail and
got what belonged to South Rumford.
The Thurston Brothers, on what little
snow we had, have been very successful
yarding logs for Georgo B. Staplos on the
Wallace lot.
Mis. C. Ji. Carey has not been quite so

MARKS,

WM. M.

Card

Book,

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

97
Our customers will notieo our advertisement. We cancel from the list all
goods which have been closed out, but
we have a large lot
left, of which we
shall continue the sale until they are

entirely

EXCHANGE,

PltlNTFRS’

Exchange St.,

1-2

The Bankrupt Stock Sale.

Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall
tended to.

or

telephone promptly atnovlleodtl

closed.
Manson G. Larrabee,
246 Middle Street.

Messrs. Falmesfock & Co. of Now York,
that they have a selection of
investment bonds for cash or in exchange
for marketable securities and that they
execute commission orders at the Stock
Exchange and will furnish information
respecting bonds.

STEPHEN BERRY,

announce

Beecliam'fi Pills act like
weak stomach.

magic

ou

Book, Job and Card Printer,
NO. 37 PLUM STREET.

GEORGE

C.

HOPKINS,

CotiBisclloi*
88 1-3

B. D. & H. M.

In Yarmouth, Jan. 2, by Rev. J. M. W. Pratt,
Charles C. Dennison and E. Maud Loring, both
of Yarmouth.
In Springvale, Dee. 26. Will Hutchins of Augusta and Miss May H. Smith of Sanford.
In Springvale, Dec. 23, Edwin Goodwin of
Sanford and Miss Carrie L. Parsons of Shap-

Law,

sit

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Organization ot Corporations a specialty.
au2c
dGm

a

MARRIAGES.

VERRILL,

Oouusollora
191

Middle

at Xjaw,

Street.

Byron D. Verrill,
Harry Migiwls VMrilL
Portland, January 1,1892.
janldlm
EDUCATIONAL.

leigh.

In Mechanic Falls, Dec. 28, Wm F. Pinkham
and Miss Jennie H. Jordan.
In Chelsea, Dec. 81, Pope Gibbs and Miss Elizabeth Ayer.
In WalnOhoro, Dec. 27, Herbert Benner and
Miss Mary E. Gethner.
In Vinalhaven, Dec. 25, Russell G. Arey and
Miss Clara I. Elwell.
In Vinalhaven, Dec. 24, Warren J. Billings
and Miss Ada E. Dyer.'

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

Teacher of the Violin
PIPIL OF EICIIBERG,

DEATHS.
In this city, Jan. 5, John Pierce, aged 34 years
11 months 27 days.
[Funeral service Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at her late residedee, No. 13 Everett street.
lu this city, Jan. 5, Herbert L. Merritt, son of
James H. and Sarah J. Merritt, aged 18 years 0
months 17 days.
[Funeral service Thursday afternoon at 2
o’clock at Pine Street Church. Prayers at his
late residence, at 1.80 o’clock.
In Willard, C. E., Jan. 5, Isabella Thrasher,
aged 84 years 10 tnonts.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at her late residence.
lu Woodford’s Jan. 4, Mrs. FJlzabeth Matthews, widow of the late John Matthews, aged
75 years 0 months.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock, at the residence of her daughter, Mrs.
Capt. C. F. Sands, No. 35 Deering street. Woodfords. Burial at convenience of the family.
In Yarmouthville, Jan. 4, Benjamin Jenerds,
aged 81 years 7 mohnths.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
In Gorham, Jan. 5, Moses Fogg, aged 82 years
10 months.
[Funeral service on Thursday afternoon at 2
o’clock, at his late residence.
In Poland. Jan. 6, Exoa, wife of Woodbury
Titcomh. aged 71 years 6 months.
rFuneral service Thursdnv afternnnn at. •>
o’clock, at Forest City Cemetery.
Iu North Anson, Jan. 3, Sophia A. Wlggln,
wife of Keuben Falrbrother, aged 51 years II
months.
[Burial at Evergreen Cemetery to-day, Wednesday, at 12.30 orclk. Massachusetts and New
York papers copy.]
In Gray, Dec. 29, Frank M. Knight, aged 36
years 8 months.
In Sweden, Dec. 26, Mrs. Lear.der Stevens,
aged 70 years.
Iu Bridgton, Dec. 26, Moses Stickney, aged
67 years.
In Pittsfield, Dec. 26, John H. Snell, aged
20 years.
In Norway, Dec. 26, Julia Hall, aged 35 years
In Norway, Dec. 26, James C. Bennett, aged
71 years.
In North Berwick, Dec. 28, Mrs. Mary A.
Davis, aged 58 years.
In Gorham, N. H., Jan. 6, V. V. Twitchcll,
aged 49 years.

[The funeral service of the late Levi F. Hoyt
will take place to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock
at his late residence. No. 1 Bramhall Place.
[The funeral services of the late Adaline G.
Hutchinson will be held at her late residence.
No. 70 Monument street, Thursday afternoon at
2.30 o’clock.
[The funeral of the late John McBride will
take place tills afternoon from No. 84 Cumberland street.

will receive pupils September 1st,

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT
or

Thurston’s Piano

House,

ST.,
3

Free

Street Block, Portland.

A. [. MOORE

Will receive pupils In Crayon portraiture; also
In Academic Drawing from cast ami from lire.
Stndlo. 34 First National Bank Building, Portland. Me.
decSOeodlm

MEN’S
Rubber Goods a Specialty.
Stylish Overshoes
For your

Long, Narrow,

Slim

Feet.

MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,
Farmers and Mechanics.
Keep your Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S. MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

Men’s

$2.00, $3.00,

and

YOUNG

$4.00 Shoes

MEN

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes ts. all other

$3.00 Shoes.
report.

You

please

examine and

BRANCH,BROWN,
Round tiie Corner,
STATION'.

UNION

I

461 Congress St.,
Sign of Gold Boot.
eodtf

dec31_
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Dr E. Z0. Heed.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

9»'o 399

1-8

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as Incurable, I will hike them to make

cure.
Dr. Keed will not ask you any questions in
any way hi regal'd to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. lleed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
a

Office Stationery

between

a

person afflicted witli

a

disease

or a

becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office everyday including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. ui. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, 91.00.
niy22d9m
person

in

SOUTH FEEEPOKT.

Messrs. Johnson & Elliot packed 130
cases of clams last month at their shop
on Soule’s wharf.
Howard Waite is visiting his relatives
at West Superior, Wisconsin, and will be
absent several weeks.
Mrs. Thankful Fogg is quite seriously
sick. Her daughter Miss S. F. Fogg who
has been sick is considerably better.
Others who have been sick are Mrs.
Grace Soule, Geo. F. Fogg Esq., and
David Coffin.
H. H. Noyes of Andover Theological
Seminary occupied Rev. Mr. Smith’s
pulpit Sunday evening, Dec. 27.
A new clock and four fine large maps
have been placed in the schoolroom at
this place, Dought with the proceeds of
the fair which was held by the teachers
and pupils a short time ago.

C. W.ALLEN.
tltf

out the road

R.,

J. V. C.—Thomas Parsons.
O. D.—Alonzo Adley.
Adjutant—W. It. FairClough.
Chaplain—D. T. Huntington.
S. V. C.—Thomas Carr.
Q. M.-W. 8. Voter.
O. G.—Charles R. Johnson.

Exchange Street.

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

County Commissioners

have laid
from the town way on
Orr’s Island to the steamboat landing,
the said road to be three rods
wide.
They have awarded Mr. Prince, owner
of the land $17o for damages.

CO.,

Auctioneers mid Commission Merchants

evening.

Two of the ice houses belonging to the
West Harpswell Ice Company were
blown down during the recent gale.

BAILEY &

F. O.

Richmond.

John Morrill Post, No. 137, G. A.
has installed the following officers:
Commandor—I. L. Spaulding.

The Hustler.

“The Hustler” will be at Portland
Theatre next Friday and Saturday. The
great shining light of the brilliant galaxy of artists is John Kernell, the most

lias

Chick

Ralph

house and moved in.
Lewis Cousins who has been attending
a medical college in Philadelphia, is at
home on a vacation.
The Saco river is clear of ice and very
high for this time of the year.
S. W. Wood’s cooper shop on Railroad
Avenue caught fire last Wednesday but
was extinguished before much
damage
was done.
Mrs. Carrie E. Rounsefell the singing
evangelist of Cambridgeport, Mass., and
Mrs. Annie E. Smith have been holding a
a series of meetings at the Advent
chapel
the past week.
Jabez Hobson and son of this village
have gone to Chatanooga, Tenn.,to spend
the winter.

b. I “Ladonna e

Miss Belle Warner Botsford.
Trio—From ”1 Lombardi”.
Miss Nickels, Mr. Mockridge, Mr.
Arthur
Beresford.

Corres-

Bridgton.

(“Sweetheart”..Lynes

Mobile.Verdi
Whitney Mockridge.
Mazourka----- i.Wieniawski

Interest Gathered by
pondents of the Press.

WEST HARPS WE LR.

The

Whitney-Mockbridge Company, comprising Mrs. Mayo-Rliodes, Mr. Arthur
Beresford, Mr. Mockbridge, Miss Rotsford and Miss Mockbridge, will give the
fifth entertainment in the regular Stockbridge course this evening.

of

Items

well for a few days.
Her sister, Miss
Mira Cosgrave, from Lexington, Mass.,
is visiting her.
Harpswell.

GREAT VARIETY.

SHORT & HUMOR.
LORING,
<lcc2i‘._eodtf

[AMERICAN
| HOUSE

KEf“B

NEW MANAGEMENT
American and European

boston,

POCOCK

DRY "GOODS-

AT COST

mass.

Rooms, $ 1 per day and upward. This popular
house, located in the business centre of Boston,
under its new management, and with its new
furnishings and Increased facilities, offers attractions to both permanent and transient
Largo sample
guests that are unsurpassed.
rooms for commercial men.
Special attention
association
dinners.
and
A gento
club
given
tlemen’s cafe to be opened on the str eet floor.

Proposing

to make

a change in our
offer our entire
stock of Dry Moods at cost for the uext
t»0 days. No such chance to buy nice
fresh goods at cost was ever before
offered in Portland.

business,

we

will

QEO. A. KEELER-ALFRED A. POCOCK,
Proprietors.Jan4-lm

The Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431

Congress Street.

fbb6eodU

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. Uf
lias already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

MISCELLANEOUS.

TWINKLE.

THEY

WHY

When Eve had led her lord away.
And Cain had killod bis brother.
The stars and flowers, the poets say,
Agreed with one another
To cheat the cunning tempter’s art,
And teach the race its duty.
By keeping on its -wicked heart
Their eyes of light and beauty.

(

A million sleepless lids, they say,
Will be at least a warning;
And so the flowers would watch by day,
The stars from eve to morning.
On hill and prairie, field and lawn,
Thoir dewy eyes upturning,
The flowers still watch from reddening
dawn
Till western skies are burning.

j

Alas! each hour of daylight tells
A tale of shame so crushing
That some turn white as sea bleached shells,
Awl some are always blushing.
But when the patient stars look down
On all thoir light discovers—
The traitor’s smile, the murderer’s frown.
The lips of lying lovers—

A WOMAN BEST UNDERSTANDS A WOMAN'S ILLS

The experiments of Lydia E. Pinkha®
that years ago gave to the world that bless-

ing, the Vegetable Compound,
through a feeling of sympathy

to shut their saddening eyes.
And in the vain endeavor
We soe them twinkling in the skies.
And so they wink forever.
—O. W. Holmes.

They try

made
for the afflicted of her sex. She discovered that
nearly all the diseases of woman liavo a
common origin, and therefore may have a
common cure. That cure is known in all
parts of tho civilized world, and an average
of 100 letters per day are received from

grateful

were

*

I
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A MARRIAGE FAILURE.

women.

LYDIA LPMAMferS
is sold

by

I

Gontran shook his head and raised his
arms with the gesture of one that has

all

Druggists as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of 81.00.
two 2-sont stamps lor Mr*. Plnkhatn's’V

escaped

(Send

great danger.

(cloistered, padlocked, confiscated,
nvncLftn

rrrtnfl

oc

oa

inn
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suitn/rni

dent that is past, ye?, but which makes
cold to think of it. Not that my
fiancee was ugly, silly or disagreeable—
no, she was charming.
Eighteen years
of age, blond as a corn tassel, great shining eyes that sparkled drolly and looked
you full in the face with a gaze a little
questioning, a little wondering, as of
one that had taken her experience a little from everywhere, the world and the
coulisses.
1
“How did I find her? Very simply, as
such things are always done when' one
wishes to marry. Voila! I got up one
day in a devilish temper, stomach irritable from the last night’s supper, heavy
of head, empty of heart. With all this,
bad weather, cold, gray, sad, vague
enuui in the morning; at noon, black
ennui. Nothing to do, nothing to read,
nothing to love!
I “ ‘Zounds!’ I told
myself, ‘it’s time to
marry. If I found a family it will certainly occupy me.’
“I threw myself into a coupe and
made for the house of my notary, an old
friend of my father, and laid the case
before him.
“
‘Do yon desire a blond or brunette
wife? said he, turning his papers.
“
‘A blond I should prefer,’ said L

MWF&wlytopcolurm

me

I

■

a

“It is I, yes; look at me well, for you
have not seen me lately. I have been

beautiful 88-poije lllustrstsd book. entitled ft
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE."
f
It contains n volumsof valuable Informatien. A
It has saved lives, and pay save yours, r
Lydia E. Pinkham Med. Co., Lynn. Maas.
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“
“

‘Why?
‘Because—'Toupinette

was

brunette

—contrast.’
“The preference appeared to him just.
He proposed to me Mile. Bertha Brivard.
“
“

!

“
“
“

‘Pretty?
‘Very pretty!’
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that recalls her owe?’
“
‘In the corps de

ballet!

What

a

question!’
“

‘But I
firmative.’

only ask

an

approximate

af-

“My notary

jeSMW&Fnrmly
WIT AND WISDOM.
He Repented.
“You are charged with having stolen a box of
cigars from Mr. Shurly,” said a Texas justice to
a darkey who had been caught in the act.
“I pleads guilty, boss. I tuck de cigars, and
Ise mighty sorry for hit.”
“Are there any mitigating circumstances?”
asked the judge.
‘.‘Yes, boss; de cigars was so poor dat it made
me sick to smoke ’em.”—Texas Siftings.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla stops the nauseous discharges of catarrh, and cures the complaint.
No Help From Her.
Mr. I)c Seiner (on being introduced to Adored
One’s Mother)—Pardon me, madam, but have
wo not met before?
Your face seems strangely
familiar.
Adored One’s Mother—Yes: I am the woman
who stood up before you for fourteen blocks in
a street car the other day while
you sat reading
a paper.—New York Weekly.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for coughs and fcolds.
tvsnr

Hl’iionrlct fnr

A xrAv’a

A Irnmna
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The Cause of It.
“Just think how unhappy the little savages
must be,” said a Sunday school teacher, trying
to point a moral. “They have no Christmas at
all. Can anyone iell me why?”
“It’s because they haven't any stockings to
wear,” chipped in little Johnny.—Chicago Tribune.

Success follows the use of Hall’s Hair Eenewer
for grayness and baldness.
Not a Hero.
First Stranger—And so you went oil and let
your wife get a divorce from you, so she could
marry a younger and handsomer man?
Second Stranger—Jesso.
First Stranger—Wasn’t that rather uncalled
for self sacrifice?
Second Stranger—No.
I hated the other
man.—Good News.

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed:

Castoria!

Her Christmas Present.
Agent—What’s the matter

with your

last

place?
Domestic—Oi don’t like th’ Christmas present
th’ missus gave me. It’s a silver clock.
Agent—That certainly is a nice present.
Domestic—Yis, but sure ivery marnin’ befar
daylight it do go all to paces an’ scares th’ loif
out av me.—New York Weekly.
Toothache, fnceache, Inflamed and Sore
liyes, are certainly cured by Pond's Extract:
sold in our bottles only.

International Mystery.
First Citizen—Strange, isn’t it, that the inhabiAn

tants of Ciiina should maltreat the missionaries
sent to them from Christian countries?

Second
Citizen—Simply incomprehensible.
Hello! What’s the row down street?
First Citizen—Oil, nothing but a lot of fun loving boys pounding a Chinee.—Good News.

‘•I had become

garding
though

a

regular customer,

re-

ancl always hurried,
it would have been very agreeable to stay and contemplate those heaps
of odorous blossoms, violets, orange
flowers, above all camellias, their petals
holding the velvety sheen of a woman’s
flesh, and in that verdure young girls
trim and smiling and with the rosy tint
of living flowers.
“I grow idyllic. No matter I It is a
memory.
“I did not at first—barbarian that I
was—observe the dainty grace and the
pretty, sad face of the young fleuriste
that served me. I thought only of
Bertha, saw only Bertha; her golden
curls danced always before my eyes.
She was a thousand times .prettier than
the little Angele, and if only, I said to
myself, she wore the Morlaque costume
of the peasan tress in the opera“Angele! and that very evening we
turned together, Bertha and I, the leaves
of the family album. A very much
mingled album at that! Soldiers, merno

ono

chants, parchment aunts, apopleptic

un-

cles, artillery colonels and a minister. A
minister, I say, as in olden times, one
always had in one’s album a grandfather coifed in the skin cap of the National Guard.
“
‘Wait,’ said Bertha suddenly, closing
the covers, ‘I’ve a better one still to show
you.’ And she ran to seek it. She ran
—ah! what a figure! And Bhe brought it
—this one full of actresses, singers,
danseuses; all the shoulders and busts
of the opera, all the trunks and tights of
the ballet.
“And there, sandwiched between Ju-

‘Whom does she resemble?
‘No one—only herself!’
‘But see yon, think well,’ said I, ‘is

II __i

the pages, ana— But tnat, you see, at
the moment, was precisely what I desired to do, to turn the pages with all
speed, the fair white page of this young
girl’s life, as yet without a trace of crayI had turned so many pages, you
on.
see, that resembled in everything those
mirrors of the restaurants, which everybody scratches with names and addresses.
“Ah! the young girl! That ignorant,
innocent and timid being, exquisite and
white, white as the virgin snow! I had
found her at last, that ideal maid! How
happy I should be to have always beside
me that clear
regard, that smiling
mouth, that skin so satiny and soft! I
wa3 fully decided—I would marry, as
soon as possible, Mile. Brivard!
“And then, every evening while pushing my suit, i went to dine in the Boulevard Malesherbes, to find myself again
in the white and gilt salon, with the
same bronzes, the same screens, the
same divans and easy chairs from Beauvais, only, Mile. Bertha no longer cut
the leaves of The Revue des Deux
Mondes.
“Now she read lighter and droller
journals, filled with sketches and pictures of genteel little ladies, who greatly
resembled herself. Every day, too, I
took her a bunch of flowers, roses or
white lilacs, entering daily at the same
hour the same shop, where, on seeing me
arrive thus and always for the same purpose, the same young flower girl put out
her hand to the same compartment and
presented me the same roses and the

reflected.
“
‘In the corps do ballet! The corps
de ballet! No, no one; but at the Bouffes
—ah, yes, the little Angele!’
“
‘Angele! yAr-gele! Ravishing! She
resembles Angele, does 6he, your little
blond?’ said I. ‘Ah, well! I’ll marry
her instanter. When will you present
me?’
“Well, to skip preliminary details, we
were to see each other first at the Hotel
Continental.
A charity ball for the
benefit of the shopgirls who desired to
become water color painters. A quadrille, a waltz, two fingers of flirtation
and we should know each other sufficiently well to enter upon the official
parleying. An Americanism? Yes, but
one goes rapidly* in such affairs.
“At the last moment, behold the ball
countermanded.
“They replaced it by the opera
comiqne. A classic presentation. The
notary preceded me to the box. Bow to
the mother, bow to the father, a flash of
the eye to the young girl! Ah! delicious,
liat young girl! A genuine pastel! A
teucy little noae, rosy lips, great shining
ieyes, and the darlingest little ears, behind which curled and clustered tendrils of hair that shone in the gaslight
like a golden mist. Much prettier than
Ansrele!

“It was settled! the wedding should
be!
“The wedding? Yes, but before that
realism would come the romance, the
poetry of the engagement! To marry
thus was enchantment, and M. Brivard,
the father, a very agreeable old man,
with no other occupation than that of
detaching his coupons, had set the day
for my coming to his house, the evening
of our first meeting.
“I see still that family picture in the
Boulevard Malesherbes, the great white
and gilt salon, the usual furnishings of
the dealer a la mode, sofas from Beauvais, richly atrocious, bronzes too golden, screens too gaudy, plush too glaring,
pictures too new. A luxury bom of yesterday and stamped upon the invoice!
“But
flawlessly exquisite, pretty
enough to eat, so to speak, her blond
head bent under the rays of the lamp,
Mile. Bertha cutting with a Japanese
paper knife the leaves of the last number
of The Revue des Deux Mondes— a
Greuze reading Feuillet!
“A trifle arranged, a trifle too studied,
perhaps, this playing the family note; a
little too sentimental, but very genteel.
Genteel enough to damn a saiut, and I
was not a saint.
“But, after all, what is so delicious as
the passing of the betrothal hours? It is
the preface, the prologue, the preamble
to marriage! A preface full of beautiful promises! that makes one believe
reading it—a beautiful book to come!
What romance! What poetry! What
happiness and delight!
“Yes, but unfortunately one must turn

dic and Theo, saucy, roguish, the most
decollated of the lot, the little Angele of
the Bouffes.
“
‘And doesn’t she look like me?’ cried
Bertha joyously; ‘every one tells me
how much I resemble her. See!’
“And assuming the attitude of her
operatic counterpart, winking her eye
and with finger to the side of her nose,
she began to hum—Bertha began to
hum—the rollicking couplets of the “Remen toir!”
“Heaven be iherciful? Mile. Brivard,
daughter of M. Adolphe Brivard, commercial notable and former president of
the Commercial exchange, knew the
reportoire of the Parisian bouffes!
“I took my leave a little suffocated
this evening from the white and gilt
salon of the Boulevard Malesherbes.
The little Angele and the little Bertha
mingled strangely in my thoughts and
hopped gayly beside me like two little
puppets clad in the same costume, and,
my faith! the farther I went the less 1
knew if I was going to see Mile. Bertha
Brivard appear in the passage Choiseul,
or to marry before a tricolored scarf in
the precinct office the little blond
Angele of the operatic score!
“’Twas just at that moment that 1
found myself at the door of the florist’s
shop, where every evening I entered
regularly. They were starting to close
up, but between the azalea branches
and gilded baskets, among the deep,
waxy greens of the caoutchouc plants,
shining as if varnished under the spray
of the fountains, 1 perceived finishing a
bouquet, pretty as a pink in her black
robe and white collar, which brought out
so clearly the rich brunette skin, my little flower girl, who every day for the
past three weeks had given me the same
bouquet with the same gentle, courteous
and sad little smile that I had scarcely
noticed.
“And I staid there looking at her.
She was charming, my little friend the
flower girl.
Her black hair brushed
back
from her forehead, and
smoothly
giving to her straight, classic profile the
air of an old medallion. With it all, a
true Parisienne, sweet, dainty, piquant,
the gaslight falling on the glossy banded
hair, the fingers turning in and out
among a heap of roses, which she
grouped to a harmonious whole as one
binds together the notes of a sonnet.
“I saw nothing but that little white

hand,
and I
who

bought there.
‘No, mademoiselle,’
“

said

I,

cluster for the corsage, if you
this
“

always

‘it is

please,

and

the same hand, as al-

ways, stretched itself toward the clus-

KOCS._| _MISCELLANEOUS.

LOST AND FOUND.

_

Terrier dog with leather
owner’s name, residence and registered number 1508. If returned
to 12 Dow Street a liberal reward will be pal 1.
Fox
IOST—'White
J collar marked with

RUUUBTS PERFUMERY

evening!’

‘Ah!’
her soft,
“She regarded
pa^ smilingly,
frank eyes turning from side to side,

seeking

another cluster of flowers. ‘See,
how is this?
“
‘A little large—is it not? mademoiselle,’ said I, in truth caring nothing for
the size of the buuch, but seized with a
desire to linger indefinitely in that bower
of verdure, become all at once a paradise—of green, red and white.
“And when that pretty young girl, all
in black and so
pale and amiable, said
so
gently, placing the cluster against the
bosom of her own robe, ‘Oh, no, monsieur, it is not, you see, too large!’ I
could scarcely restrain myself from crying aloud: ‘Keep it there, mademoiselle,
I beseech you! An honest bouquet from
the hand of an honest girl! It goes so
well with your manner, modest and

-FOR the

can

you
FOUND—Boys,
49c. per pair, Long

HOLIDAY
We hare

—

A

V*

if Anlw

T

A very sim-

ple one—eh, bien! yes; but I have never
in my life had a more agreeable one. It
seems to me that I have gathered in the
midst of our hothouse existence a flower
of the fields, whose perfume I have still
on my fingers, its sweet odor still in my
nostrils.
“Ah! I grow elegiac; but God bless
her, wherever she be, my little brown
flower maid, who, compared to my cocodette of the Boulevard Malesherbes, was
like a rose on a gTeen stem beside a tulip
on a wire one.
“Mile. Brivard, by the way, marries
tomorrow a young and skillful financier,
who has found a way to shape a fortune
that has ruined others; they will be very
happy.
“As for me, I depart this evening for
Monaco. I have lost my little flower
maid, but I shall perhaps wiu at roulette
—unlucky at love, etc.—Translated from
the French of Jules Clareti by E. C.
Waggenor for Short Stories.
Tom, Dick and Harry appear again with their
Grandmother’s receipts for coughs, but the
people stick to Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

STATE OF MAINE.
Office of Board of State Assessors, [
Augusta, Dee. 19,1891. (
Notice is hereby given that the State Assessors will be in session at City Building, in Portland. the county of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
the 6th day of January, A. D., 1892, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon to secure information to
enable them to make a just and equal assessment of the taxable property in the several
towns in said county, and to investigate charges
of concealment of property liable to assessment,
as required by law.
BKNJ. F. CHADBOURNE.) Board of
FRANK GILMAN,
} State
OTIS HAYFOKD,
) Assessors.
dec21
dtd

<Gr.

W^BO^D,

BRASS FOUNDRY,
85

Elm

Street/ mBiddeford,

a

complete

line of these Standard Odors among which
the following:

Maine.

Parties in want
Brass. Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze ('listings should correspond
before ordering elsewhere. First class work at
reasonable prices.
dec31eod2m

would prefer
experience collecting.
Permanent position; salary. J. F. UKUUITY
& CO., 244 Middle street.
31-1

are

TO LET.

AND-NEW MOWN HAY.

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
N. C. Sawyer, in Hearing, is offered
for lease for a term of years; possession given
immediately. Inquire of E. A. NOYES, Treas.
2-tf
Public Library, 8o Exchange St.

TO late

We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons
feeling that they
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome
stoppered bottle containing a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.

I

upper tenement of
I TO LET—A very pleasant
19 Atlantic
In house
month. Inquire or B. W.
rent

—

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Casco

; JONES,
I

'—.-

11-tt

LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, ti
oct7-tt
Danfortli streat.

PERSONAL.

annual

Exchange street, Portland. Maine,

on

TUES-

entry bookkeeper isopen
Double
for engagement alter Jan. 1st; woukl

DAY, the 12th day of January, 1892, at 7.30
o’clock p. m., for the purpose of hearing the rel>orts of the officers, electing a clerk, treasurer
and three directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of any other business that
Per order of the
may legally come before it.
Directors.

M

and after Nov. 2,1891. steamer MERRYCON EAG, win leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a. m.. for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr's Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.

ON

ac-

MISCELL AN EOU8.

janodtd

NOTICE—Men of average
IMPORTANT
business abilities, ho
out of employOgdensbnrg Railway. ment,
will do well to call at the office of the ofw

HE annual

of

CO.,

*1-1

Central Railroad offices,
street, Portland, on Tuesday, the
19th day of January, 1892, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, to choose Directors for the ensuing
year, and to transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting,
at
238 8t John

dtd

are

fice of the NEW' YORK LIFE INSURANCE
room 11, Oxford building, from l to 3 p. m.

the Stockholders of
meeting
the Portland & Ogdcnsburg Railway will
11
be held
the Maine

Co!

Address Box
22-2

cept any responsible position.
390, Madison, Maine.

ALBltO E. CHASE. Clerk.

Portland, Jan. 5, 1892.

Portland &

FREEPORT STEAMROAT

Commercial street.

TO Portland

meeting of tills Association will
THE
be held at the office of the Assoclaiion, No.
85

Manager.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

95

Portland Masonic Relief Association.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
rs? INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monw*
day. November 1, 1801:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 0.45. 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen'a ana
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,

oct30dtf_General

—

ANNUAL, MEETINGS.

Bay Steamboat Company,

.$15 per

street;

dec33__dtt

no.

rooms

seven

320 Congress Street.

1

:

JOHN W. DANA. Clerk.

taken for private instruction or
assistance in school work; also lcsseus
given in drawing and vocal music. Moderato
terms and good references.
Address, “A. F.,”
at the Press office.
6-1

PUPILS

PICTURES! Those in want of
I>ICTURE8!
good picture, for small amount of money,

a

PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside. Cousens’. Great Chebeague and Littlejohns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. in. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. tonching at all landings, commencing Monday. Nov. 9, 1891.
sept2dtfII. B. SOULE. Manager.

STEAMER

J. R.
DRESSMAKING—Mrs.
of Boston, has opened

the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them.
JAMES E. WENUREN, Cashier.
Pnrflnn/I

ITa

1

11

1QG1

The

National

Jr..,KuDJ

Traders’

if it is not exactly as represented I will return
the 76 cents. Miss Flora A. Jones, South Bend,
Indiana.
4-1

Bank.

rro LET GO AT COST—Rather than carry
JL over my Imported and Domestic Woolens,
Trousers from §o up, Suits from §20 up, Overcoats from §20 up, for cash only.
Perfect fit or
no money.
F. w. CROSSTUCK, 10 Free st.
>
31-1
FOR SALE.

Cumberlaud National Bank.

lot of second hand pianos
FORjustSALE—Large
taken in exchange, will be sold at very

CHAPTER 34.

'■

annual meeting of the stockholders o
the Cumberland National Bank of Portlaud
will be held at the banking rooms on Tuesday,
the twelfth day of January, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. in., for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
W. II. SOULE, Cashier.
deedt
Portland, Dec., 11th, 1891.

THE

AX ACT to provide a Hoard of Registration, to
the Cities of this State
Skct.1. A board of registration is hereby established in each city of tne State, which shall
have the exclusive power and authority to determine the qualifications of voters therein, and
exclusive power to make up, correct and revise
the list of voters in each of said cities, and
shall perform all the duties and have exclusively, all the powers now exercised by the municipal officers of said cities In making, preparing,
revising and correcting the list of voters therein under chapter four of the Revised Statutes
or any other statute relating thereto.

ANNUAL MEETIXG.
To

Diamond

Court Room at City Building,

Portland, on
January 13, 1892, at 7.30
p. m., for tire election of officers for the ensuing
WEDNESDAY,

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
The Canal National Bank of Portland, for
the election of seven Directors, and for the

THE

transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held at their
banking house on TUESDAY, the twelfth day
January, 1892, at 11 o’clock a. m.
GEO. C. PETERS, Cashier.
Dec. 11,1891.
declleodtd

Block, Jan. 5, 6, 7.
room, Hose House No.

8, 9, 11.

Hours to be from 1 to 6 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,
Corner and Duck Pond,
where the hours will be from 1.30 to 6.30, and
from 7 to 9 p. m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided on a
personal registration, and every person must
go before the board himself, or his name will be
left off.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at any place inhere the board is in session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
be ready to answer where naturalized, when
naturalized and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted,
married, residence of wife and family. It is to
be hoped that every citizen will present themselves on the days named, in order that the registration be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,
CHARLES E. JACKSON,
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.

excepting Pride's

'ARABIAN

I

One

of the Best

Medicines Evei

Invented for

PERFECTRHD IfflffiESUTE BELIEF

IN CAS£3 OF FAIN AN1» INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound Is achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occa
sion to use it by tbo certainty with which It relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and la’ssrn
rlly. It Is safe and certain in its action.
/hr Burns, Poisoning, Erys: 'tat. Inflammation
0/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, ''eafncss, Eheuma
tism, Puins in Side, Back or. Shoulders, Piles
Sort Throat, Croup or Bronchih

Price 25c. and

$1

at ai.

druggists

€. MORGAN 4SONSv Frop’a
PROVIDENCE. R. I-

Registration ot Voters.

h|

lb_eod&wly

P.

Except 1-2 Hour from 1 to 1.30

Will be sold low to close.

DINER, 185 Middle

N. S. GAR31-1

street.

FOR SALE.
beautiful residence, No. 41
f|7he
A finely situated, light, airy and
room
flue

Thomas St,
sunny, every
pleasant,
library finished in polished
Black Walnut, Dining Room in quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy Sewiug Room, Bath Room
a gem.
Ornamental Mantles, Electric Bells
throughout.
Speaking Tube, Combination
Steam and Hot Water Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
laundry. Hot and Cold Water, and everything
first class. Lot contains about 6600 feet of
land.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY.
nov7tif
No. 243 Commercial Street.

WANTED—Ladies’,

I

gents’

and children's

cast off clothing;highest cash price paid;
address, letter or postal to 77 GRAY, STREET.
City.6-1

VATANTED—Situation as traveling salesman
v T
by a smart, capable, trusty business man.
Twenty years’ experience selling goods in store
and on the road, groceries, boots and shoes,
baker’s and confectioner’s goods. Specialties
in the general trade. Good references. Address
“W.” 482 Court street. Auburn, Me.
5-2
small Farm.
Must
miles from Portland;
one with
and fixtures preferred.
For further particulars, please address FARM,
this office.
2-1.
rent,
WANTED—To
8
not be
7

a

or
over
some stock

\\TANTED—People
▼

t

it

uj

in want of Pictures from

wuuiii

uu

weu

can on us.

Plush Goods and Albums; Cuff and Collar Boxes
25 cents and up. E. D. REYNOLDS, corner of
Oak and Congress streets.
ltf-3

T17"ANTEI>—A good second hand grocer's
▼ f
coffee mill; also a platform scale in good
order. Address with lowest price J. & S., Box
31-1
13, Alfred, Me.

'1X7’AN TED—To buy $1000 worth of cast-off
t t clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
ladies’ dresses, gents’ and children’s clothing,
and gents' winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. GOODHART, 93 Mlddle

hours.

6

order.

'V'OTICE—Wanted to buy from tlOOO to $15,il 000 worth of cast-off clothing; 1 pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
auglOtf

of
The Board
Registration
will be in session until further
Room No. 13, City
notice at
Building, commencing December 30, during the following

to

3

WANTED.

dtjanll

SV9.

rather than carry over
Woolens. Trousers
from $o up, Suits from $20 up. Overcoats from
$20 up, for cash only. Good fit. or no money.
F. W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Free street
2-7
cost,
FORmySALE—At
Fall and Winter

year, and the transaction of sucii other business
as may legally come before the Association.
PHILIP F. TURNER, Secretary.
dec31dtd
Portland, December 28,1891.

Collector’s Room, Odd Fellow’s

9 A.

SALE—A desirable hous», with all
improvements; located at the
corner of Bramhall and Chadwick streets.
Far
further Information, address, or inquire at No.
1142 Congress street, M. M. SMART.
5-1

I710Rmodern

near

that said Board will be In session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose of
receiving the names of said persons and forming lists thereof.

dec7

'5-1

SALE—The

city at the municipal election of March next,

1. Jan.

Stockholders
of
the
Island Association.

low prices; cash or installments.
GRESSKY
& JONES, 394 Congress street, Portland, Me.

desirable
story brick
IjtOR
annual meeting of the Diamond Island
house, No. 79 State street,
Gray street;
THEAssociation,
contains 9 rooms, bath, furnace heat; In perfect
will be held at the Municipal

The undersigned naving been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registiation of
Voters for this city under said law, hereby notify all persons claiming the right to vote in thi3

Upper

the

4-1

a

THE

December 2,1891.

Street.

bottle of my famous Blush of
J Roses to-day of YOUR DRUGGIST, and
IADIES—Buy

shareholders of the National Traders’
Bank of Portland are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will he held at their banking room on Tuesday, the 12th day of January,
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose five directors for the ensuing year, aiul to act on
any other
business that may legally come before the meetEDWARD UOOLD, Cashier.
ing.
December 12,1891.
uecl2-dtd

Voters.

Sawyer, late
at 590 Cong-

rooms

sres

---

Me to Vital
Registration of

would do well to call
us.
Pictures framed.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
1).
straps. E.
REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con5-1
gress streets.

THE

City of Westbrook.

Board of

a
on

First National Bank,
annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland, will
be held at its banking rooms on Tuesday, the
12th day of January, 1892, at 10 o’clock a. rn.,
for the puiposc of electing seven directors for

Vvo/1

And while not daring, slowly,
gently, politely, I detached myself from
Mile. Bertha Brivard—I had nearly said
of the Bouffes Parisiennes. I left her to
her father, her white and gilt salon and
her gay “Remontoir,” I sought delays,
pretexts, excuses. In short, when one
evening M. Bergeot said to me plumply,
‘We can no longer leave my friend
Brivard with his nose in the water’—
great naturalists, these notaries; ‘is it to
be yes or no?’ this time, my faith, I answered:
“
‘Eh, bien! No, then! I am not
made for marrying!’
“And I did not, as usual, set out for
the Brivard domicile. All the same, the
same evening saw me at my florist’s
Bhop. In place of my little flower girl
there stood another one; this one red
headed, pretty also and also polite, but
she was not the one I sought. She, they
told me, had gone away to relations in
Bourgogne. They had recalled her to
marry her. To what sot? To what beer
keg? To what vine dresser? I know
nothing—I shall never know anything.
“Of my little brown flower maid I
never had known anything—her name,
her age, her life. Nothing, nothing
whatever, save that she was ravishingly
pretty, with an honest air, deep eyes,
and that she handed me bouquets of
lilacs and roses with a hand white and
slender, which, on my soul, I would
have supplicated her to give me, and
which, at all events, hindered me from
taking another.

T/I.TANTKD—An
energetic man ;
one who 1ms had

JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
LET—Two very desirable rooms with
rflO
L table board. Terms very reasonable. InLILY, WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
No. 92 FREE
at
quire
STREET._5-1
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE VALLEY,
rpO LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 CumFRANGIPANNI, CLOVE PINK,
_L berlana street.
18-4

dared!

“iienolu my aa venture:

TRADE!

MALE HELP.

YLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE,

“She would have found too odd this
profession of faith. I took my flowers,
therefore, and went my way, but Mile.
Bertha, when I arrived, had already provided herself with a corsage cluster:
“
‘Being unable to count upon yours,’
said she calmly, carelessly throwing
upon a table the one I had brought her.
“So much the better—I would utilize
it myself, and the single blossom I took
from the heap and pinned in my buttonhole lay upon my breast and kept my.
heart warm during the whole of that interminable dinnei\
“That beastly dinner, during which it
seemed to me that the little Angele beside me played a pointless role and I saw
opposite fo me perpetually the Madonna
profile and the serious air of my little
flower girl. She it was that should have
been the fiancee. The fiancee! Surely,
if the word had color, that color would
be white, all white, like the rose on my
breast.
“The denouement, the denouement
—wait, it approaches.
“Gradually, as I frequented that white
and gilt salon the little Bertha made me
afraid, yes, actually afraid. And likewise, as I frequented my florist’s shop I
told myself that it was there I should
find the companion, the friend, the true
associate in happiness or pain!
“That charming child! Poor, it was
true; doubtless an orphan, living alone
and possibly destined to marry some
shopman or railroad employee, or to
tnm—as turned to the wind of Paris—
all those homeless beings who had no
support. How good it would bo to draw
that child from this risk by drawing her
from the condition itself, by—making
her my mistress, you say? No, no, I
swear it.
I swear that I never thonght
of it.
flionO

at 04<’.

*

good!’

rxrifft

find Acme Skates at

Reach Skates

per pair, and the Magic Trick Bank for loe., at
rage’s Bazaar, 261 Middle street. Hurry up,
hoys. 201 Middle street.31-1

monsieur,

pretty, slender, aristocratic;
staid there contemplating it, I,

shop,

_MISCELLAN

a

so

beyond there, had already prepared
the way to demand another!
“The next day—I omit, you see, the
recital of my dreams and insomnia (an
insomnia with haunting visions of flower girls with the aspect of Virgin Mar
donnas, and of young girls dancing like
ballet premieres in Morlaque costumes
to the tune of the “Remontoir”)—the
next day, I say, we were to dine at the
house of that confounded notary, Bertha,
her parents and I.
“Well, I had as usual promised her a
bouquet; as usual I would take it to her;
she would pin it to her side and we
Bhould depart as arranged for the dining
room of M. Bergeot.
“I entered, therefore, as usual the
florist's

ters or macs and roses that 1 had

street._,_auglOtf

M.

VXTANTED—To
buy from $1000 to $10,000
*
v
worth of cast off clothing, the highest
cash prices paid for ladies’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing.
Address all

p m.

orders to M. DEUROOT, 141 East Dover street,
Boston, Mass. Will call to Portland for all
orders.
janldtf

for the purpose of receiving the
of all persons entitled to
vote at llie next Spring Election.
names

WANTED.
and

AUG. F GERRISH
MONROE A BLANCHARD
JOHNS. RUSSELL,
Board of Re istration of Voters.
Portland, Dec* 37, 1S91.
dec2S

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
ami cures those <li*“u*<»« striding from a cIImordered stomach or liver. such an: Constipations Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, He»darhp«, etc,
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c.. 50c.. and $1.03. At all druggists.
Or of tho Proprietors.

dtf.

Dr. J.

3yl6

F

TRUE &. CO., Auburn, Maine.

TT&S&wtl4

I

MISS A. L.

SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,
BROWN BLOCK, .537 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND,
Send for circular-

MAINE.

my29eodtf

uov2

eod&eowlim

lady stenographer
typeWANTED—A
writer, who would be willing to work for
small wages tor a time, with good prospects of
increase.
Address Lock Box 1343, Portland,

Mo._

r-l

'XAT'ANTED— All persons In want of trunks or
tT
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 65U
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open
evenings until 9.
Jan4-1
—

id.-".!1:..

y__

TVTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
*.1
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
■with the Will annexed of the estate of
EDWIN COBURN, late of Gorham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the lav- directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, arc required to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
LEANDER VALENTINE, of Westbrook, Administrator with the Will annexed.
Gorham, December 15th. dcc23dlaw3wW

>

She Longed to Be

There

a

Man.

times in my life when I long
to be a man that 1 may sail in and do
better with my lists! It is snch a thwarting, unsatisfactory thing to be a well
behaved and decorous woman when yon
long to be a son of thunder and take the
trail! 1 was standing for shelter in tho
doorway of a (Jliicago depot. It was
raining in that easy, delightful way that
reminds one of impulsive people when
they talk. There was no holding back,
are

no

no reserve,

attempt

to be noncom-

mittal and conservative.
It rained a
pint to every square inch, and an umbrella was of less use than a fork is in

eating gravy.
I stood in the shelter of the
Well,
a
doorway
very queer specimen of remotely rural life stepped into view. He
had just got out of some train and was
at a loss what to do in the big city.
His clothes were blue and new and ill
fitting. His face was tanned and liis
smile was both deprecating and timid.
He carried a little bundle, and his trouser
legs were rolled up over a pair of laced
shoes. No sooner bad he appeared upon
the scene than a bevy of depot hangers
Some of them
on bore down upon him.
were cabbies, and more of them were
loafers.
They surrounded him as big bluebottle
flies get around a honey pot. They bent
the head and tallied low; they winked
furtively and laughed at each other behind the poor boy’s back. Ho took a
slip of paper from his pocket and showed
it to them, and two of them, with a groat
show of friendliness, walked him away
between them. 1 wanted to follow them
up, but, as usual, didn’t dare tol—A
Woman in Chicago Herald.

i

Quotations of Staple Products

in the

Leading Markets.
and

Stocks

Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling

Exchange Quiet
Bonds Bull

and

Finn

Gurormucnt

but

Firm—Railroads Active
and Strong—Stocks Quiet and
Steady to
Firm.

Why He Never 'Licks Stamps.
One day after coming from the postoffice 1 put a dozen stamps in my desk
and closed the lid. Then 1 went away
and returned again an hour or so afterward. Upon opening my desk 1 saw
upd!? these stamps at least a dozen big,
nasty looking roaches, or “water bugs,”
as they are sometimes called.
They
seemed to be so intent npon some occupation that they did not ran away with
the almost lightninglike rapidity with
which they usually disappeared whenever tne aesa was openea.
At first 1 thought that they were stuck
to the stamps, but upon observing a little closer 1 saw that they moved about,
and 1 was finally convinced that they
were eating the gum from the backs of
the stamps. By placing a large reading
glass 60 as to magnify the roaches, 1 observed that they secreted a saliva on the
gum and then when it became soft they
seemed to suck it off. Little bare spots
appeared on the stamps, and these spots
gradually grew larger until the 6tampe
had the appearance of stamps from
which 1 had imagined the gum had

evaporated.
Since that time you may be sure 1
never touch my tongue to a postage
6tamp, and it almost nauseates me to see
any one else do it.—Interview in New
York Tribune.
A Business Woman’s Lesson.

A business woman often takes letters
and packages to the general postoffice to
be weighed. As often as she has done
that she has been impressed anew with
the weak and trivial curiosity of the
male mind, for every time she handed in
something to be weighed the busy men
in charge stopped to turn it over and
read the address.
“It certainly beats anything,” 6he said
to herself, “to think of anything being
as curious as that.”
A

fotir r\

OTTO

QfTA

cVl A

t*A

T\Aof A/1

+V11A

Aw

perience—up to a certain point The
variation began when the examining
magnate Baid cheerfully: “Be a good
idea, wouldn’t it, for you to put on here
the state these here papers is goin’ to?
Yes, certainly, I’ll write it for you.
Guess I’ve saved 500 bundles from being
lost in the last three weeks, lookin to see
if they was directed all right. 1 don’t
bother about the men; don’t care so
much about their bundles, and then
they’ve got more head for looking to
such things; but 1 always look at the
ladies’ bundles. Ten cents.” And the
crushed business woman walked away
with all the sad dignity she could master.—New York Sun.

At New York money is easy,
ranging from
3 to 4 per cent.; last loan
3, closing at 3 per
eent.
Prime mercantile paper at 4%&6
per
cent.
Sterling Exchange is quiet and firm with
actual business iq bankers’ bills at 4 82 for (50day bills and 4 84V* for demand; posted rates

at 4

83%® —. Commercial bills at 4 81%®
4 83%. Government bonds dull and
firm. Kailroads are active and strong.
Activity in the stock market was fully maintained after 12 o’clock, while the
general list
displayed the same sluggishness as during the
forenoon. There was special strength in few
stocks, and material advances in these shares
gave strong appearance to the entire list. Beading, after selling at 41%, advanced to 42%.
Chicago gas continued the rapid advance of the
forenoon and rose from 70% to 78, The market showed more disposition to react after 2, and
all the leading shares retired fractionally, while
New England sold below 47 after touching 40
during the forenoon. The rest of the market
developed no special feature, closing quiet and
steady to firm, generally at something under
first prices after slight rally In final dalings.

Precious Hair.

When the Crusaders returned from
the Holy Land in 1099 they were loaded
with relics of holy personages who had
previously been unknown in the west.
Bohemond, one of their leaders, divided
between Anselm and certain churches a
dozen hairs which the patriarch of Antioch had given him with the assurance
that the Blessed Virgin plucked them
from her head as she stood—Mater Dolorosfc—by the cross.—All the Year
Round.
_

Japs Like the Americans.
A traveler in Japan says that the Japanese dislike the Russians and the Chinese, but like the Americans and the
English. They are fearful of the aggressions of the Russians in Corea and
of the Chinese in the islands that lie
south of Japan; but they do not look for
any act of aggression by the United
States or by England.—Philadelphia

Ledger.

_

W. D. Howells in “The Shadow of a
Dream" makes this apt remark: “Our
miseries don’t embellish onr persons
very much, whatever they may do for
our souls."
Disastrous floods in
much damage.

#

Upper

Linseed.385 43
Boiled.41 «46
Sperm.1 00 «1 17
Whale.f u«(io

Bank.35(545

Shore.30 « 33

Porgie.00(®35

1
Saleratus.
llay.
Pressep.$12« im| Saleratus
.o^Si/a
Loose.f.lOi«. 13|
Spices.
Straw.$ halo, Cassia, pure-1R@17
iron.
j Maee.75 a so
Common2
@2Vs i Nutmegs.705 73
Refined.21/8 «.2V* | Pepper.18 a 21

Transactions at the Stock

Exchange

Norway.$%<g8% (Clove*.log

Cast steel....

8
Ginger.13515
German steel.(63Vu Laundry.3V4 « 7 Vi

Shoesteel.($3% (Souchong.18(550

Sheet Iron—
do choice....S5«i50
Common.4 @4V4 Japan.25«'30
H. C..41'i(o 5
Ooolong.30,a 36
Russia... .13Vs(al4
do choice.33«40
Galv.G (0,7
Tobacco.
Best brands..
SOofiO
Lead.
Medium.305 40
Sheet.GV£@7
Ripe.G (g.G% Common.25 5 30
R‘g.
Natural leaf-G0®70
Retail Grocers’

Sugar

—I_

-1-: .j

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND, Jan.. 5
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland, 100 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 105 cars.
Grain Quotations.

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULREN, CROCKER & CO.

Jan.

Feb.

Opening.104%
Highest.l04%

Lowest.104%
Closing.104%

May.

106&
lonw
105*4

105*4

COUN.

Jan.
Opening. 52

Highest.

52

Fell.

May.

50%

51%
51%

60%

Lowest. 51%
51 Vs
Closing.51%
51%
Tuesday’s quotations.

50%

60%

WHEAT.

Jan.
Opening.104 Vi

Feb.

May.

106
106

Highest..104%

Lowest.103%

105%

Closing.,104%

106%

COHN.

Jan.

Opening. 51%

Highest.

52

Lowest.51%
Closing. 52

Feb.
51%
51%
61*4
51%

May.
50%
60%
60%
50%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Portland Wholesale Market.

Grain.
Corn, car lots... G0@61
00
Corn, bag lots.. 63^64
grades.4 75@5
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots.. 66@GG
XXTpring.5 00@5 25 Oats,car lots.. .44{«45
Patent Sprng
Oats, bag lots.. 4G@48
Wheat... 6 75@6 25 Cotton Seed,
Mich, str’ght
car lots... .?28 §28 50
roller.5 37@5 62
bag lots.. $29&30 00
clear do.. .5 lfi&S 251Sacked Br’n

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Feb.

Closing.

|

uv

rooler-5 60*5 65
bag lots. $23*24 00
clear do... 6 25*5 37 Middlings.. $23*28 00
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots. $24*29 00
patents... 5 75*6 00
Provisions.
Fish.
Pork,Backs.,«15« 15 25
Cod—L a r ge
clear... 14 50*14 75
Shore-6 25*0 50
short ctsl4 75*15 00
Small do. .5 00*5 25 Beef,extra
Pollock .... 3 00*4 25, mess... 8 50* 9 00
Haddock... 3 25*5 50; plate... 10 00^10 50
Hake.2 00*2 60. ex-plate.lo 50*11 00
Herring,box
:Lard, tubs. <i* 7 Vi
Scaled14@18c tierces... 6l'<* 7v*
I pails- 6Vz*12
MackereL bl
Shore ls..$ 24*$26
pure leaf. 12 *12Vi
Shore 2s..$ 14*$16 Hams_10 *10>*,
Med. 3s.. .1150*$13
doeovTd.il *11 Vi
Oil.
Large 3s..
Produce.
Kerosene, Port.7
25
land
ref.
CpeCran’s.
50@8
pet... 6 Vi
Pea Beans... 2 00*2 15
Ligonia.6
Medium do.
Centennial.0 *>
Ger. ined
.1 00*2 10
Pratt’s Astral.. 8Vi
Veilow Eyes.1 75*2 00
llevoe's brilliant 8
Cal. Pea-2 60*2 65
Raisins.
Irish rolat’s 50* 00c Muscatel... 1 50*2 50
Sweets
2 50*3 25 London layT2 00*3 50
Onions—NaOnpura lay’r.8 *9ya
7
*7y*
tives.,.,.. .2 50*2 75 Valencia.
..

....

..

Geese

Sugar.
13@15lb Ex-qual’ty line
12® 15c
granulated.. .4 9-16
Turkeys.... 18® 20c Standard do... 4Vi
Extra C. 4
Apples.
.....

Chickens.
Fowls

..

.....

No 1 BaldSeed.
wins.1 75*2 00 Red Top... 1 90*2 00
75
atlng.2 60*2
Timothy.. .1 55*1 60
vap tMb..
8* 12c Clover.10 *14
do old....
Butter.
7* 8c
Lemons.
Creamery.28 *30
.4 00*5 00 Gilt Edge Vrlnt.27 a.29
Palermo
Messina.... 4 00*5 75 Choice.20 « 21

Good.19*20

Malagers...

Oranges.
Store.18*19
.2 75*3 25
Florida
Cheese.
Messina-0 oo*o 00 N. Y. fct’ry.12 *13

Vermont--12

Eggs.

@13

Eastern ext... .27*29 Sage.13a,4<*14Vi
Bread.

Leather.

Piot Sup.7 Mi @8
New York—
do sq-fiVifeG
Light,.19*20
5
Crackers
Mia
*6
weight_21*22
Coal.
Heavy.22«23
Cumberland.4 50*5 00 Slaughter.81* 2
Acadia.
Good d’mg.19*20
6 00 Am. calf.60*70
Chestnut
Franklin...
7 50, *
Lumber.
6 00 S’th pine-$30®$40
Lehigh.
Coffee.
Clear pine—
Rio, roasted...
.19*21 Uppers.$58*60
J.
....

no

V VV > few

..

da-

e

IVJV

...

...

rn

UT~

Fine common. .$38®45

Coogerage.

Hhhd shooks & hds— ! Spruce.$13® 14
Mol. city. .1 8051 90 Hemlock.$11®12
Sug.count’y 90c® 1 00 Clayboards—
I Spruce, X.$36@38
Country Mol.
hhdsiiooksl 15®1 20 Clear.$34®35
hhd lidgml
2d clear.$26® 28
32 in. 24(526
No 1.$15®20

Spruce35in 20i®22
Soft pine35 20®22
Hardpne34 26(530
Hoops 14 ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops

Pine.$25®60
Shingles—

X cedar.... 3
Clear cedar. 3
X No 1.2
No 1 cedar. .1

8 ft.

75

...

50

13 514

Dime—Cement.
1,1010,4* csk. 1 0051 20
(514
Cement.1 40® 1 to
Matches.
17® 18
50
Sisal.Sbb&QVi Star,4* gross
Drugs and Dyes.
Dil’igo.
39®40
Acid Oxalic-125514
Metals.
Acid tart...... 40542
CopperAmmonia. ... .15®20 14(548 coin.
.00@2o
Ashes, pot... .&% ® $ Polished copper. “25
Bals copabia
14x48
35
.G’(®70
planished.
Beeswax.35®40 Bolts.
20
6 Y M sheath_
Bleh powders...
Borax---- .12514 Y M Bolts.
27
Brimstone.
.2V2® 5 Bottoms.28@30
Cochineal.40 ®43 Ingot.13® 14
....

..

..

Copperas.I1/*

5

2

Cream tartar.... 30 " 36
Tin12;516 Straits.22(524
Ex logwood.
Gumarabic.
70®1 22 English.23525
Aloes cape.15.®25 Char. I. Co..7 0057 50
Camphor.. .6Q®52 Char. 1. X. .9 26(59 65
Mytrh.52®66 Terae.G 00« 8 60

Opium.2 25®2

50

94%

88 %

Jan.
39
Closing. 38 Vi

May.
41*4
41%

Opening.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

May.

Opening.

94%

Lowest.

95

CORN.

Jan.

May.

Opening. 38y8

41 y8

Closing.38 V*

41%

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
Caual National Bank.100
128*
Casco National Bank.100
115
117*
98
First National Bank.100
100*
40
40*
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
115
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
117*
100
116
liraders'
Bank....
118*
National
103
Portland National Bank... .100
105
Portland Trust Co.
114
116*
Portland Company.
100
80
90
Portland Gas Company.
50
Portland Raih-oad Company
120
115
*

1(1(518
Shellac.36:540 Coke.6 00(« 8^50
c®$
Zinc.7
Indigo.8
60®8 00
11
Iodine.3 75®$4 SoldcryaxVa
15y3
Ipecac.2 0052 25
Molasses.
Licorice, rt.., 15520 Porto Rico.30®40
Lai ex.34®40 Barhartoes.3VK33
Morphine.. .1 96 52 20 Cienfuegos_38^40
Oil bergainot4 00 << 4 26 Boiling.
Cod liver.. .11051 85 Fancy Ponce...39*40
v
Nails.
Kempn.8.25®3 50
Olive.1 00® 2 60 Cask,cut.... 1 90® 2 00
2 1"® 2 2.)
wire
Peppt.3 25® 3 50
Naval Stores'.
Wintergreen2 00®2 12
Potass or’mde. .28533 Tar 40 bbl.. .3 75(5* 00
Antimony...

Chlorate.17518 Coal tar... .5 25®» 60
Iodide.2 86 53 00 Pitch.3 0053 25
Quicksilver,.. .9059R Wii. Pitch. .3 0053 5
Quinine.31536 Rosin.3 0054 00
Austria have done
Rheuharb, rt.75c(51 60 Tupentine,gal. .396 40
| Rt suake.35540 Oakum.. ..8® 9

(By

&(iUng Stocks.

Tgjograph.)

K, 1892.—The following
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:

Hocking Coal..
Homesiake..

00

Chicago

Cattle

Market.

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO, Jan. o, 1892.-The Cattle market
shipments 5000; heavy;
—Receipts 12,000; cows
and butchers stocks
steers easier tprinie
strong; stockers steady; good to choice sreers
at 5 25x5 50; others 3 05x4 80; cows 1 40a»
2 90 ;slookers 2 do® 3 15.
Hogs—receipts 38,000; shipments 10,000:
active and lower; rough and common at 3 73®
8 80; mixed and packers at 3 85x 4 00; prime,
heavy and butchers’weights 4 0c®4i0; light
3 85®4 00.
Sheep—receipts 8000 shipments 2000; hunbs
strong; sheep steady; native ewes 3 20x 4 25;
mixed 4 25x4 80; wgjtlims 4 05x6
50; clipped
w

Ski fm Cardiff 4th Inst, sch Henry J Smith,

Adams, Bahia.

7~T

BONDS.
Portland City 6s, M’ncip’i various.. 100
Portland City 6s, K. K. aid, 1007... 3 23
Portland City Funding 4s.3 02
Batli City 6s, Mun. various.100
Bangor City 6s, long It. K. aid.110

110
325
123

105
112

Bangor City 6s, long Municipal.118
Belfast City 6s, It. It. aid.106
Portland & Ken. It. R. 6s, 1895-104
Leeds & Farmington R. B. Cs.105
Maine Central It. R. 1st. intg 7s... .115

120
107
105
106
117

Maine Central It. R. Con. 7s.133
Maine Central It. It. Con. 4 s.103
Maine Central R. It. skng fund 6s.. .103
Portland Water Co’s 6s, due 1899.. 108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, due 1927.. 95
Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 45%
C. B. & Q.109%
Mexican Central. 23 %
Union Pacific. 49%
Boston & Maine R.168
Bell Telephone.203
New York and New England It. 47%
do pfd.l04Va
Wisconsin Central. 23%
Newr York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Jan. 5,1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
of Government securities:
Jan. 4.
New4’s reg.116%
New4’s coup...117
United States 2s reg.. .100
Central Pacific lsts.10*%
Denver & H. G. 1st.116y2
Erie 2ds.107Va
Kansas Pacific Consols.108%
Oregon Nav. lsts.110

Vartciui? Pooifio 1

^

Jan. 5.

116%

116Va
100
3<
116

107

108y3

1 (Ui

no

■

Northwestern.116 Vs
Northwestern pfd.142
New York Central.116%
New York. Chicago & SP Louis. 21 %
81

Ohio & Miss. 23%
Out. & Western. 21%
North American. 18%
Pacific Mail. 39%
Pullman Palace.185

Beading.

41

Bock Island. 89%
St. Louis & San Fran.
do pfd.
do 1st...
St. Paul... 82Vs
do pfd...,.123
St. Paul. Minn, k Mann.115
St. Paul & Omaha. 48%
do pfd..109%
Texas Pacific, new. 14%
Union Pacific. 49%
U. S. Express. 50
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 15
do pfd. 32%

34%
26%
145
loo

105%

123%

139

1734
33%
74%
22 V

83%

105

106%

9 s*
21

63%

113
25%
70%
116
142

116%
24
81

33
21%
17%
39%

135%
41%
90%

83*

122%
115%
47%
109
j 434

49%
64
141/,

32%

-illl,

•> t lilt:
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Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

PASCAGOULA—Ar 3d,barque Mary G Reed,
Peterson, Havana.
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 31st, Nahum Chapin,
Arey. Boston.
DARIEN—Cld 5th, sch Cassie Jameson, for
Portland.
CHARLESTON—Sid 3d, William A Allison,
Greeley. Baltimore.
Sid 4th. seh Belle Wooster, for Demerara.
RICHMOND—Ar 4tli, sch John G Morse, Jr,
Hinckley, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch Alice Holbrook, Ellis, Providence.
Cld 4th, ship Alameda, Chapman, San Francisco: brig Havillah, Richardson, New York.
Cld 4th. sell Jennie A Stubbs, Stubbs, Norfolk
Passed down 3d, sch Mary E
Newcastle
Morse, for Cardenas.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 3d, sch Bessie
E Creighton, from Philadelphia for Vera Cruz.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 4th, sch Jeremiah Smith,
Tryon. Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sch Fannie L Child,
Hart, Brunswick.
FALL RIVER—Sid 3d, seh John Somes, for
Providence.
VINEYARD UAVEN—Ar 3d. sobs St Thomas, from Baltimore for Salem; Elvira French,
Boston for Brunswick.
Sid 3d, sells Break of day, J H Crowley, Maggie Hurley, Charley Woolsey, aud Cyrus Chomberlatn.
Ar 4th, schs Wm Wilson, and Eva May, frern
Port Johnson for Portland.
i'j.ihluu ill—Ar viii] sen rsrean oi Day, im
South Amboy.
LYNN—Ar 4th, seh Ella F Kimball, Kimball, fm New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4th, sch Young Brothers,
Philadelphia: J It Bod well, Perth Amboy; Carrie E Pickering, do; Cyrus Chamberlain, New
York for Dover.
Ar 2d, sch Morris & Cliff, Amboy.
Sailed 4th, schs Republic, Boston for Mt Desert; Oregon, Rockland for Boston; Eunice P
Newcomb, and Mary Sands, Deer Isle for do;
Brunette, Searsport for do; Ripley, Rockport
for do; Victory, Sullivan for Providence.
Also sld 4th, schs, Bessie H Gross. Boston for
Deer Isle; Radiant, and Idaho, do for Belfast;
Leading Breeze, do for Calais; Abbie S Walker,
do for Vinalhaven.
BATH—Ar 2d, sch Abbie Bowker, Purington,
New York.
Ar 3d, sch Kate McClintock, .Wright, Boston.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From

31st
14tli Jan.
“
28th

TIME

..

...

..

..

...

—

America and Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Canal street.
North Itiver, for San Francisco via The Isthmus

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT... .sails Monday, Jan. 11, noonFrom San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY of RIO DE JANEIRO sails Saturday,
Jau. 23,3 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
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D^TNidN^LINET
Royal Mail Steamships.
|

Leighton,

|

Steamship

“OREGON,

}

From
Portland.

»

»•

29

cabin $25; steerage $30.

Bristol Service—For Avonmouth Dock.
From
I
From
|
Avonmouth- |
Steamer.
Portland.
|
November 17,
20,

TORONTO,
ONTARIO,

■>»>»

__

uutvi

m

mill

•»

^

fl-

AHHIVAJ.8. n POBTLA(jai.
From 'Watervilli .and Lewiston. 8.:;.*, a. ni.: Augusta, Hatlyand from Korklaml Mondaysoulv,
: 8.40a. in;;.Mon^iual, Bridgton...etc., y.so a.
in.; Farmington. Skowhegan and l.ewlston,
12.25 p. in.; SC John, Bangor. Kixi.la.tM.
etc., 12.30 p. m.; AVatorvIlle. Bath, Aiyjtttt;i
and Rockland, 5.36 p. in.; Farmington, Sito"
hegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.46 p. m.;
Montreal, Iancastcr, Fabyanx, BridgUm, 3.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. in.
•Sundays included.
«.
*
PAY30N TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.
nov24dtf

In Effect October 4,

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Cabin $40to 8U0, return $80 to SHO; second

(

M

Boston & Maine R. R.

Thur Dec. 3
Tue. Dec. 15

SARNIA,
LABRADOR,

WWW

citle C'PHKt uoUils. The 3,30 p. m. train has
sleeper for MolWrettf and oonneeta with trahis
Via "Sop'’ Lino lor Minneapolis and St. Pan!.

PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL DIRECT,
I

«...

v%

LA

1 December 5
1
12

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

deo3

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. Ffom
Fine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, sit 3 p. ns. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. u. U., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING.
Agent, 70 Iamg wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 8'J State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
oct22Utf
RAILROADS.

cod&wly

Grand Trunk

Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beach, I'ine Point, 7.00, 10(15 a.
111., 8.30, 5.15, (5.15 p. IU.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.05, 10.15 a. III., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, (5.15 p. in.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15. 0.15 l>
m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. ill., 3.80, 5.1a p. m.: North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
111., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. in; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Buy, Wolfboro, 8.45 i». ill.,
12.4(9, 3.80 j). in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. hi.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
III.; 8o. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. in.. 512.40. 3.30 p. iu.
Bostou for Portland, 7.30. 3.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. 111.
Buiiduy Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. ui.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth.
9.00 a. m.: A mesbtiry, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. 1*1.;
lilddeford, Portsmouth, Kewburvport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. m. daily) 19.00 a.
iu., ($1.00 u. 111. dally) >6.00 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. m., 09.00 a. m.
dally) 12.30 p. in., 07.00 p. in. daily.)
rrtou

nninirriAiai

ArnrrT

■ vim* ■

uummcnwHL omcm oihiiuil
For Portsmouth ami way stations, 4.40 p.
m. (Connects with iCail Lines lor Now York,
South anti West.
jUdimects with Sound Lines for New York,
tWestern D: ,-!<>n from North Berwick Sunrnum

days oidy.

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street, and
at Corn'iiiereial street station.
JAMES T. FURBER,
Vice Pres, and (Jen. Man., Boston.
D. .1. FLANDERS, (J. P. aud T. A., Boston
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
oct3
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On

and

Railway of Canada. Portland & Worcester Line.

After MONDAY,
Dec. 7,
Tt-hIh* will run as follows:

1891,

DEPARTURES.

Lewiston,

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

For Auburn and
7.10 find 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 6.10 p. m. For Gora.
1.30
7.10
and
in.,
6.10 p. m. For
ham,
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. ,m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
All “errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches. tired, weak'and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

...

A. M.

JAN. 0.

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN

548 1-3

Leiigtl

Congress

St.

CONSULTATION FREE.

Moon

MARINE~NEW8

Jan24

eodtf

PORTLAND.
Jan 5.

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St Jon, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch J & II Crowley. Young, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister-' >
Rch Martha Innis,
York—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Magnolia, Brown, Boston— fertilizer to
Kendall & Whitney.

ganger

California, Japan, China,

Liverpool.

..

TESDAY,

23rd
Oth Feb.
20th

On anti after November .20. 1821, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
i.
I'm Danville-Junction, Auburn and Len i*ton, 8.30 a. nu, 1.10. 5.06 p. ql
Lewiston Via Brunswick, 7.1G a. m., *1.15.
5.00 apd *11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7:15 a. m., 1.16 and on Saturdays only at o.Oo
p. in.
Brunswick, Bath, Oardiuer, llallowell and
Augusta, 7.16 a. m„ *1.15, 6.00 and >11.30
p. in.
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.80
•i a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via firtmswitric, 1.15 p.
ra.:
and for Rungeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth. Wlnthrop Read field and Oakland, l.io and 5.05 p. m.
Watervllle via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; Via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.13, *11.30 p. m.
Skowhegau via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., 1.16, *11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.
Hover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.16, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. to., *1.16 and *11.30 p. in., and on

—

..

PORT OF

2lst
4th Feb.
“
18th

—

Thur. Nov. 12,
2(1,
Dec. 10,
,‘

know thyself.

..

ALMANAC,

From

For Baugor, JSnr Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Morrison,

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Modal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
DEBILITY,
PHYSICAL
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, end all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES Of MAN. SOO pages, cloth,
Only $1.00
cht; 125 invniuabto prescriptions.
double scaled Descriptive ProspectBy mail, endorsements
us with
mipir H ccwn
G- | ST/dT
cf the Frees and voluntary
NOV;.
testimonials of the cured. ■
Consultation in person or by mall. Expert treatand
CERment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY
TAIN CURE. Address I>r. W. H. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Buihuch St.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Iustltuto has many Imitators, but no equal. Herald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, 13 a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, aud learn to
be STRONGMedical Hevieio. (Copyrighted.)

.Portland
Numidian
.Liverpool. .Jan 5
New Votfk.. Liverpool
Nevada
Jan 5
Trave.New York.. Bremen.... Jan 5
York..
of
Paris
.New
City
Liverpool Jan (i
.New Y«rts. .Liverpool .Jan 0
Germanic
Athos.New York.. St Marc, &o Jan 0
.New York. .Antwerp
.Jan (i
Rhyland
Sueva.New York. .Hamburg ..Jan 7
Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool
Jan i)
Venezula.New York.. LSguayra
Jan l>
York..
Rio
New
Janeiro
Jan 9
Scguranica
Dcvonia.New York. Glasgow
.Jan 9
Spaamdam.... New York.. Rotterdam.. Jan 9
La Normandie New York.. Havre.Jan 9
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool .Jan 10
Urns..New York. .Bremen... .Jan 12
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool .Jail 13
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp.. .Jan 13
Glen "oil.New York. .Rio JaneiO .jonl3
Cienluegos... .New York. .Cienfuegos .Jan 14
Scandia.N'fe'w York. .Hamburg .Jan 14
Marcia.New York, .ltio Janero J3n 1<>
.New York.. Liverpool .Jan 10
Abyssinia
Maasdam.New York.. Rotterdam.. Jan 10
Saale.New York.. Bremen.Ian 19
Valencia.New York.. Laguayra .Jan 20
Capulet.New York.. ltio Janeiro Jan 23
MINIATURE
Run l i:
Sun se

I

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

....

From

The Bristol steamers do not earrv passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & fc6., Agent.
nov23
dtf

55s.

FOB

‘Numldian.

I

Dec 25, lat 3G 30 N, Ion 47 W, ship Sterling,
Goodwin, New York for Kong Kong.
Nov 15, lat 1 N, Ion 28 W. shin John Currier,
Lawrence, from New York for Yokahama.
Nov 23, lat 17 S, Ion 34, ship i F Chapman,
from New York for San Francisco.

money aud 95 15-1 Sd for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 5, 1892.—The Cotton
market is weak: middling 4 3-16; sales 7,000
bales; specula- tiou and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. '5. 1S92.—Quotations—
Winter Wheat 8s 1
d « Ss 2d; Spring Wheat
8s 1 Vidtft 8s 2d; California average at 8s 6*4d@
8s 7d; Mixed Americwi.Com at Os 5V*d. Cheese

FIUijM.

Parisian,

‘Mongolian

From

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON.Jan. 5,1892—Consols 95 13-16d for

...

I

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

v

Spoken.

(By Telegraph.)

STAGE CONNECTIONS-DAILY-Fruiu W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buck field for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru, Ujxfleldand Mexico; also for Brettun's Miils,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt
je27
(!tf

STATE LINE

sid

NEW YORK, Jan. 6,
1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet and l-16e lower; sales 89 bales;
ordinary uplands at Stic; do Gulf at 5%c;
good ordinary stained at 434 c: middling uplands 7%e; do Gulf 8c; do stained at 7 3-10c.
NEW ORLEANS, .Tan. 5, 1892.—The Cotton
market Is easy; middling 6 16-lGc.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 5. 1892,-The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 5, 1892.—The Cotton
market is easy; middling 0 13-16c.
MOBILE, .Tan. 5, 1892.—The Cotton market
is easy; middling OVaC.
EEMPHIS, Jan. 5, 1892.—The Cotton market is easy; diddlings7c.

Railway.

16, 1891.

■

Ar at Guantanamo Dec 20, barque Edw Cushdug, Whittier, St Jago.
Sld fm Cienfuegos Dec 23, see Mina Belle,
Shipments—Flour,0,000 bbls; wheat, 191,000
bush; corn, 280,000 bush; oats, 63,000 bush; Thompson, New Orleans.
Ar at Cienfuegos Dec 27, barque Celina,Montrye, 20,000 bush; barley, 3,000 bush.
Porto Rico; 20th, Neptune, Hill, PliilaDETROIT, Jan. 5, 3892.—Wheat-Nol White gomery,
94c; No 2 Red at 94¥sq, Corn-No 2 at 41 V*c.
27th, sch Ella M Watts, Stevens, New
OatS-No 2 at 33Vac; No 2 White 34c. live at

Cotton Markets.

——

%

Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
A Fiscataqui* R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
*8. S. Numldian and Mongolian will carry cat- ".‘‘ana 11.30 p. Mi.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
ML
tle and only cabin passengers. Cabin 840 to
and Bur Harbor at 1.16 and 11.30
$00, according to steamer and location oi state Rflsworth
p. m.
room; second cabin §24; steerage $20.
Vance boro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
( Service of Allen Line Steam>*1.13 andj.ll.30 p. tu.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
Aroostook at 1.15 apd 11.30 p. in.; St. Anv
drews, 11.30 p. m.
every fortnight. Cabin 833 and upwards. Re:. *Kun»daily, Sundays included. (Night exturn 8(15 and upwards.
to
Boston
with
direct
via
cars
Glasgow
attached, tuns every
Derry and press
sleeping
Galway. The paid steerage 819; intermediate “tort, Sundays included, bitt not to Skowhegau
830. Apply to IT. & A. ALLAN and T. ?.
Monday mornlhg, or to Belfast, Dexter or beMcGOWAN, Portland, or If. & A. ALLAN, yond Bangor, on Sunday mortiings.
Boston.
White Mountains and ljuebec Line.
dec24
dtf
FopJUimberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Hridgton, Frveburg, Norib Conway, CUeii, Bartlett, 1 abyans, St. Johnslmry, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. nx, 3.30 p, m. j Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
LINK FOR
Xhc 8145 a. m. connect* for’all points >in NorthNew Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
Central and South ern
the West; and with the Canadian Paciflc

67,o6o basil.

Receipts—Flour, 000 bbls;‘Wheat 21,000 bus;
5,600 bu; oats, 1‘5,700 bush.

I

Liverpool | Steamships | Portland. | Halifax.
17tli Dee. ‘Numidhin,
7th Jan.
9th Jan.
“

Bangor.

corn

Line

Royal Mail Steamships.

Ports.

York.
Ar at Matanzas 24th, sch Edwin I
Smith. Portland.
At Matanzas Dec 20, $ch J B Coyle,
for North of Hatteras.

Wednes-

dtf

Allan

Sld fm Nanaimo Dee 27, barque Gen Fairchild
for San Francisco.
Ar at Curacoa ]>ec 20, sch Celia F Dodge, fra

88c.

on

novlO

—

Foreign

■

In Effect November

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.80 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9 30 a.

days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturday s at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.

bia. Nelson. Seattle.

89
<§,89%c. Corn closed %® c higher;
No 2 at 36%®36%c. Oats closetfflrmer-No 2
at31%c. Bye steady and quiet—No 2 at 82c.
Barley steady; Minn 57 5,03c. Provisions firmer and more active; pork at 8 85 for old. and
10 75 for new. Lard at 5 85.
Dry salt meats—
shoulders 3 77%; long and ribs at 5 40; short
5
clear 52%. Bacou—shoulders 4 87%; longs
and ribs 5 95; short clear 6 05.
Hams 9 00 a 30 50.
Keceipts—Flour,
4,000 bbls; wheat.
73,000
/invn
eyo fiAA hunk
nro AAA

Portland & Romford Falls

PALATIAL STKAMEK8,

For NEVV YORK.

T Donnell. Jewett’s Cove.

Highland Liglit—Passed east 5th. sch City of
Augusta, from Philadelphia for Portland.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid Dec 37, ship Colum-

ked

dtl

m.

York, having repaired.
m

ARRANGEMENT.

Alternately leave Franklin Whaj’f, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India wharf, Boston, every
evening. Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
seplG

I) D Haskell. Cardenas.
Passed Hell Gate 4th, scbs Joe, from New
York for Millbridge; B H Jones, do for Thomsston; WlldflPe, do for do.
BOSTON— Ar 4th, barque Bruce Hawkins,
Gurney. Mobile.
Ar 5tli, seh Mary Steele. Haskell, Deer Isle.
Cld 4th. sch Win T Donnell, Davis, Jewett’s
Cove and New York.
Sid 4th, sch Lygonia, (from Sullivan) for New
Bid Mil. sen V>

Boston office, 211 Washington street
dcc22

_

THE NEW AND

thewtown, AVI; Maud Snare, Lowell, Sf Pierre;

..

140

Central 'Pacific.. 34%
dies. & Ohio. 2(5%
Chicago & Alton.140
Chicago & Alton preferred-160
Cliicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 100%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. .123%
Delaware, Lackawana & West.. 139%
Denver & Bio Grande. 18%
Erie.!. 34
Erie preferred. 74%
Illinois Central.109
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 22%
Louis & Nash. 83"«
Manhattan Elevated.104%
Michigan Central.106
9%
Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn. & St. Louts pfd. 21
Missouri Pacific. 041/2
New Jersey Central.113%
Northern Pacific common. 26 <
Northern Pacific pfd..71%

pfd.

i>IU

night.

England.

FARE OAJLY $1.00.

Eaton, Hopps, Philadelphia.

Keceipts—Flour, 34,000 bbls; wheat, 140,000
bush; corn 22,000 bush; oats, 187,000 bush;
rye. 25,000; barley, 65,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 44,000 bbls ;wheat, 50,000
bush; corn. 422,000 bush; Oats, 313,000 bush;
rye, 8,000 bsli; barley, 84,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 5, 1892.—The Flour mar-

110

Closing quotations of stocks:

do

Tql|graph.)

Ml., 12.15

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. in.: 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. id., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains-Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via tills line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Boston Steamers.
FALL

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, barfluo IToeda A Willey, Willey, Fernandina; sch Willlamiue, Babbidge, Boston.
Ar4tli. sells Montana, Bradley, Fernandina;
Gen Adeibert Ames. Collins, Savannah; Sarah

NEW YORK,Jail. 5,1892.—The Flour market—receipts 49.217 packages; exports 2245 bbls
and no sacks; dull and unsettled; sales 21,700
bbls.
Flour quotations—toW extras at 3 50@4 15;
city mills extra 5 1066 25; city mills patents
5 25®5 50; winter wheat low grades at 8 5 Ox
8 75; fair to fancy at 410@4
90;patents at 4 60
x5 25: Minnesota clear 4 15x 4 50: strain*,»«
do at 4 45go 10; do patents 4 60®5 25; do rye
mixtures 4 15®4 85; superfine at 3 15®3 75!
line 2 85:53 50. Sothern flour dull and weak;
Bye flour quiet and unchanged. Buckwheat
flour unchanged. Buckwheat at 53g58o. Cornmeal is quiet and steady.
Wheat—receipts
3 27,500 bush: exports 314,145 bush ; sales 74,000 bush; dull and unsettled, closing
stronger;
No 2 Ketl at 1 04% in store and elev. 1 05%®
1 06afloat; 1
07%
Of
ob;No 3 Beil
05%£1
at 1 02®1 02%; No 1 "Northern at 1 07% ;No 1
hard at 1 10* ®110% ;No 2 Northern 1 06
;
No 3 spring 98 c. Bye dull and unchanged;
1
99c«
Western
02. Bai ley dull and irregular;
No 2 Mil 73 ®73c.Corn—receipts 243.350 bush;
exports 178,821 bush;sales 141,000 bush; unsettled and less active, closing steady; No 2 at
51%g52c elev, 53a53%c afloat; No 3 at 43
@44c; steamer mixed at 50g51%e. Oats—receipts 90.200 bush; exports 3 2,809 bush; sales
3 66,000 bush; irregular and fairly active; No 3
at 36%c; do White at 87%®37%e; No 2 at
86*,®38c; do White at 38**®38%c; No 1 at
37%c; do White —c; Mixed Western 36%®
38c; White do —ojWhite State —; No 2 Chicago
—e.
Coffee—Bio quiet and steady; No 7 at
13%. Sugar—raw active and firmer; refined
more active and firmer: No 6 at 3%c; No 7 at
3 ll-16c: No 8 at 3 11-16; No 9 at 3%c; No 10
at 3%c; No 11 at 3 7-16C;No 12 at 3%e; No 13
at 3 6-10c; off A 4®4 1-16; Mould A 4 7-17e;
standard A 4Vic; Confectioners’ A4%c; cut
loaf 5VaC; crushed at 5 c; powdered 4 7-10e;
granulated at 4% ®4%c; Cubes 4 7-lOe. Petroleum quiet and steady; united 61 %e. Pork
quiet and steady; Beef quiet; beef hams dull;
tlerced beef dull and steady; cut meats quiet;
middles quiet. Lard quiet and barely steady:
Western steam closqjl ,6 42%; city steam at
6 00 56 05; refined aetlve and strong;Continent
at 6 50@6 90; S. A. at 7 50. Butter in fair demand and linn. Cheese firm and fairly active.
Prelglits to Liverpool steady and moderately
active; grain per steam—d.
CHICAGO. Jan. 5,1892—The Flour market
is dull and easy. Wheat is dull.elosing higher;
No 2 Spring wheat ShVscjNo a Bed 90%c.Corn
stronger; No 2 at 38%e. Oats stronger; No 2 at
29c; No 2 White —. No 2 Bye at 86%®86%c.
No 2 Barley 59c. No 1 Flaxseed at 96c. Pro
visions declined, partially recovered; mess pork
at 7 76(®7 87%. Lard 6 05. Short rib sides at
5 20®5 25. Dry salt meats—shoulders 4 37%
@4 50; short clear sides 5 5o(®5 60.

135

105
105
110
97

!

Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

All trains vestihuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Uuet|ualed diniug car service.
TIME
TABLE
NOVEMBER
16, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North ltiver.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, li.OO.
7.30 p. nr.. 12.15 night. Sundays-9.00.
10.30. 11,30 a. hi., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 0.00 p.

p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St, or for other
information at Company’s
Office, Railroad
Wharf, toot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’I Manager.
dtf
je20

Brendlgc, Philadelphia.

Domestic Marktes.

(By

Andrews, N. B.
Fall aiul Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. in., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. £ip"Frciglit received up to 4.00

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

York,

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

St.

Ski fm Dublin 2d Inst, brig Charles A Sparks,
Thestrup, New York.
Arat Naples 4th inst, sch Clara A Donnell,

Memoranda.
Sell T W Dunn, Capt Ross, which arrived at
Port Spain Dec 12 from Boston, made tho rnu
in 12 (lavs.
Bluehiil, Jan 3—Sch J B Norris, of Edgartown, 47 tons, sailed from East Bluehiil Dee 12
with granite for Boston, upd has not been heard
from since.

—BETWEEN—

New

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Cuiupobello and

BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Jan 6th—Sid. schs
Sarah Hunter. Mowbry from St John, NB, for
New Y'ork; Mary Baker. Snowman, Orlaud for
Boston; Regina, Smith, Boston for Machias;
Stella Maud? Miller, St John, NB for Boston;
Addie J, Wilson, fm Brooksville for Portland;
Ueorgia Dixon, Dixon, New York.
MX DESERT. Jan 6—Sid, sch Fanny Earl,
Stanley, Portland.
TENANT’S HARBOR, Jan 5-Sld, sch Brilliant, Gardner, Portland.

Quicksilver. 400
do pfd.......22 25
Ontario.... BO
Mexican. 170
Gould & Curry... 110
Yellow Jacket...
Ophlr. 2 75
Best & Belcher..... 2 20

FOlt

LINE.

Finest and Safest Train, in the World

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

.12 00

■

—

BLUE

ROYAL

International Steamship Co.

SAILED—Sells Emma F Angell, and Hannah
F Carlton.

Col. Coal...

RAILROADS.

8TEAMKKS.

Blake.

NEW YORK, Jiiu.
are

rye, 27,000 bush; barley,

Div’d off.

..147
25. Adams Express..
American Express.116
50

50
Spruce.
Laths,spce. .2 00®2 16

Cordage.
Amer’ii
lb. 105,11
Manilla
Manilla bolt
rope.
Russia do..

50(5,3
00® 3
00®2
25® 1
.1 25® 1

94 V3

CORN.

low

IV

May.

Opening. 88%

Superfine &

0(11

_tt—

New York

7c; pulverized, Gc; powdered, Gc; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3^ C; yellow, 3c.

WHEAT.

Flour.

»Ex-int.

Portland market—cut loaf 5V6c -.confectioners’

_

PORTLAND, Jan. 5,1892.
Sugar has advanced again and no quoted at
4 9-16c for extra fine granulated and 4%c for
standard do.
Grain firmer without quotable
change in figures.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:

j5V*
61
88

Texans 4 20 S 4 40.
Lambs 4 75®6 50.

Rates.

Monday’s quotations.

The following are recent charters:
Bark Arthur C. Wade, Baltimore to Matanzas,
coal $130.
Brig J. C. Hamlen, Jr., Trinidad to Philadelphia, asphalt $2 25 and discharged.
Sell Marion F. Sprague,Portland to NewYork,
ice 50c.
Schr Elm City is reported chartered for same
voyage at 50c.
SchrS David Torrey, Martha Innis, and A.
Heaton, New York to Portland, coal p. t.
Schr Cumberland, Portland to Point-a-Pitre,
shocks 17c.
*.
Schrs Sarah & Ellen, and Falmouth,Guantan
amo to port north of Hatteras, not east of New
York, bag sugar 14c, Boston 15c.
Schr Bertha Warner, same.
Bark Annie Lewis, Portland to Buenos Ayres,

141^
603/i
Oregon Nav.88Va

pfd.31

~

aggre-

Freights.

80

....

do

Sch Polar Wave, Horn La Have, with 30,000
bs fish.
Steamer Pubnlco, from Rockland, to winter.
Cleared.
Sch Carrie A Lane, Houghton, Horse Island,
to load for Baltimore—J S Winslow & Co.
Sell Emma F Chase, Church, Cutler—J H
Blake.
Kdi Cinderella, Fountain, Round Pond—J II
Blake.“
Sdi Sadie & Lillie, Nutter, Bar Harbor—J H

84

Richmond & West roijrt..P.-

....

20

fl

Western Union.J....... 84
80
Sugar Trust.

Lard.(>5.175
Castor.1 26 «i 35
Neatsfoot ..OOcigl 00

ltuck.
Elaine.26@50
No 1.32
Taints.
No 3.
.28
LeadNo 10.2o
8 oz.12 Pure ground.7 00@7 50
10 dz.16 Red.7
(« 714
(53 Vi
Gunpowder—Shot. Ellg Veil Ked3
Blasting-3 5o<r4 00 Am Zinc... .5 005.7 00
2 Vii
Sporting.... 4 HWiG 50 Roelielle...
Rice.
Drop shot.,25 lbs. .1 60
Buck. B, 11B,
Rice
lb-5Mi@7
T. TT, F.1 75 Rangoon-SVa &O

gated 503,000 shares.

...

Big Connecticut Bowlder.
The approximate maximum dimensions
of the “Sheegan” bowlder in Montville,
Conn., are: Length, 75 feet; width, 58
feet; height, 60 feet; contents, 70,000
cubic feet; weight, 6,000 tons. If allowance be made for an immense fragment
which has fallen from its northeast side,
the dimensions and cubic contents of
“Sheegan” would approximate closely
to 90,000 cubic fqet. One point that goes
far toward substantiating the claim on
behalf of the “Sheegan” rock is that it is
a true bowlder, is the number of undoubted bowlders of an immense size
and of the same granite which exist in
comparative proximity.—David A. Wells
in Popular Science Monthly.
A

Jg J

Oil.

...

as

—

Saltpetre....... 10(516
Senna.25530
Canary seed-4®4ya
Cardamons .1 Oogl 76
Soda, by-carl)3%i ®0s/i
Sal.2%@3
Sulphur.3%3*>.
Sugar lead.2£i«22
Wliite wax....55^(50
Vitrol, blue-8 (510
Vanilla,bean .$10(c£13

Before placing your Life Insurance
Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
explanatory of its plans, and
pamphlets
tor list of claims paid'under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodi(
in

j

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m..
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorliam, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. ill.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.

TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth .Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
cago 820 and $15.75; Detroit .*10.75
$12.60; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
Louis
via Detroit 323.75
831.50 ami $27.25; St.
and $19.76; St Louis via Chicago $26 amt
San
Francisco,
California, $90 and
$21.60;
$00.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGKANT, General Manager.
dec8
dtf

ClUFWm, TEXAS AID MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, PullCall on or address E. K.
man sleeping cars.
CUHRIEK, New England Ageut Southern Pacific Co., 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass,
jam 9
eodiy

PORTLAND &

HESTER R. R.

STATION FOOTOFPREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, Oct. 6, 1801, Passeutrains vviii Leave Portland:
'or
Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction,
Nashua, 11 Indham and Pipping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Stprlngvale. Allred, Waterboro and Saco ltiver at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 0.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mill*, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.3<>
and 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 0.20 and
11.15 p. m.
For Forest Avehue (Ileering), C.20 p. in.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connect*
at Ayer Junction with “lloosac Tunnel
Route" for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence aud New York,
via "Providence Line,” for Norwich ami
New York, via “Norwich Line” With Boston
& Albany It. K. for the West, and witli the
New York All Kail via "Springfield.'’
Trains arrive at. Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in..
1.30 ana 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at (1.40,
8.35 and ll.30a. ni., 1.30, 4.30, 5.60 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIudlN, Gen’l Ticket Agent
0Ct6
dtf.

fer

THE

STEAMERS AND LABOR.

PRESS.

the passenger was dead.

CUMBERLAND FAIR.

So Foundation for tlio Persistent Humors

A Good Showing for the County

that, the Steamers Will Go Elsewhere.

Agricul-

Had Sat for Honrs Waiting for the

He

Train—He Was

tural Society.

a

FINANCIAL,
There has been considerable talk about
the city to the effect that the steamers of
the Allan and Dominion lines might go
to some other port on account of the sending back to Canada of some of their
'longshoremen, who were alleged to be
here in violation of the alien contract labor law. The Pkess is able to state that
there is no truth whatever in these rumors, so far as any of the steamer officials here know. Both Mr. Lilley, of the
Allan line, and Mr. Torrance, of the Dominion line, say that they have no
knowledge whatever ot; any such move,
and they regard the report as ridiculous.
It is true that the sending of the men
back to Canada is regarded by them as a
somewhat serious interference with their
This affects the Dominion
business.
line with the greater severity.
The steof
the
Allan
is
line
done
vedoring
by the
American firm of A. Neal & Sons, and
nil hut four of thoir men are Americans.
So the Allans will lose only the services
of those four and four coopers. The
coopers were also general mechanics,
used to the particular work required
about steamers.
Mr. Lilley thinks it

AMUSEMENTS.
City Hall- -Whitney Mockrldge Co.
PAGE.

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will'be found under
the appropriate headings on page C.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup lias been
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.
For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.

febflMW&F&wly
Whet Baby

was
a

sick, we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll
.

eod&wly
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Minnehaha Council, D. of P.,vrill install
officers this evening.
Falmouth Court of Foresters w ill have
an installation next. Thursday.
The monthly meeting of the managers
of the Temporary Home will be held at
Fraternity rooms today at 3 p. m.
Girls have been engaged for waiters at
the Union Station cafe. Mr. M. A. Dillingham is head waiter.
The pocket fire alarm book w hich has
been prepared by C. F. Dam and Clias.
Fainc is extremely neat and convenient.
The Veteran Firemen’s Association
will have a meeting tomorrow' evening at
8 o’clock, at the ward room in City Btiild-

tv

one

wrings

passengers

A

dioir

to

PERSONAL.
Daniel W.

«

Rogers, Jr., of the Boston
Type Foundry, was in town yesterday.
Mr. T. P. Ross of the Dominion line,
has returned after spending the holidays
at

Quebec.

will 1po.va frvr

liic

now

ror

Portland

Uncle

Sam’s

Man.

Stables

at

Fort

SCRATCHED 28 YEARS

Preble

Burned to the Ground.

At the

of the Board of CounJ. N.
Tolman was re-elected chairman.
Mr. George J. Minott of Belgrade, until recently doorkeeper of the National
House, is at the United States Hotel, on
his way home.
At the city meeting Monday evening,
Mayor True received the resignation of
Seth L. Larrabee, Esq., as Commissioner
for Back Bay and Fore River, which was
accepted, and appointed in his place
/
John Sparrow, Esq.
Hon. W. L. Putnam, the newly appointed Justice of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, was in Boston
Monday. He made a call upon Judge
Colt at the post office building. As soon
as his appointment is confirmed
by the
Senate the court will commence busi-

meeting

ty Commissioners yesterday, Mr.

ness.

Funeral of Frederick P. Dyer.

\ The funeral of the late Frederick P.
took place yesterday afternoon at
South Portland, under the auspices of
Pine Tree Lodge, K. of P., of which the
deceased was the Sitting Past Chancellor
Commander.
Chancellor Commander
C. A. Stickney and others of Pine Tree
Lodge attended. The pall bearers were
G. W. Orne of South Portland, H. S. Da-

Dyer

legally
the family,
as the legal

yesto lie up for the winter. The
Panuco lias been employed during the
summer season in carrying granite from
Vinalliaven and other quarries to Rockland. On her broad deck and in the hold
304 tons of granite may be carried at a
load.
A prominent physician said to a Pbess
representative last night, “I think the
The disease is
grippe is on the wane.
not nearly so hard to conquer as it was a
week ago. The cases this year, however,
have been even more severe than two
years ago. There has also been a more
nervous character to the trouble this year
than previously.”

vis, J. iv. JJrett and E. T. Benner.
Mr. Dyer’s death, which was quite
sudden, occurred last Saturday morning
of pneumonia.
Mr. Dyer was well
known to the citizens of Portland and
vicinity, where he has passed his lifetime, being a son of the late Alvin S.
Dyer, who at one time was extensively
engaged in the West India cooperage
business. He held many important positions of tr ust.
He was at one time
master of a clipper bark out of this port,
and later several other vessels plying in
the coasting trade; but .upon the failure
of shipping some dozen years ago he retired from the sea, and has for several
years been engaged in trade at South
Portland.
Mr. Dyer was the Sitting Past Chancellor of Pine Tree Lodge, K. of P.. and
was insured in the endowment rank of
that order for $2000. He leaves a widow
and two daughters, aged 11 and 12 years
respectively. His mother, Mary Knight,
and brothers, Edmund W., and Dr. Frank
P. Dyer, as also of his
two sisters,
Mrs. W. E. Johnson of Vermont, and
Mrs. E. L. Cole of South Portland, survive : and it can be tr uly said that they,
and more especially the widow, have the
sympathy of the whole community.

Winding Up

Business.

Civil Service Kxnmination.

All who desire to enter the next civil
service examination for the positions of

clerk,

carrier or messenger at the Portland post office should file their applicar
tions at once, as the examiners have no
authority to receive such applications af-

|

ter

January 12th,

elected

were

When the local train from Dover, on
the Boston &
Maine, reached North Berwick last
night, one of the passengers
left the cars and entered the station pre-

Tho

passenger

steadily

The society voted
that no entries
should be received by this society for
any of the purses without the same be
accompanied by an entry fee; and voted
that no trustee shall act as judge. The
matter of erecting a grand stand will be
considered at their next meeting at the
Merchants’ Exchange Jan. 16th. The sala-

ten

ries of the secretary and treasurer were
fixed at $50 per year for each. The president appointed Gardiner M. Parker and
G. D. Weeks as auditors for the year
1891:
The treasurer made the following re-

port:

came

460.25

Received from state.

For

462.08
158.31
214.62

special premiums.

Balance tor the year 1889.

85.245.26
EXPENSES.

Paid outstanding bill and and notes. .$1,185.00
Premiums in hall.
104.50
Premiums in park.
807.50
Trotting purses. 1,312.50
General expenses. 8,093.27

The present

of the

standing

society

is:

BESOUBCES.

Hue from the state...$450.00
Cash in treasury. 309.99
LIABILITIES.

-$769.79

Outstanding bills...$ 15.00
Notes. 332.00
Interest. ...••••.
25.00

-$372.00
Excess of resources.$387.79
The following taken from the treas-

urer’s book shows what part of the premiums each town received: Portland,

$72.50; Deering, $01.75; Gorham, $329.75;

Scarboro, $120.75; Windham, $33.55; Falmouth, $19.00; Cape Elizabeth, 10.00;
Standish, 66.50; Buxton, $12.00; Westbrook, $108.50; Dayton,$10; Gray,$129.25;

Cumberland, $10;

Now

Gray, $9.00.

Gloucester, $3.00;

Mr. Hanson reported that he raised 113
bushels of corn at an expense of 27 cents
per bushel.
Annual Meeting of the Builders’ Exchange

The annual

of the Builders’
Exchange was held last evening at their
rooms on Exchange street.
The annual
supper was partaken of, and the following officers were elected:

meeting

President—N. E. Redlon.
VT!f»o PpoaiHnnt_Tlnninl

MormlT

Secretary—Charles E. Snow.

Treasurer—.James Miller.
Directors—N. E. Redlon, Daniel M. Mannix,
A. 1). Smith. R. W. Jackson, S. Bowen, George
Smith and Mr. Hutchinson.
Representatives to the National Convention
to be held In Cleveland the 18th Inst—R. \V.
Jackson, N. E. Redlon.
Alternates—James Miller and George Smith.

The Exchange is in a flourishing condition financially, and a large number of
members have been added to the roll.
Poland Paper Company.

At the annual

meeting of the
Paper Company held yesterday
lowing directors were elected:

Poland
the fol-

Arthur Sewall, James Munroe, Woodbury S.
Dana, William G. Davis, George C. Wing, W. H.
Milliken, Frank D. True.
The directors organized and elected the
following officers:
Presleent—Arthur Sewall.
Treasurer—C. R. Milliken.
Clerk—C. H. Milliken.

A semi-annual dividend of 3 per cent
was declared.

evening about half past eight a
bright light was seen in the direction of
Fort Preble. Investigation showed the

to walk

seen

un-

People siderable bay were destroyed.
sleep.
evening but Capt. Hutton to Command the
attention to the figure

nobody paid any
sitting quietly in the

tho

corner.

At about

o’clock the Pullman arrived and then
of the railroad

went to arouse
waiting passenger. The man was
given a shake but instead of waking to
take the train, fell forward in his chair
and the startled railroad man discovered
that the passenger was dead.
It is sup-

one

men

the

posed lie expired shortly after entering
the station. Upon later investigation the
man was found to be Frank Marriner
who resides at tho West End, and liis
family were notified by Officer Heath.
Mr.
It was a terrible sliqck to them.
Marriner has worke^t for the city, and
has a brother who-is a letter carrier. He
a

wife and
--

■

children.

"""

----

M.

ouutu

Wheel Club Pool Tournament.

IU

11IV

Xiiai,

following nkiRes have been added
to the list of the Board of Registration:
The

WARD FOUR.

Allen, Carroll V., 49 Chestnut
Bennett, John It., 50 Myrtle.
Burnham. Benjamin H., 45 Exchange.
Boggs, Alex B., 20 Spring.
Bourne, Sylvanus, 48 Stone.

[

At the Wheel Club last evening, the
first set of games in the pool tournament
were played.
Jolm C. Stevens was the
winner. The next games will be played
January 19th. A public meeting of the
club will be held at the house on High
street Friday evening of this week, at
wiui.ii

muu

The Portland Mecanic Blues Veteran
Association met last evening and formed
a

permanent organization by electing the

following

officers:

President—Jas. M. Black.
Vice President—Jere Ilsley.
Secretary—Daniel R. Dresser.
Treasurer—Thos. W. Burnham.
Trustees—R. P. Jewett, Chas. F. Swett and
A. A. Dimock.

The next

meeting will be held
day, January 12, at Columbia Hall.

Tues-

Emnlovinir Printers’ Club.

At the annual meeting of the employing Printers’ Club held last evening the
following officers were elected:

H„ G9 Free.
Carey, Charles K., 57 Hanover.
Cady. Patrick J., 43 Danforth.
Chaplin, George M., 63 Brown.
Clancey, Maurice. 23 Centre.
Calhoun, David A., 9 Chestnut.
Chase, Mitchell H., 219 Federal.
Condon, Thomas W., Durant House.
Coggins, Willard A., Falmouth.
Doyle, James H., 341 Cumberland.
Dunn, Augustine H., 97 Elm.
Doyle, Peter S„ 48 Chestnut.
Friets, John, 12 South.
Flaherty, Stephen J., 43 Centre.
Flaherity. Taliil, 2 Centre.
Farrell, Michael W., 41 Chestnut
Frates, .Joseph T., Rear 48 Pleasant
Flynn, Edward, 57 Pleasant.
Gibbs. John L., 10 Moulton.
Haverty, William E., rear 43 Pleasant
Hamilton, Mellen RJ 65 Alder.
Hodsdon, Hiram C., 22 Stone.
Jackson, Albert G., 526 v* Congress.
Lowe, James H., 2 Dumphy’s Lane.
Lowery Edward, 27 Maple.
Libbey, Irving A.. 11 Stone.
Murphv, Patrick E., 4,Centre.
Morton. Fred R., 62 Free.
Ney, Michael E., 5Kf Fore.
O’Donnell. Dennis. 45 Centre.
Orchard, John, 216 Oxford.
Kackleff. Oliver S., Durant House.
Kedlon, Nathan E„ 4<;.Brown.
Small, Oscar W.. 161'Lincoln.
Seeley, Samuel It, U.'s. Hotel.
Stevens. Charles H., 83 Myrtle.
Strout, Howard L., 31$ Cumberland.
Sawyer, Charles L. W.j 369 Cumberland.
Winslow, Edward R.,’21 Cedar.
"Wilkinson Wm -T .lr lAR HYfftPd.
Whitehouse, Benj. F., 241 Oxford.

President—Fred L. Tower.
Vice President—Charles H. Ford.
Secretary—Frank N. Strout.
Treasurer—Charles E. Williams.

The president, vice president, secretar
ry, F. B. Southworth and T. D. Sale were
chosen executive committee.
A committee was appointed to arrange an entertainment for the February

meeting.
A large delegation

was

present.

La

The regular monthly meeting of the
Women's Maine Indian Association was
held yesterday afternoon in the vestry of

Congress Square church, the president,
Mrs. Myra E. Frye in the chair. Mrs.
Hannah J. Bailey offered prayer. The
secretary’s and treasurer’s reports
read and

were

Miss Wyer, corread letters from
an Indian missionary in Indian
Territory.
He told of white men’s setting fire to
an Indian’s land and stealing his
ponies,
and that this Indian who had lost his
ponies said he “Never believe wdiite man
good.” Mrs. Frye spoke of the association’s work in Indian Territory. Mrs.
Ogden and Mrs. Bailey spoke of the
privilege the association had of helping
to civilize the Indians through the consecration of the Christian Indian who
has set himself the task of elevating his
tribe. Miss Blanchard read a letter from
an Indiah woman who was educated
by
the Connecticut Women's Indian Association, and is now meeting with success
as a physician in her tribe.
A letter was
also read from the Indian student, who
so well addressed the annual
meeting,
thanking the ladies for his Christmas
box.

accepted.
responding secretaay,

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

the building up qualities so much needed,
through the life-giving properties it imparts to
the blood.

_NEW

crusted, piinn’

Messenger’s

hereditary
diseases and humors of the skin. Scalp, and
blood, with loss of hair, from infancy to age,
from pimples to scrofula.

Notice.

CHARLES H. EDWARDS, of Casco,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said debtor, which petition was filed on the
5th day of January, A. D. 1892, to which
date interest onclaims is to be computed.
the

payment of

any

debts

to

or

by said debtor, and the
transfer
and
delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law. That a meeting of the creditors
of said debtor, to prove their debts and choose
one or more assignees of his estate, will be held
at a Court of Insolvency to be holdeu at Probate
Court room in said Portland, In said County of
Cumberland, on the 18th day of January, A. D.
1892, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.

cri’n o e

Given under my hand the date first above
written.
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cutnberlaria.

INSTRUCTIONJ

BOTANY.

Classes in Botany will be formed during January that pupils may be fitted for the work of
classification as soon as the early flowers bloom,
Attention will be given to our native orchids.
For terms and course of instruction, apply between 3 and 5 p. in. to
MRS. MARY E.

TAYLOR, 10 Gray St.
janed3w

ACHING SIDES AND BACK,

'Hip. kidneys,

and uterine pains and
weaknesses relieved in one tr.Inuto
by the Cuticura Anti-Pain Planter.
'Phe first and only pain-killing plaster.

The weather today
is likely to be

fair.
Portland, Jan. C, 1892.

gerate
bit

The best makes of Leather Cov-

ered, Elastic* and Hard Rubber,
single and double. We adjust

—-1

A Memorable Occasion.

Two weeks from

Thursday will be the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the consecrar
tion of lit. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D.,
and the celebration of the day is to be
made a memorable one at St. Luke’s Cathedral. A special choral service is being prepared by the choir, and the day
will be specially observed in many ways.
The Aurora Borealis.

Persons who weixbfortunate enough to
be out last
evening (,-saw a magnificent
display of aurora,^
They were

them to conform with the requirements off the ease. Rock
Maple Crutches, all sizes, are
carried in stock and we furnish
special patterns in any off the
various woods that are used.
You'll find also si good line off
Shoulder Braces of she most approved make, thoroughly reusable sind easily adjusted. Elastic*
Stockings, knee raps, anklets
stud full length hose, in silk,
linen or cotton, will be furnished
quickly and si tit guaranteed.
Blanks for self measurement
sent to siuy address sind stockings forwarded by mail without
extra expense.
YVe sell Abdominal Supporters.
H. H. HAY A SON, Middle Street.
lstor8thpdtf

bfrealis.

nothing to what Lieutenant and Mrs.
Peary are enjoying-. »ia Greenland these
winter evenings;
yctarcost Portland people will not be envious on this account.
gfr G1'of Sebago, was in the

Esq',

*«

#

little

a

when

we

that

tell you

Lounging
Coats, Smoking Jackets

and Bath Robes
here

ing

now

money than
been before

are

sell-

for

less

they’ve
or

ever

be

will

dozen

nvn m

r\1

do

1£

Fairford Southern Pine Flooring.

This is a rift sawn flooring.
It will not sliver
or splinter and will out-last three
ordinary
floors.
Every one who is building and thinks of using
Southern pine should see it.
Write lor particulars, or call on
S. II. & A. K. DOTEN.
404 to 504 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
SepI9eod9ms#
Portland, Me.

This Is the

left

are

from

place yon are looking
leading Clothing store.

Is the

We

bound

are

to

)
It

for.

be the

Leaders in the Clothing
Business and to be leaders
must

offer

Now this is

our

have

more

got

Bargains.

latest.

We

Clothing

than we need for this warm
weather so we make this
extraordinary inducement
to

purchasers.
of

All custom-

for cash at
one time and bringing this
adv. will be allowed $1.00
on a $10.00
purchase or
$2.00 on a $20.00purchase
ers

buying

us

larger purohases in the
same proportion, but this

o

adv. must be nresented
every

for

purchase and will be

good for the balance of this
It will

week.

the Portland

found

be

in

Press, Argus,

Advertiser
and
Express.
We consider this a
rare
chance to buy first class

clothing cheap.
FARRINGTON
542

Japanese Silk Coats

all that

nit'KS., I

54a Congress Street.

or

E don’t exag-

BROS.,
Congress Street^

a

y

big lot which came to us
just before Christmas are
marked $4.50 from $6.48.
It was a “bargain lot” at
the old

DIARIES

price—garments
commonly sell

like these

for $8, $9 and $10. Some
are embroidered,
others
are

but

plain,

they

are

all

silk, inside and out, soft,
warm and luxurious
and

small

another

there’s
of

lot

-AND-

ACCOUNT BOOKS.
-FOB THE-

New Year.

imported

English House Coats
made from
fine wool
cassimeres in plaids and
checks at $3.50, marked
from $5. This was also
a job lot.
The coats are

S1HENS4 JONES
COMPANY.
dec28

eodtf

JAPANESE

worth $6 to $8.
The better Jackets and

really

Robes

are

reduced

fSLE

pro-

portionately.
Another crowd at the
Silks counter yesterday,
and the sale will go on
until the goods are gone.
If
the

tity

advertising

our

impression

was a

TRUSSES.

r AIUtl.MilUiS

we
Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticcra, 50c:Soap,
25c; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
lySend for “llow to Cure Skin Diseases,” 04
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials,
nj RflPLES, black-heads, red, rough, chapped,
rhil and oily skin cured by Ctticura Soap.

Then

THIS

That

scrofulous,

and

only $4.50.

ADVERTISEMENT.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. January 5,
A. D. 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 5th day
of January. A. D. 1892, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of

Rich, Gardner, 101 park.
Sterling, Winslow K.. 07 Winter.
Skerritt, Thomas, 13 Tate.
Smitli, Everett, 105 Stele.
Sawyer, Joshua W„ 103 Brackett
Sherman, Horace E., 736 Congress
Shurtleff. Isaac K., 254 Brackett,
600 Congress.
Tucker, Payson,
Verriil, Ezra A., 112 Brackett.
Walker, James A., 9 Adams Place.
Welch, Alvin F.. 108 Winter.
Williams, Wm. H„ 184 York.
Watts, James M., 39 Tate.

city yesterday.

and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Bcautilier, externally (to clear the skin and scalp, and
restore the hair,) instantly relieve and speedily
cure every species of itcliing, burning, scaly,

Fnr

It has been wittily said that la grippe “keeps
you sick fifteen days after you are well,” so
slowly is strength recovered. Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been found of inestimable value in restoring desired vigor after la grippe and also
after scarlet fever, diphtheria, pneumonia,
and other prostrating diseases.
The system
finds in

10

-—

Grippe

Need Not Fear La Grippe.

Bobortson. James A.. 119 Clark.

Poor,

Cuticura Resolvent
The new Elood stud Skin Purifier, internallv (to
cleanse the blood of all impurities and poisonous
elements), and Cuticura, the great Skin Cure,

again.

As la grippe Is undoubtedly caused by some
micro-organism carried in and by the air, the
best general advice which can be given is to
avoid exposure in inclement weather, and keep
your strength up, your blood in good condition, and your digestive organs in regular action. These last three conditions can best be attained by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whicli so
happily meets the requirements that with its
protection you

Gray.
Perkins. John C.. 737 Congress.
Bicker, Francis 0.. 209 Spring.
Kich, Charles, 71 Winter.

E. L.

|

W&S&wlw

How to Avoid It Attacks and How to
Hecovcr from Its Effects.

Hamlet. Charles, 38 Winter.
Illsley, Charles P., 39 Piue.
Johnson, Clarence A., 232 Brackett.
Kuowltou, Beni. F.. 50 Brackett.
Lombard, Charles F., 98 Gray.
Litchfield, Albertus E., 33 Clark.
Lindsey, Wm. E., 15 Tate.
Leopold, Wm. W., 34‘Tyng.
Marand, George A.. 226 Spring.
Merrill, Julian, H., 142 State.
Milliken, George, 235 Brackett
Miller, Arthur, 15 Grove.
Nelson, Willis F.. 249, York.
Nelson, Lyman IL, 153 State.
Osgood, Wallace C., 717 Cougress.
Pearson James S.. 4,Horton place.
Parkman, Horace G.. '27C State.
Porter, Benj. F., jr.. 240 Brackett

Post, Robert B.,

Women’s Maine Indian Association.

Vorv

vri/irii ivuauo

of 1890.

Austin, Geo. G-. 32V2 Winter.
Adams, James R-, 228 Brackett
Allen, John Howard, 11 Dow.
Babbidge, James F-, 261 Spring.
Bain, Cnas. H., 232 Spring.
Brooks, Marcus F-, 101 Sherman.
Connolly, Michael, 182 York.
Casey, John D., 41 Winter.
Connor, Thomas. 66 Gray.
Eldridge, Melville N., 175 Brackett
Emery, Joshua T., 117 Danforth.
Ford, Patrick C., 184 York.
Flower, Elbridge G., 168 York.
Fove, Arthur 1)., 54 Pine.
Fie'ld, James, E., 37 Tate.
Holly wood, James H.. 147 Brackett
Hutchinson, Melville C., 14 A'arnum.
Haskell, George W.. 666 Cumberland.
Holland, Frank F., 669 Cumberland.
Hayes, Harrison. 043 Congress.
Howard, Willis H., 96 Winter.
I'OQ

ui

“There
The Boston Journal says:
have been rumors upon tho street that
prominent holders of Maine Central stock
were selling out, fearing that the recent
would impair
additions to the road
Portland advices,
future dividends.
however, claim that net earnings for the
three months previous to January 1st
showed an increase of $45,000 over the
like quarter of 1890.
December was
of
course.”
estimated,
In October, 1891, there were 4700 stockholders of the common and 470 of the
preferred stocks of the Boston & Maine
railroad, an increase of 838 and 60 respectively over the corresponding period

WARD FIVE.

Tt'poafiia Piurono

duujwi

Vis

If I harl known of the Cuticura Remedies
ago, it would have saved me
9200.00 and an Immense amount of suffering.
My disease (psoriasis) eommeneed on my head
in a snot not larger than a cent.
It spread
rapidly all over my body, and got under my
nails. The scales wouid drop
off of me all the time, and
my suffering was endless,
and without relief. One thousand dollars would not tempt
me to have this disease over
again. I am a poor man, but
fee! rich to be relieved of what
some of the doctors said was
leprosy, some ringworm, psoI cannot praise
riasis, ete.
<
the Cuticcha Remedies
too much.
They have made
A
vk-/YrTfSv/w
my skin as clear and free
\cj2mY£? from scales as a
baby’s. All
I used of them was $5.00 worth. If you had been
here and said you would have cured me for
$200.00. yon would have had the money. I
looked like the picture (No, 2, page 47) in your
book, ‘‘How to Cure Skin Diseases,’, but now I
am as clear as any person ever was.
Through
force of habit I rub my hands over my arms and
to
to
no
scratch once in a while, but
legs
purpose. 1 am all well. I scratched twenty-eight
of
second
and
it
to
be
kind
nature
a
got
years,
to me. I thank you a thousand times.
DENNIS DOWNING, Waterbury, Vt.

Kailruad Notes.

Akers trom, Andrew, 44 High.
Baker, Chas. H. Jr., 219 High.
Burke, John O., 409 Cumberland.
Bogau, James A., 68 Pleasant.
Cofiiii, Walter H., S3 Portland.
Conway Roger W., 87 Pleasant.
Carle, Lorenzo W., 113 Portland.
Cartland. Thos. P. R., 125 Park.
Daniels, Dexter, 395 Cumberland.
DeCelle, Geo. H., 65 High.
Driscoll, Daniel, 38 Maple.
French, George A.. 99 High.
Kimball, Leroy 8.. 26 High.
Leveque, Frauds, 91 Green.
McMahon, Jamesr, 1 King place.
Mahoney, David AV„ 30 Mechanic.
Malone, Fred C., 442 Cumberland.
McDowell, Frank W.. 9 Deering.
Miller, John E., 105 Green.
Norton, William, 120 Green.
Orr, William A., 61 Parris.
O’Connell, John E., 125 Green.
Reynolds. Edwin Dn 66 Oak.
Sterling. Melville C., 81 Portland.
Smith, Jesse, 36 Parris.
Smith, Howard C- 10'DeerIng.
Stevens, Edward W- GO Parris.
Sullivan, Wm. C., 40 Brattle.
Shaw, Edmund H., 80 Portland.
Small, Chas. A., 69 Parris.
Trafton, Homer D., 14 Hanover.
Tyler, Joseph, 241 High.
Tolmau, AValter, 471 Cumberland.
Thaxter, Geo. R. AV.. 0,35 Green.
Webb, Edward C., 40i Cumberland.
AVinch, James C., 157 Green.
Welch, Elmer E., 9 Brattle.

XT nit

tnu

nr~Y»

The public arc corwill be discussed.
to
invited
attend, particularly riddially
ers of bicycles and drivers or owners of
horses. Mr. J. C. Stevens will give an
address on the subject, and other speakers will be announced in a day or two.

Boothby, Charles

WARD SIX.

Mechanic Bines Veteran Association.

/•

>

with

Disease

Suffering Cured by

twenty-eight years

Sarmlento.

Mr. Charles Hutton has been given the
command of the bark Sarmiento by the
firm of IL Lewis & Co.
Mr. Hutton
made his first sea voyage when a boy
with Capt. Ward Lewis in the bark Ella.
Ever since that time he has been in their
employment, and the giving of the Sarmiento to him is an evidence of their appreciation of his services. Mr. Hutton
has many friends who will bo pleased to
learn of his promotion.
Captain Ward Lewis, recently in command of the Ella, will go as master of
the Annie Lewis, the largest of the white
fleet line.

Skin

Itching,

Cuticura Remedies.

to

during

Scaly,

Endless

fire to be in the company stables at the
Fort, which were burned to the ground.
The origin of the fire is a mystery, but is
thought to bo the result of somebody’s
carelessness. The horses were removed
in safety but a quantity of tools and con-

into which he sank and

and went

Sale of tickets.$3,601.25
Kent of grounds.
174.44

Trotting horses.

was

a seat

apparently dropped

leaves

RECEIPTS.

to

A

Last

sumably to wait for the Pullman from
Boston, the train on which he had come
from Dover not
running beyond Berwick.

President—Warren H. Vinton of Gray.
Secretary—Daniel F. Whittier of Gorham.
Treasurer—.Fred 1). Scammon of Gorham.
Trustees-vJohn S. lleald of Portland, Henry
B. Johnson of Gorham, Albert T. Warren of
Westbrook, Isaac S. Johnson of Gorham, Benj.
F. Carter of Searboro, John W. True of New
Gloucester.

post in New York city today.

not

A meeting of the officers and managers
of the Children’s Christmas Club was
held at Mrs. Colby’s, High street, last
night. The various reports were read
and accepted and a vote of thanks was
extended to Miss Mary C. Clapp, Mrs.
Joseph Gilman. High street Sunday
school and St Lawrence street Sunday
school for their donations of money; to
tlie ladies of the various committees for
their untiring and efficient labors before
and on the day of the festival; and to Mr.
Drummond, Mr. O. M. Lord, Mr. Elliot
Mitcheli, Mr. J. J. Pooler, Mr. Carl Warren, the High School Cadets, the “Peek
Sisters,” the parish committee of the
Congress square church, and the ladies
of the Woodfords Congregational church
for their kind assistance in many ways.

and the following officors
for the year 1892:

•

Mr. Chas. H. Redlon, of the firm of Ira
F. Clark & Co., is confined to the house
with the grippe.
Assistant
Observer Shaw
of
the
Weatlipr T^nrprm

meeting of the Cumberland
County Agricultural Society was held at
Gorham, yesterday. There were not a
very large number of members present.
The heads of the several departments
presented their reports for the year 1890,
The annual

«/

till their places here. He
says that Portland has not enough good
’longshoremen to do it, and he expects
vexatious delays and trials all winter
long on account of it.
The contract labor law was undoubtedly intended to prevent American manufacturers sending abroad for cheap labor
to underbid American workingmen, and
was, no doubt, aimed at coal operators
and others, who met strikes by importBut the law
ing Poles and Hungarians.
hits a wide variety of cases, for which it
was probably not intended.
Even clerhired
abroad
have
been
troubled
gymen
it.
On
the
in
by
border,
places like Calit
is
almost
ais,
impossible to enforce it
without doing great harm to American
and British interests alike. So far, at
this port, the inconvenience seems to be
coming almost entirely upon the steamBut the frequent rumors that the
ers.
steamers will leave, while not true, give
nevertheless the disquieting reminder
that Portland is not quite so pleasant a
place for these profitable sojourners as
we could wish it to be.

terday

i

A

stevedoring

possible,

ui jauw iiuiiauu, came inu) i ora ana

Club

cnnnlv
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The Dominis done by Mills and
McMastcrs, from whose crews come the
bulk of the men sent back to Canada.
These were skilled men, and Mr. Torrance says it will be difficult, if not imion line

and who is to have the same
heirs. This child is now Mrs. Lucia
Johnson of Framingham, Mass.
The
estate is estimated at $750,000.
The large stone-carrying tug Panuco,

Children’s Christmas

rniitA imnncdliln fn

places satisfactorily here.

Portland and 2015 tons of freight.
There are five children from Portland
in the Bath Orphan Asylum for children
of soldiers. They are Walter W. and
Arthur S. Foster, children of James S.
Foster, 7th Regiment, and Marshall, Kate
and Thomas Ilodgcs, children of T. H.
Hodges, of the 1st and 10th Regiments.
Automatic thermostats have been
placed in Burrowes’s screen factory which
will go off at 140° of heat in the building
and automatic sprinklers will discharge
water when the heat ranges above 155°.
A number of Rogers’s auxiliary alarm
boxes connect with Machigonne’s house.
The annual meeting of the Portland
Soldiers and Sailors’ Monument Association will be held at Reception Hall on
Monday evening next, the 11th inst The
association having accomplished its mission, measures will probably be taken at
that meeting to wind up its affairs and
dissolve the association.
The will of the late Daniel F. Emery
divides his property among his children

equally, including a child
adopted, but who grew up in

ill 1

1

Tho officers of Beacon Lodge were installed last night. After the installation,
the grand officers were tendered a supper
at Harding's by the members of tho lodge.
The Scarboro Sunday School Association will meet Thursday, January 7th, at
2 o’clock in the afternoon, continuing
throughout the evening, at the Methodist
church, West Scarboro.
The financial editor of the Boston Advertiser hears that the net earnings of
the Maine Central for the quarter ending
January 1st, were $45,000 above the corresponding quarter last year.
Today is the feast of tho Epiphany in
the Catholic church. Mass at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception will
be celebrated at 8 a. m. There will be a
benediction at 7.30 in the evening.
The committee of three of the Common
Council, appointed Monday evening to
consider the advisability of establishing
a board of fire commissioners for Portland, consists of Mcssr3. Little, Cousins
and Knowlos.
The Numidian of the Allan line will
sail tomorrow.
A
large cargo of
apples will go with her. The Parisian of
the same line is expected at Halifax on
Saturday, and may get in here Sunday or
iuumuiy.

MLSCELLAJi KOIS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

Fahnestock & Co.

When she was

NEW

BLAZE.

~

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

EIGHTH
Owen, Moore & Go.
Cuticura remedies.
Instruction In Botany.
Messenger’s Notice.

A LIVELY

to

limit
be

to

sold

gave
that there

the

We didn’t

mention a
small lot of plain India
Silks in white and delicate shades for
evening
which
are
also in
dresses,
this sacrifice.
Silk Beaver Trimming,
O’
all widths, marked down
50c

a

yard, prices

Si.00, $1.50 and
All

were

[after"eating

1

A HEARTY

DINNER!i

have that fading of distress, or perhaps
t you are a sufferer from Heartburn. Acidity.
Gastric
Pressure, Indigestion or kindred StoraX♦
ncli Troubles; if so,

t

VOU

Astrachan Trimmarked down to

50c.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

J
1

1

;TRY DR. BRONSON’S
PEPSIN TROCHES!
*
Thoy will cure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes ;
X for $1.00. Of druggists or by nialL
l BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. 1

»»♦»♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦»♦♦»♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦$»♦»♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦»«» »$

deel8

ood2w

MIKABO [AUMBRY,
5 Myrtle

$2.00,

our

ming

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itehing, Chronic, Kecent or Hereditary. 1 his remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box. « boxes for *5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to eaeh
purchaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by TV. TV. tviiipri.E &
CO., Wholesale anid lietail Agents, 21 Monument Square, Portland, Me.
oct2tteodtf

quaneach

to

customer, we’d like it understood that there’s no
limit except in the goods
themselves.

to

CURE

Street,

Near City Hall.

about to add to our laundry business
WE arestock
of Ch!nea« and Japanese Fancy
a

a choice line of tea.
direct from China, and

Goods, and also
are

imported

All goods
of the

aro

finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday. December 21, and ■shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

I'Jease tail and See Us,

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
dec21

d3m

t

